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Senior Leader Perspective
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Revisiting Leadership in the Armed Forces*
A ir C o mmo d o r e A s l a m Ba z m i , Pa k is t a n i A ir Fo r c e , R e t ir e d

ANY BOOKS AND articles have
extensively discussed the subject
of leadership. In dealing with
some of its aspects, therefore, one
will likely repeat (albeit somewhat differently)
what som eone has already said. Basically, the
essentials o f good leadership in the profession
of arms have changed little over the past decades. Although w'e still hold sound leadership in high esteem, p o o r leadership has become m uch less tolerable today and much
more dysfunctional than it was 50 years ago.
Rapid progress made in the m odern technological era demands that present-dav leaders
use their abilities, attitudes, and perceptions
to overcome the polarity caused by the vanity
o f hum an power and the neglect of life’s pristine values.

W hat Is Leadership?
Leadership makes people place their faith
and trust in a single leaflet whom they follow
and for whom they are willing to give their
best. Leaders must be able to inspire their followers bv dem onstrating superior qualities of
body. m ind, and character. T heir success derives from inspiring their subordinates to think,
feel, and act the way they do. A gift of character. leadership can be polished and improved.
Field Marshal Bernard Law M ontgomery
of (h ea t Britain defined leadership as “the will
to dominate, together with the character which inspires rtm/idence" (emphasis in original).1 To
lead and dom inate others, one must first acquire force of character tem pered by energy, a
sense of purpose and direction, integrity, enthusiasm, and moral courage. People look up
‘ K rpnntril with prrimwHin of Shah*rn, |r>urnal <A the P ik iiu n i Air

Force.
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to leaders and trust their judgem ent; leaders
inspire and warm the hearts of their followers.
Indeed, Field Marshal Sir William Slim of Australia viewed leadership as ‘'the projection of
personality."- In its highest sense, leadership is
the goal that all officers must continually seek
if they wish to remain worthy of their rank and
insignia.

During the period of indecisive inactivity created bv an emergency, some people may begin
to act doggedly and inspire others to follow
them bv virtue o f their physical prowess, outstanding appearance, or some kind o f unique
attribute. Such individuals may not have
thought o f being leaders but simply respond
to situations m ore quickly and assertively than
others. Alternatively, leaders-to-be may consciously assume that role and make themselves
conspicuous. In the arm ed forces, we do not
have to adopt either of these m ethods because
conspicuousness comes naturally to us by virtue o f our uniforms and insignia on the one
hand anti, on the other, by the training that
prom pts all personnel to turn to those of
higher rank for guidance. Officers in the
arm ed forces should therefore earnestly strive
to acquire qualities that will m ature and refine
their leadership abilities.

sists in being honest and adm itting o n e’s mistakes when things go wrong. It shows itself in
the ability to make decisions, keeping interests of the service and the country in view
against personal interest or self-perpetuation.
Lack of moral courage can impel persons with
ostensibly strong nerves and great character
to make absolutely wrong decisions. Lacking
moral courage and not ready to accept defeat,
Adolf H itler cost millions of people their lives.
His generals, deficient in courage, turned him
into an unbridled dem on. By dem onstrating
moral courage, a leader can avoid many a
wrong decision. The ability to make an unpopular decision calls for resolution, which
leaders can cultivate.
Some leaders unfairly keep themselves too
m uch in the sun and their followers too much
in the dark. U nder no circumstances should
comm anders be vague, remote, or inaccessible.
When they walk unannounced into any camp,
workshop, o r office, people should recognize
them immediately. It is m ore im portant to be
recognized than to be popular.
Moral courage requires a leader o r comm ander to report adversely on an inefficient
subordinate and to differ with a superior whose
actions run counter to the best interests of the
service. Like Winston Churchill, who, at the
beginning o f World War II, offered to oppose
Germany with his “blood, toil, tears, and sweat.”
a leader should not waver under stress and
strain.1Bv cultivating the virtue of moral courage and the disposition to acknowledge o n e’s
mistakes, a leader opens up the possibility of
radical reform ation. After demolishing the
barrier o f conceit, an officer can fully discuss
any problem with his or her subordinates and
may often find the solution most suited to the
situation.

Courage

Example

Speaking of Jo h n Churchill, Duke o f Marlborough, Voltaire praises “that calm courage in
the midst of tumult, that serenity o f soul in
danger . . . [which is] the greatest gift o f nature for com m and.”3Most people have physical
courage but lack moral courage, which is indispensable for a leader. Moral courage con-

Good leaders work m ore than they talk, trying
to become living symbols of their organization’s value system. Tactical leadership based
on example and dem onstration promotes
group cohesion. Leaders exert an immediate
and pervasive influence on those under their
com m and. To serve as a good example to their

Qualities of a Military Leader
The qualities that we associate with great
leadership are so num erous that no one can
possess all o f them. The following sections
briefly discuss a selection o f traits tvpical of
celebrated leaders— traits that military officers
should strive to acquire.
Conspicuousness

REX7SITING IJiADERSHIP IN THE ARMED FORCES

subordinates, they must, therefore, set for
themselves a su ict moral code and code of discipline. Lf they wish to earn their followers'
respect and loyalty, they must meticulously
correct their own attitude towards their superiors as well as subordinates. Quietly spoken
by true leaders, a “W ill you please.' commands
a more immediate response than a bellow
from people uncertain of themselves and
afraid of their own authority.
All leaders must independently establish
their own credibility. They must know their
jo b and demonstrate that knowledge. To serve
as an example means saving, “Come on,” not
“Go on." Officers must realize that ju n io r officers closelv note the way they talk and behave. Thev discuss their leaders’ idiosyncrasies
among themselves, com paring and contrasting them with other officers and finally passingjudgem enl. The efficiency or poor performance of a unit or section depends in great
measure on this popular assessment. Every officer, therefore, should remain extremely wary
about his or her conduct.
The credibility of leaders is a strong index
of their troops' high morale and unfailing loyalty, which cannot be secured bv m ere preaching. According to Brig Gen S. L. A. Marshall.
“The doctrine of a blind loyalty to leadership
is a selfish and futile m ilitan dogma except in
so far as it is ennobled by a higher loyalty in all
ranks to truth and decency.”'
Leadership’s reputation of firmness, competence. and fairness is an effective antidote
to the pernicious “meltdown of trust” syndrom e—an unfortunate phenom enon of contemporary civilization. Bv willingly making
sacrifices, taking risks in the interest of the
mission and the soldiers, and looking deeply
inside to figure out what truly motivates people,
a leader can cultivate and maintain a climate
of mutual trust and confidence.
Integrity

In today s competitive environment, some leaders tend to abandon ethical considerations. Bv
doing so, they stand to lose not only the respect and trust of their followers but also their

7

own self-esteem. The principal quality that followers look for in a leader is integrity.
Ethical and intellectual integrity calls for
moral courage as well as self-analysis and sellcriticism. O f all virtues, honesty to oneself is
the most difficult to cultivate, but once mastered. the others follow quite smoothly. O ne
can easily find excuses for poor perform ance.
An analysis of these excuses would reveal that
although they contain a measure of truth,
people exaggerate them to justify their own
conduct to themselves. If people are honest
with themselves, they can be honest with others.
Some members of our arm ed forces pay lip
service to integrity when they take exam inations. participate in course exercises, fill out
travel-allowance/daily-allowance claims, report
sick to avoid some unpleasant duty, and make
confidential reports on subordinates—whenever conscience and convenience seem to
conflict with each other.6 At the end o f the
workday, officers should ask themselves, “Have
I earned today’s salary?” This attitude will
awaken dorm ant consciences and prod these
officers to discharge their duties with a true
sense of responsibility. To quote form er UCLA
basketball coach John Wooden, “T here is no
pillow as soft as a clear conscience.”7
Officers of integrity are fearless and straightforward. Thev may not be adept at the art of
public relations, but they are certainly dependable. They do not need to prop them selves up with such utterances as “By God!” to
establish credibility; people simply love to
work under their com m and.
Broad Vision

A person’s perspective is conditioned by the
am ount of knowledge and understanding he
or she has. A narrow outlook often creates a
serious barrier to enlightened leadership.
Leaders must transcend the petty confines of
m orbid discrimination, eschewing any consideration of branch, rank, language, sect, and so
forth. Only broad vision can enable a leader
to deal with a complex situation or experience, especially under trying conditions. An
officer with myopic vision gets bogged down
in minoi issues, falls easy prey to prejudices,
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and remains capdve to his or her own parochial thinking.
In essence, no natural or hereditary system
exists for categorizing people as either leaders
or followers. Such a false conception creates
arrogance and snobbery on the one hand and
unhappiness and prejudice on the other. The
very delicate officer-subordinate relationship
requires active cooperation and a great deal
o f mutual giving and taking—with m ore giving by the officer and more taking by the subordinate.
Seme o f Responsibility

Temperamentally, the leader must be ready to
accept responsibility. In the present environment o f specialization, people tend to confine
themselves to their professional field, treating
extra but necessary tasks as an unwelcome
burden. In fact, those additional duties normally afford people a good background as
well as an opportunity to fully develop a sense
o f responsibility O ne of the principles o f good
hum an m anagem ent entails making workers
realize that any job, small or insignificant
though it may seem, is im portant and vitally
related to the end product. This understanding will give those individuals a sense of importance. belonging, and. ultimately, pride in
their achievement. T horoughness in every
sphere leads to general efficiency, on which
depends the effectiveness and very survival of
the military in an emergency.
Creative Thinking

The desire to improve the general scheme of
things is a valuable asset. People with closed
minds are likely to m ore easily accept the existing arrangem ent of things (status quo) without
questioning usefulness, correctness, or quality.
Enslavement to the status quo can deprive people
of a chance to practice the art o f creative thinking. It is desirable to foster and cultivate am ong
people the passion to improve things—even
for the sake of change. O f course, this can be
carried too far. but with a little careful thought,
one can strike a sensible balance.

Harnessing Leisure

The greater the num ber and variety of interests a person has, the greater would be his oilier level of satisfaction and happiness. The
narrow scope of o u r education pushes most of
our young men and women past the high
school and even the college stage without inculcating any worthwhile interest in life. Allowing these people to share and enjoy varied
activities outside their working hours would
enable them to discover and pursue the ones
they like best and, in turn, help them develop
m aturer and fuller personalities marked with
a great sense of purpose and meaning. It
would also help overcome any tendencies towards introversion and would impart a more
balanced outlook, thus making such people
m ore useful leaders and better m embers of
the service.
Modesty

A certain am ount of egoism has a definite motivating value for all hum an endeavors. But we
should not allow the passion for power to get
out of hand. All o f us naturally aspire to develop a sense of individuality. A position of authority offers a rare opportunity to satisfy this
urge. Unwary officers may dem and too much
adulation and personal loyalty, surrounding
themselves with sycophants, yes-men, and “rubber stamps.” They may want their own wav too
m uch and too often, and may become too
opinionated and obstinate about taking advice from colleagues and subordinates. In
some cases, they may consciously enjoy a feeling o f superiority and aloofness, manifesting
itself in vanity, conceit, and self-pride.
A love for power and authority, although
legitimate, should not unduly influence and
color an officer’s behavior. It sounds shallow
of an officer to say to his or herjuniors, “1 have
25 years’ sendee in this field. Are you trying to
teach me?" Learning is a lifelong process, just
as “the rivers and seas . . . receive the homage
and tribute o f all the valley streams . . . [but
by] being lower than they . . . [become] kings
of them all" (according to the Chinese sage
Lao Tse), so is there no harm in learning h orn
a soldier, a sailor, an airm an, or a civilian."

REVISITING lJADi:ilSHH> IN 11IK ARMED KOUCKS

Modest)' is the kev to greatness. Merchandise
of good quality will sell well without publicity.
Vain, conceited, boastful, and showy leaders fail to earn respect. Modest, self-confident
commanders can earn the love of their colleagues and subordinates, but those filled with
exaltation and wrongheaded pride expose
themselves to ridicule. A wise leader’s tongue
is under his mind, but a foolish leader’s mind
is under his longue.
Meditation

To gain spiritual strength, leaders should set
aside time to rem em ber Allah. Meditation in
the small hours of the night will soothe their
souls and minds. In adversity', leaders should
neither lose heart nor become despondent.
Rather than becoming impatient, they should
plough hard and let the seed grow into a
plant, leaving its fruition to God. Those who
believe in the dictum “Hard work works’’ and
place their faith in God always rem ain happy
and peaceful.
Group Dynamics

\\ ise officers do not exact obedience bv sheer
command. They talk of “we” rather than “I.”
Aware of the fine distinction between “power
over" and “power with." they think of their ju niors as colleagues. Despite being in positions
ol authority, they do not unduly concern
themselves with their own im portance and status. Their leadership is a happy blend of personal authority, persuasion, and inspiration.
People whom they comm and feel honored
and exhilarated by the power exercised over
them. Such a unit or squadron becomes a
happv and efficient community. Officers who
create such a healthy environm ent are an invaluable asset to the service. They set a good
example of mutual respect and regard, free
from obsequiousness or obnoxious authority.
Their followers never tiv to pull the wool over
their eyes. Morale remains high, and life in
the unit becomes a pleasurable experience.
Maintaining good relationships am ong the
personnel working together in a unit or section is rightly considered the bedrock of loyalty and efficiency. It creates a family atm o-
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sphere, marked by common joy and shared
happiness. Officers genuinely interested in
the personal affairs of their subordinates will
receive the love and respect of their followers.
Let us heed Ken Blanchard’s advice: “The key
to developing people is to catch them doing
som ething right.”9 An officer must not be miserly in administering doses o f praise at appropriate intervals in o rder to sustain group
power. A subordinate com m ended for a certain quality will definitely strive to live up to it.
Shrewd officers jot down and rem em ber
im portant details from the personal lives of
their subordinates. These particulars may pertain to their dates o f birth and m arriage, their
pastimes, the names of their children, and so
forth. Commanders who call even their lowestranking personnel by their first names need
not worry about punctuality and lack of discipline am ong their staffs.
Motivation

To be successful, officers should learn the art
of fostering the spirit of willing cooperation in
their subordinates, especially by using feedback. They should keep their people apprised
of the state of affairs in the unit as well as the
progress m ade on any m atter of general interest that they have referred to higher authorities fo ra decision (or inform specific individuals
if only they are affected).
Some officers create the spirit of com petition am ong their personnel to prom ote efficiency. A system of incentives has proven very
effective in motivating people to hard work.
Though intangible, such incentives spur people
to reach higher goals despite heavy odds. A
person who feels respected and wanted will
strive harder to m aintain and even enhance
such recognition.
Discipline

Humans have an inherent and instinctive craving
for discipline. Children do not like a weak teacher
or father, nor do women like a weak husband.
Similarly, people in uniform also have a low opinion about a weak officer. Real discipline emanates
from willing submission to som eone’s better
judgem ent. Unfortunately, some airm en, sol-
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cud’s, and sailors may not respond to the call of
duty. If persuasion fails, the exercise of authority
should unhesitatingly take the form of punishment, inflicted its soon as possible after a violation
of niles. If investigations are necessary, they
should proceed without delay.
Commanders who impose discipline in a
whimsical and inconsistent m anner quickly lose
the respect of subordinates and lower their morale. Fair and consistent discipline, free from favoritism, is less likelv to incur resentment than
inconsistent discipline. Consistency does not imply that the penalty depends entirely upon the
offense, without taking into account the personal history and background of the offender.
Fairness requires that commanders take a lenient view of die first transgression and impose
severer penalties for subsequent offenses.

Conclusion
Never before in o u r history have society’s
values and expectations been m ore at variance

with those that the military establishment considers indispensable. Military officers, however w'ell trained and groom ed, are not likely
to practice pristine, ethical military conduct
in isolation. The present sociocultural degeneration has become equally visible in the rank
and file of our military service. Only an ethically sound and professionally cajiable leadership can stem the rot in military virtues. Facing today’s complexity and austerity, our
military comm anders m ust make clear choices
regarding priorities and then support those
priorities with more than words.
As we select, educate, train, and then trust
o u r b u d d in g leaders, we n eed to provide
them a suitable en v iro n m en t in which to
work. This responsibility essentially devolves
upon the higher echelons of leadership in
the arm ed forces. Officers must conduct
themselves as role models; merely delivering
serm ons and finely worded speeches would
achieve little. □
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2003): 145, http: / www.army.gov.au/hvsc/AhstntctsOnline/
AAJournal 2003_W AAJ_ june_200S_Rctrospect.pdf (accessed 7 January 2007).
3. Sir Edward ( '.reasv. Fifteen Derisive Battles oj the World:
From Marathon to Waterloo (London: R. Bentley. 1851),
h ttp ://w w w .a u .a f.m il/a u /a w c /a w c g a te /r e a d in g s /
tfdbtl0.htm (accessed 7 January 2007).
4. “Speeches and Quotes: Blood. Toil, Teats and Sweat,”
The Churchill Centre, http://www.winstonchurchill.org/i4a/
pages/index.cfm?pageid=391 (accessed 7January 2007).

5. S. L. A. Marshall, Alen against Fire: The Problem of Battle
Command (1947; repr., Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 2000), 200.
6. Pakistani Air Force personnel are entitled to claim
travel and daily allowances while olf station on official duty.
7. Ken Blanchard, The Heart of a Leader: Insights on the
Art of Influence (Tulsa, OK: Ifonor Books, 1999), 120.
8. Lao Tse, The Tao and Its Characteristics, trails. James
Legge, Project Gutenberg, e-text no. 216. http: www
.kevinfitzmaurice.com/bookJao_tzu_tao.htm (accessed
7 January 2007).
9. Blanchard, Heart of a Leader, 4.
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Celebrating the A ir Force’s 60th
Birthday and Presenting the Latest
Chronicles Online Journal Article

T

HE US AIR Force’s 2006 Vision Document reminds Airmen to “never forget that behind us is a proud and
lasting heritage and in front of us is a
limitless horizon.”1 .As we celebrate our service’s 60th birthday, we recall our heritage,
replete with heroic .Airmen, amazing aircraft
and spacecraft, and world-changing achievements. O ur belief that “m an’s flight through
life is sustained bv the power of his knowledge” has been part of that heritage.- Gen
James H. Doolittle, one of our greatest heroes,
once said, "If we should have to fight, we
should be prepared to do so from the neck up
instead of from the neck down.”3
General Doolittle’s words ring true today.
Previous generations of Airmen forged our
heritage from knowledge that included technical expertise, innovative doctrinal concepts,
and creative leadership skills. Although all
military organizations shared some of this
knowledge, much of it was unique to Airmen,
who operated in different dom ains than their
brethren. In today's world, where knowledge
has become the coin of the realm. Airmen
must arm themselves with cutting-edge ideas
about how best to apply air. space, and cyber
power in defense of national interests. They
also must understand how to integrate their
activities with land and sea operations.
We must develop new knowledge and deliver it rapidlv to Airmen who need it. During
the ( .old War, “throw weight” meant the weight
of an inlet continental ballistic missile's payload,
but we can now give the word a new knowledgerelated meaning. Intellectual throw weight is

the power of hard-hitting new ideas to influence events. The contribution of Air and Space
PowerJournal (ASPJ), the professional journal
of the .Air Force, to our service’s intellectual
throw weight predates o u r service’s birth in
1947. Now published in six languages, ASPJ
has become a respected international forum
for discussing the latest air. space, and cyber
knowledge. On the Air Force’s 60th birthday,
we clearly see a limitless horizon for o u r service and its professional journal.
All ASPJ editions prom ote professional dialogue am ong Airmen worldwide so that we
can harness the best ideas about air. space,
and cyberspace power. Chronicles Online Journal
( COJ) com plem ents the printed editions of
ASPJ but appears only in electronic form. Not
subject to any fixed publication schedule or
article-length constraints, COJ can publish
timely articles anytime about a broad range of
military topics.
Articles appearing in COJ are frequently republished elsewhere. The various ASPJ language editions routinely translate and print
them. Book editors from around the world select them as book chapters, and college professors use them in the classroom. We are
pleased to present the following recent COJ
article (available .it http://www.airpower.maxwell
.af .m il/airch ron i( les/cc.htm l):
• Dr. Fred H. Allison, “Close Air Support:
Aviators' Entree into the Band of Brothers”
( h t t p : / / www. a i r po we r. m a x We 11.af. n t i I/
airchronicles/cc/allison.htm l)
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The ASP]staff seeks insightful articles and
book reviews from anywhere in the world. We
offer both hard-copy and electronic-publication
opportunities in English, Spanish, Portuguese,
Arabic, French, and Chinese. To submit an article in any of our languages, please refer to the
submission guidelines at http://www.airpower
.raaxw ell.af.m il/airchronicles/how tol.htm l.
To write a book review, please see the guidelines at http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/
ai rc h ronicles/bc >okrev/ b k revgt tide.h tm l. □

Notes
1.2006 Vision Document, 1. http://www.af.mil/shared/
media document AFD-0fi0228-054.pdf (accessed 12 May2007).
2. Austin "Dusts" Miller, quotation on the Eagle and
Fledglings statue at the US Air Force Academy.
3. “Jimmy Doolittle: Doolittle Quotes,” Pacific Air
Forces, hup: 'wsvsv.pacaf.af.mil/librars/pacalheritage/
jimmsdooliiile douliide index.asp (accessed 27 May 2007).
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We encourage you to send your comments to us, preferably via e-mail at aspj@maxwell.af.mil. You may also
send letters to the Editor, Air and Space Power Journal, 401 Chennaidt Circle, Maxwell APB AI. 361126004. We reserve the right to edit the material for overall length.
LEADERSHIP: AN OLD D O G ’S VIEW
Excessive analogizing can sometimes becom e
cloying, but Mr. C. R. A nderegg’s “Leadership:
An Old Dog’s View” (Sum m er 2007) was so
spot-on it was never in such danger. As a sled
dog now closer to the end of the trail than the
beginning, 1 appreciate the point o f view Mr.
A nderegg provides. It confirms work yet to be
done and a satisfied rest some miles ahead.
Thanks much.
Maj Mary A. Enges, USAF
Suit I alie City, Chili

Mr. A nderegg’s article is excellent. As an “old
dog” myself, I could relate to the way the author drew leadership analogies from the dog’s
experiences. I gleaned valuable insights from
the article. First, adversity is only a life experience that we live and learn from for o ur own
betterm ent. Second, improved leadership skills
can result from that learning.
Gerald O ’Neil
Defense Contrai l Management Agnus
Boston, Massachusetts

FIT (AND READY) T O FIGHT
A uthor 2d Lt Nicholas Stewart makes an interesting case- for hand-to-hand combat training
for Air Force personnel in his article “Fit (and
Ready) to Fight: Strengthening Combat Readiness through Controlled-Aggression Training”
(Sum m er 2007). Like him. I was surprised to
learn that the Air Force does not already provide its personnel basic training in unarm ed
combat. I agree completely that basic martialarts training would be a useful skill for those
who mav need it in a com bat setting. In fact,
personal self-defense capabilities are important even for personnel who are not deployed.
However, I am concerned that the author does
not fullv distinguish between martial-arts training and “real-life" combat training.
The martial arts are adm irable pursuits, but
none of them can adequately prepare the
practitioner for the true “no-rules” environment
of unarm ed combat. Even the mixed martial
a rts’ fam ed ultim ate-fighting cham pionship
has rules that simply do not exist in real life

FUCOC III IS A \ l) REPLIES

(e.g.. no biting or eve gouging). Perhaps least
realistic of all, almost all martial-arts contests
involve just two opponents whereas a real fight
almost never does. I agree that martial-arts
training is related to "real" fighting and that
some specific martial-arts techniques may be
useful, but I do not think that specific
martial-arts training (e.g., Iron Tiger immersion) is necessarily the answer to the problem
Lieutenant Stewart describes.
It is extremely difficult to train people in
real fighting for two reasons. First, it involves
techniques that can perm anently maim or kill
an opponent, so they are extremely difficult to
practice realistically’. As my instructor once
joked, "I can show you the touch of death—
but I can only show you once.” Attempts to
train for real life often sacrifice key elements
of realism and thus can instill a false sense of
security in the practitioner. In the 13 years I
trained in martial arts (and the six years I
taught it), I found far more people who thought
thev were com petent fighters than people
who actually were. Second, and m ore importantly, real fighting is first and foremost about
a mind-set and the "weapons o f opportunity”
that the author mentions. It is m ore important that a person bite an opponent, find a
chair to use as a club, or be willing to take any
other action to win than to have practiced a
specific kick, strike, takedown, or maneuver.
Although martial-arts skills may be useful
tools in a fight, the am ount of effort and
training required to use them effectively in
combat seems excessive. In short, I would envision personal self-defense training as m ore
closely resem bling a sem inar that outlines
basic pressure points, strikes, and weapons of
opportunity. We want som eone who can execute a kick and punch effectively, know where
to jab a thum b into a person, and—most importantly—always look for an improvised
weapon with which to dispatch his or her opponent. A structured martial-arts program
would be exceptionally tim e-consuming and
might not necessarily translate into real-life
combat skills.
Joe Carignan
/ 'inker AEH, Oklahoma

I

STRATEGIC IMPERATIVE: TH E NECESSITY FOR VALUES OPERATIONS AS
OPPOSED TO INFORM ATION OPERATIO N S IN IRAQ AND AFGHANISTAN
Perhaps one of the best articles in the Spring
2007 Air and Space Power Journal (ASPJ) was
Col William Dailey’s “Strategic Imperative:
The Necessity for Values O perations as O pposed to Information O perations in Iraq and
.Afghanistan.” A fundam ental tenet lor any
military operation is to understand the environm ent we operate in, but unfortunately we
.Americans continue to hide behind o u r ignorance of Afghani and Iraqi culture with simplistic labels. In that sense, our cultural understanding (or lack thereof) makes Vietnam
comparisons to current operations far closer
to the mark than many currently admit. O f
course, there is probably a very fine line for
potentially political issues that ASPJ covers,
but at a minimum, I expect excellent critical
thinking and analysis from the Journal and
hope to see m ore hard-hitting articles like
Colonel Dai ley’s in future issues.
Maj Javier M. Ibarra. USAF
Rabins AEH, Georgia

Colonel Dailey’s article is spot-on and long
overdue. His point about American civil religion being individual liberty is accurate. I
would only expand his point slightly to include
the absurd adoption of political correctness, a
notion that virtually paralyzes US efforts to defend itself against the attack of radical Islam.
Straight talk and sober recognition of this
threat are the only solution. 1 applaud Colonel
Dai ley's courage. More—not less—discussion
of this issue is desperately needed.
Maj Daniel Adler. USAF
McGuire AEH, NewJersey

IS RED FLAG OBSOLETE?
I read Gary “Buch” Sam buchi’s com m ent in
the Spring 2007 A ir and Space Power Journal under the heading “Is Red Flag Obsolete?” As a
form er crew chief at Hill AFB, Utah, I am inclined to agree with Mr. Sambuchi. If one
looks at past technological advances, one sees
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that we relied on technology for even the most
m undane air-to-air combat tasks. With this increased dependence on technology, our basic
air-to-air skills decreased so m uch that we had
to relearn them in Vietnam. I have found
through the years that one cannot transform
military forces without basic skills as a foundation for growth. Do we have limitations? Of
course we do. We learn from these limitations
by developing the ability to adapt to a changing environm ent filled with unknowns and
strategically forecasting to m eet future needs.
If we look at the war on terrorism, we see that
high tech cannot replace the basics o f air-toground warfare in Afghanistan and Iraq
against a low-tech enemy. Although the US .AitForce’s future may be in cyberspace and space
operations, one cannot merely stuff a pilot
into a fighter aircraft and say, “Fly, fight and
win!” without having taught him the basics of
air-to-air or air-to-ground combat.

COUNTERINSURGENCY AIRPOWER:
AIR-GROUND INTEGRATION FOR THE
LONG WAR
I agree with what Col Howard Belote says in
his article “Counterinsurgency Airpower: AirGround Integration for the Long War” (Fall
2006). It is about time someone stood up and
said this. We are in the shape we are in now
because of the Air Force’s long neglect of the
close air support and tactical air control party
(TACP) communities. Excessive focus on strategic warfare, centers of gravity, and so forth
left us unprepared and inadequately m anned
with the right air experts to conduct counterinsurgency operations. Rarely did I see an Air
Force Weapons School graduate serving with
the Army in the air liaison officer (ALO)
ranks. Thanks for the article and the insight.
The TACP/ALO community thanks you.
Michael "Rhino” Evans
Nellis APB. Nevada

Capt Steven "Schaff” Schaffhouser. USAF
Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base
Willow Grave, Pennsylvania

Editor's Note: The original article that Captain
Schaffhouser and Mr. Sambuchi comment about is
l.t Col Rob Spalding's “Why Red Flag Is Obsolete”
(Fall 2006).

Each partner in m ultinational operations possesses a unique cultural
identity— the result o f language, values, religious systems, societal
norms, history, a nd economic and social outlooks. Even seemingly
minor differences, such as dietary restrictions, can have great impact.
—Joint Publication 3-16

M ultinational Operations, 7 March 2007
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Coalition Operations

A

t o j o i n t Publication
( JP) 3-16, Multinational Operations, “a
coalition is an ad hoc arrangement between two or more nations for common action. Coalitions are formed b\ different
nations with different objectives, usually for a
single occasion or for a longer period while addressing a narrow sector of common interest.
Operations conducted with units from two or
more coalition members are referred to as coalition operations” (emphasis in original).1JP 3-16
adds that "US commanders and their staffs should
have an understanding of each member of the
MNF [multinational force]. Much time and effort is expended in learning about the enemy; a
similar effort is required to understand the doctrine, capabilities, strategic goals, culture, religion,
customs, history; and values of each partner. This
will ensure the effective integration of MNF partners into the operation and enhance the synergistic effect of the coalition forces.”CS militarv forces conduct coalition operations on a dailv basis. We already enjoy close
partnerships with many militaries, but our nation's global involvement means that we need to
prepare ourselves for unexpected contingencies.
No one can predict the membership, purpose,
or timing of the next coalition operation. We
might join a coalition that includes almost any
nation in the world. Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom involve combat and include our closest allies, but main coalitions form
as humanitarian responses to natural disasters,
such as the tsunami of 2004. Some of them assemble slowly, and members may join and leave;
others, however, can almost literally blossom
overnight. Coalitions typically involve numerous
militarv, governmental, and nongovernmental
groups not accustomed to working together. The
unpredictability and complexity of these operations highlight the importance of quickly coordinating diverse organizations under crisis condic c o r d in g

tions. We would do well to learn about potential
coalition partners before a crisis erupts.
Coalition members can contribute tremendous resources, but the challenge lies in integrating them as efficiently as possible. Thus,
careful planning based on the capabilities and
needs of each partner becomes essential. Doctrine such as that found in JR 3-16 guides the basic military aspects of coalition planning, but air,
space, and cyber power remain integral to practically all coalition operations; consequently, Airmen need to prepare themselves to think creatively
about new situations. Although they already excel
at applying their service’s distinctive capabilities,
Airmen should study coalition capabilities and
seek new ways to integrate international contributions. Learning about potential coalition partners is a never-ending process.
We can follow JP 3-16’s call to learn about our
coalition partners by studying what they say in
their professional writings. This issue of Air and
Space PowerJournal (ASPJ), the professional journal
of the Air Force, contains articles and book reviews written bv authors from Brazil, France,
Guatemala, Italv, Pakistan, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. This diverse international
cast offers a variety of perspectives on the challenges we face today. Some of these views will be
familiar to ASPJreaders, but others may appear
novel and thought provoking. Because coalitions
will almost certainly remain an enduring part of
the international security scene, the ASPJ staff
dedicates this issue to advancing the professional
dialogue about coalition operations. □

Notes

1. Joint Publication 3-16, Multinational Operations,
7 March 2007,1-1. http://vww .dtic.m il/doctrine/jcd/new
_pubs/jp3_16.pdi (accessed 6 June 2007).
2. Ibid., 1-3.
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In air combat, “the merge" occuis when opposing aim aft meet and pass each other. Then they usually “mix it up. ”
In a similar spirit. Air and Space Power Journals “Merge" articles present contending ideas. Readers can draw
their own conclusions or join the intellectual battlespace. Please send comments to aspj@maxwell.af.mil.

Lean Is No Flavor of the Month
R a n d a l l Sc h w a l b e *

L

T COL GRAHAM R inehart’s article
“How the Air Force Embraced ‘Partial
Quality’ (and Avoiding Similar Mistakes in New E n d eav o rs)” (W inter
2006) is poignant and timely on two levels: (1)
he tells the truth, and (2) he exposes the reason the Air Force has trouble accepting these
ge e-w h iz, flavo r-of-th e-m on th im provem ent
programs. As a m anufacturing operations analyst with Boeing’s Satellite Developm ent Center, I have given all this rhetoric considerable
thought and found that Colonel R inehart’s
argum ent has a fundam ental flaw: he confuses
quality with process improvement. Yes, the latter
begets the former, but design defines quality.
Lean techniques produce quality products and
services faster and cheaper. O ne can define
both product and service in term s o f quality
(how good the service is for the price). Lean is
interested only in the cost o f quality (i.e., the
am ount of skill, material, and time required
to provide the service o r make the product—
to create value, not determ ine it).
Total Quality M anagem ent (TQM) and Six
Sigma deal with m anaging the resultant quality
o f a product and reducing product variability.
Lean involves reducing process variability. Think
about it: Six Sigma is a program nam ed after
the quality capability o f a process that yields a

success rate of 99.9997 percent. In other
words, out o f one million opportunities for error, only three actually occur. Lean is only indirectly concerned with quality output. It focuses primarily on the elim ination of waste
and the flow of value within a process (not necessarily a project).
I disagree with the following statem ent by
Colonel Rinehart: “The proclamation that
‘the continuous process improvements of
AFSO [Air Force Smart Operations] 21 will be
the new culture of our Air Force' could just as
easily have been m ade for the era of Total
Quality M anagem ent” (34). On the one hand,
TQM has very little relevance in the service
sector, so its ignominy drags Lean into the
depths of ridicule because of the confusion
between the two terms. On the other. Lean is
hugely relevant in the service sector as well as
in m anufacturing. Keep in mind that m anufacturing consumes resources and materials
to produce something, but services merely
consume. Thus, Lean training and applications take on different approaches for m anufacturing versus service, but, all in all, given a
process and a customer, one can apply Lean.
Colonel Rinehart makes another provocative com m ent when he says, “But not everyone
has forgotten TQM. .As one retiring chief mas-

rtic author is .t m anufacturing operations analyst with Lean Knterpri.se. Boeing Satellite Systems, El Segundo, ( alifoinia,

Hi
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ter sergeant recently put it, ‘I've been zero defected, total qualm managed, micromanaged,
one-minute managed, synergized. had my paradigms shifted, had my paradigms broken, and
been told to decrease my habits to seven "
(35). Nouce that he never mentions Lean in
this derisive statement. The only real paradigm shift needed is the true com m itm ent bv
executive managem ent to get Lean, which is
merely a commonsense way of elim inating
waste from processes. For even-one else, the
paradigm shift consists of working and living
in a Lean environment, surrounded by pervasive Lean thinking and a pursuit of process
perfection.
WTienever I read articles or books about
Lean, certain kev phrases indicate w hether or
not the author has thoroughly considered the
principles or is merely parroting oth er works.
For example, suppose som eone suffers from a
severe rash in three areas of his or h e r body.
This person’s mission in life is to “maximize
value and minimize waste in [all] operations
[(processes)]” (34). Therefore, to maximize
the quality of life, he or she selects two of the
three major rash areas and applies therapeutic ointm ent, thus attem pting to minimize
waste but not eliminate it. This may sound like
picayune wordsmithing, but the arrav of inaccurate or misleading statements in the name
of Lean is one of the primary reasons that
people disdain it. Moreover, would ou r chief
master sergeant mind living with the reduced
rash? Those who tolerate unreasonable regulations do precisely that. Lean is the total absence of “irrashional” policies and regulations.
“The Four Pillars of Partial Quality” section
of Colonel Rinehart's article seems a bit bizarre. I became exhausted just reading through
what am ounts to simply a n o th e r unw itting
testimony that focusing on m anufacturingcentric quality in a service environm ent merely
encourages inane behavior and produces
more fodder for Lean critics. Does not using a
wrench to drive a nail invite criticism?
Finally, Colonel Rinehart demonstrates how
success blinded US companies to the need to
stay globally competitive. It is taking almost
forever (over 50 years and counting) for executive managers of most im portant companies
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to wake up and seriously smell the com petition. Consider the Toyota Production System
in terms o f how it makes changes (the scientific m ethod that is just as im portant as the
change itself) and how m anagem ent and the
workforce cooperate within a company. Production analysts of major firms study, analyze,
fret over, and mimic Toyota’s system but continuously come up short. Many blame this gap
on our cultural differences. To a degree this is
true; however, each individual—particularly
those in power—can make daily choices that
will collectively close that gap. In the m eantime. Toyota has just displaced Chrysler as one
o f the Big Three autom akers (in terms of US
sales) and is gunning for Ford this year.
Hopefully, with the guidance and spirit of
AFS021, we will all learn how to avoid repeating the mistakes that have plagued previous
im provem ent initiatives. However, have we
truly explained what Lean is and how it applies to the service sector? As a case in point, if
a series of tasks or planned activities produces
a unique, deliverable item by a predeterm ined
deadline, we call the event a project. As m entioned before, Lean does not have a direct impact on a project. However, if a task within a
project is process-centric, then Lean can have
a direct impact on that task. This matters because, all too often, m anagers plan projects
(to get som ething done) and try to infuse
Lean at the same time. Lean has virtually no
effect on projects as a whole, so recklessly
thrusting it on a project simply gives birth to
m ore naysayers. Conversely, if m anagers focus
Lean on a particular task that behaves like a
process, then it will have a direct impact. O f
course, if a m anagem ent team is setting up a
production line or service operation, then
Lean plays a significant role in establishing
the strategy to get the most value for the least
am ount o f resource consum ption.
Most importantly, we must avoid confusing
these three business strategies: quality programs, project-m anagement techniques, and
Lean initiatives. Rather, we should concentrate on applying simple Lean principles on
bona fide processes and m aintain a balanced
focus on functionality and producibility (making things easier to build) during the design
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effort. Doing so will produce a dram atic drop
in the cost to gel quality or m ore quality for
the price. So step hack, take a deep breath,
and persuade Air Force "m anagem ent” to
agree to listen to recom m endations from the

English

rank and hie about adjusting policies and directives in order to eliminate unnecessary
activities. □
El Segundo, California
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Staying in Touch
C o l St e p h e n Sc h w a l

be,

Ph D, USAF*

HE DEPARTMENT o f Defense (DC )D)
has not positioned itself to efficiently
and effectively exploit continuing
personal relationships between its
militarv officers and international officers. Although the departm ent spends millions of
dollars even vear to encourage the developm ent of lifelong friendships am ong these individuals. it currently has no m echanism to
track such relationships. Given the current environment, having a “foreign-friendship” database of international officers who could provide assistance during a crisis (from resolving
the arrest of an Airman to facilitating overflight permission) would prove quite useful.
RAND analvst William McCoyJr. concludes
that “military officers believe that the primary
reason the United States trains foreign militarv
personnel is to establish mi 1itary-to-mi 1itary
relationships that mav be useful in times of
crisis.”1 For example, in fiscal vear 2002. the
DOD oversaw the spending of $70 million for
its International Military Education and Training (IMET) program , which involved over
10,000 foreign military students in the United
States.- Bv establishing IMET, Congress intended to “encourage effective and mutually
beneficial relations . . . between the United
States and foreign countries."' The program ’s
objectives include developing “rapport, understanding. and com m unication links” with students likelv to hold kev positions in their home
country 's government. The DOD, then, seeks
to use IMET as “an instrum ent of influence”
bv establishing foreign friendships with American officers.1
However, when a need arises, how would
DOD leadership determ ine which American
officers personally know particular foreign of-

ficers? Currently, we have no mechanism in
place to make that determ ination. The colleges within Air University keep separate databases on international officers who have attended in residence. However, they do not
indicate the status of any relationships between
them and their Am erican classmates. Because
of the critical nature of foreign-language capabilitv, however, the .Air Force began conducting voluntary, servicewide surveys in 1996
to identify personnel with linguistic proficiencv and recorded the results in the Foreign
Language Skills Assessment (FLSA) database,
resident on the virtual Military Personnel
Flight Web site. This information allows Air
Force leaders to easily identify' Airmen who
have language training. ' The DOD and Air
Force need a similar means of tracking voluntary data regarding active friendships with foreign officers.
Because of his involvement with Pakistan’s
special forces during the Soviet invasion o f Afghanistan, Pervez M usharraf becam e close
with manv senior US military officers. When
M usharraf seized power in Pakistan in 1999,
Pres. Bill Clinton called him to find out what
was going on. Instead of returning the call,
M usharraf contacted Gen Anthony Zinni,
USMC. with whom he had worked during the
Kargil war with India earlier that year.6 Numerous examples, not all involving American
flag officers, clearly dem onstrate the need to
institutionalize this inform ation so the U nited
States can lullv exploit such relationships.
Foreign officers or officials may offer assistance purely of their own volition, partly based
on the strength of their ties with the l !S officer. Although these types of relationships are
probably common am ong senior officers in

O ilonel S. hwaibr. now retired, lomtcrly served as associate dean of distance learning and prolessor of international security studies.
Air War College. Maxwell AFB. Alabama.
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the DOD, no one really knows enough about
them to analyze and take advantage of them.
As a caveat, such a friendship database program should not becom e the responsibility of
the intelligence community even though it
has a wealth of experience with this kind of
information. Nor should it come under the
purview ol the Office of Special Investigations,
a situation that might deter US officers from
volunteering data about their foreign friendships. Rather, responsibility should fall to the
Office of the Deputy U nder Secretary of the
Aii Force for International Affairs (SAF/IA),
which directs the service’s international programs. activities, and policies. T hat agency fulfills its mission by m anaging the Air Force's
security assistance, arm am ents cooperation,
and international program s (such as IMET),
and bv conducting comparative weapons analyses. W orking closely with many foreign officials, SAF/IA selects Airmen to work in US
embassies abroad as part o f either the Defense
Attache Office or Security Assistance Office.

.As such, it is the most appropriate organization to manage the proposed database.
Periodically, SAF/IA could send out a tasking to all Air Force officers, asking them to
submit voluntary information about any ongoing relationship with a foreign officer or official and to respond to a variety of questions
designed to evaluate the strength of their lies.
Similar to the numerical range utilized bv the
FLSA database, a “1” could represent infrequent contact (e.g., only an annual holiday
season’s greeting), and a “5” could indicate
almost daily correspondence. Such information would allow DOD leadership to communicate with and request assistance from the
appropriate US officers.
Although SAF/IA has contem plated establishing a foreign-friendship database for some
time, that office has not applied the necessary
resources. This article advocates the developm ent and execution of such a repository' as
soon as possible. □
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Notes
1. William 11. McCoy Jr.. Senegal and Liberia: Case
Studies in I'.S. IMF. I Training and Its Hole in Internal
Defense and Development, RAND Note (Santa Monica,
CA: RAND, 1994), 3.
2. Actually IMET receives its funding from the Department of State’s international-affairs budget.
3. “International Military Education and Training
(IM ET)," FAS: Federation of American Scientists, h t t p : / /
www.fas.org/asmp 'cam paigns/1raining/IMET2.html.

4. Ibid.
5. Unfortunately. the database is not comprehensive,
storing information offered voluntarily by only active dutv
Airmen (not those in the Guard or Reserve). See the virtual Military Personnel Flight Web site at http: wwa.afpc
.randolph.al.mil vs.
6. "Pervcz Musharraf." http: pervez.musharraf.net
Pervez_M usharraf. lum .

Reply to “ Maj Gen W illiam ‘Billy’
Mitchell: A Pyrrhic Promotion”
Lt C o l D o n a l d

L

G.

R e h k o p f Jr .,

USAFR*

T COL WILLIAM J. Oti s “Maj Gen
William Billy’ Mitchell: A Pyrrhic
Prom otion” (Winter 2006) is a wellresearched, balanced, timely article,
but does it go far enough in relating a m eaningful message to readers of the professional
journal of the .Air Force? In today’s “zerotolerance” service, Mitchell’s conviction by
general court-martial would have doom ed
more than his career. His subsequent resignation would have been approved—but under
“other than honorable” conditions. Even had
he not resigned and had a benevolent chain
of command allowed him to remain, he would
have received (a) a referral officer performance report (further damaging his career),
(b) an unfavorable information file, and probable (c) a special security file, which would
have revoked (at least temporarily) any securitv clearance access he m ight have had. Absent a pardon, no one in todav’s Air Force
would (or could, if he or she valued his o r her
career in the “ju d g m en t” category) support a
subsequent promotion. Indeed, today Mitchell
also would almost certainly face a "grade determ ination” by the secretary o f the .Air Force
prior to acceptance of his resignation or approval of his retirem ent.
I point this out, not because I advocate lowering the standards expected of officers but to
put things into context. Regardless of Mitchell’s
accomplishments, both in combat and in the
development of air doctrine, it is simply inconceivable today that a man convicted under
a general court-martial—who would lose his

right to vote in some states, am ong other legal
restrictions—would have a building at a service academy named after him. After all, does
that not am ount to rewarding crime in general and insubordination in particular? Indeed, in 2005 the form er ju d g e advocate general of the Air Force, a major general, was
relieved of his duties, punished under Article
15 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, and
“retired” at the grade of colonel.1 How could
an intellectually honest officer support a belated prom otion for Mitchell—validly denied
him while on active duty, as Colonel Ott aptly
dem onstrates—yet at the same time support
(or even just live with) a zero-tolerance standard for our current of ficer corps?
But this is not an e ith e r/o r dichotomy. Ensign Chester Nimitz’s conviction by general
court-martial for dereliction of duty occurred
at the beginning of his illustrious career, but,
although it placed a bum p therein, this setback obviously did not prevent him from ultimately becom ing admiral of the Navy. Like
Mitchell’s, Nimitz’s career probably would not
have survived in today’s military either. Compared to Mitchell’s conviction, however. Nimitz’s
does dem onstrate the value of “individualized
justice” and the need for placing such matters
in the perspective of the service. Thus, although we may have our own opinions about
the propriety of legislation that authorizes
Mitchell’s prom otion, Colonel O il’s article
serves a vital purpose in both educating readers about this issue and dem onstrating that
“honoring” our heroes involves m ore than a

Uu- author is presently assigned to the lna< live Ready Reserve, l ie previously served on at live duty for live years and as an individual
mobilization augm entce lor 21 yean as an assistant staff ju d g e advocate.
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successful public-relations campaign in Congress. We can only hope that the people
charged with giving advice in this m atter take
into account the ramifications of their
recom m endations. □

Note
1. Air Force Print News, “AF’s Former Top Military Lawyer to Retire in Reduced Rank," lOJanuary 2005, Air Force
l ink, h u p :// www.af.mil/news/siory.asp?id=l 23009569
(accessed 8 March 2007).
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The “ Hyphenated A irm an”
Some Observations on Service Culture
Lt C o l D. Ro b e r

t

“ B o b ” Po y n o r , USAF, R e t ir

ed *

W

American,” is just part of the background noise
HEN7 I ENTERED the Air Force
in contemporary American society, especially
in the earlv 1970s, I could relate
for
those who grew up from the latter 1980s onto rav jo b on several levels. First,
ward when this phenom enon became prevaI was an .Airman, part of a mililent. Having
been raised in it and absorbed it,
tarv service with a proud and powerful,
yet
many young Airmen feel at ease identifying with
short, historv. Second, 1 was part of Strategic
groups. However, tribalism can be anathem a to
.Air Command. Gen Curtis Le.Mav’s formidable
military culture. In order to explain why this is
shield that protected .America from the coman issue within the service, we must first look at
mie horde. Third, I was a missileer, a trigger
how and why this phenom enon appears in sopuller in a jo b with little tolerance for error.
ciety. (What follows is a thumbnail summary
Finally, 1 identified with my squadron; we were
gleaned from numerous readings. Readers may
the "Odd Squad." with a different weapon system than the other three squadrons in the
disagree with my viewpoint.)
Multicultural tribalism is a contemporary
wing, a situation that lent itself to an unusual
degree o f camaraderie.
manifestation of cultural Marxism, which in its
This selTidentificarion on several levels is not
original model consciously sought to delegitimize
unusual. Within anv given population, a common
and eventually destroy capitalist Western society'.
identity will arise with which the group identifies.
One kev method entails chiseling away at national
This cultural identity senes to bind its members
cohesion by fostering divisions among the poputogether and is pan of normal socialization.
lation. Initially this division followed classic MarxThere's nothing intrinsically bad about anv of
ism by emphasizing economic differences; more
tills—again, it's quite nonnal behavior.
recently, it has expanded to include other criteProblems can emerge when people identify
ria, most notably race, gender, and ethnicity. Emthemselves too strongly with one of the lowerphasizing differences between tribes thus belevel identities at the expense of a larger group
comes politically useful since achieving national
identity—a phenom enon called “tribalism.” I
consensus becomes more difficult. Closely allied
believe that tribalism in the .Air Force—identiwith tribalism is the process of establishing the
fication with one’s career field—has recently
political value of grievances against the “domibecome too strong and in fact interferes with
nant culture”—usually interpreted in the United
die average Airman’s ability to identify with the
States as white, male, and Christian. This victimoverarching Air Force culture and mission. Arhood seeks redress of perceived grievances of the
guably. this also may have deleterious effects
past through mandatory restructuring of society,
when it comes to thinking about war fighting.
usually through proportional representation
Many younger Airmen d o n ’t see anything
(i.e., quotas) of “oppressed” groups. This apwrong with their embrace of tribalism within
proach attacks the classic liberal notion of achievethe service. .Alter all. multicultural tribalism,
ment through merit and emphasizes equality of
which in our society results in the “hyphenated
outcomes, not opportunity.1 It also erodes confiMr Poynor k .i null i.m rtr« trim* analyst at Itic Air Force Doctrine Development and Education ( Center, Maxwell AFB,'Alabama. I le is
the editor of Air Fort > Doctrine Document i VFDD) I. M rF m r Hour Daetrmr, 17 November 2003. and AFDI) 2. Olxrrations ami Ormmizatwn,
S Apnl 2007.
'
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dence in the nation to govern fairly, thus aiding
the goal of delegitimization.2
How does this admittedly dense foray into social politics affect the Air Force? Airmen are products of the culture in which they were raised; thus,
they unconsciously bring with them into die service some o f the background social issues they’ve
absorbed, so identification with a tiibe in the
form of a career field doesn’t seem Unusual.
This is exacerbated by dramatic changes in
career-field demographics that have occurred
since the Air Force’s inception. When the Air
Force was established, its main mission was flying. Every Air Force base had a runway, and the
service had literally thousands of aircraft of all
types. Because no one was very far from “the
sound of freedom” coming off the ramp, everyone could easily relate to the unofficial Air Force
mission of flying and fighting. Since those early
days, however, the num ber of aircraft has declined dramatically as each platform became
more effective. Also, as technology expanded,
entirely new career fields grew up, most noticeably space- and information-related specialties,
as well its other increasingly sophisticated suj>
port functions. Thus, over the past few decades,
fewer and fewer Airmen related directly to flying
operations, and the num ber of pilots, who comprise our warrior class and previously held most
leadership positions, dropped correspondingly.
Aggravating this picture is the Air Force’s
tendency to identify with technology instead of
a unifying theory of war and to organize in
peacetime around technological stovepipes.1
Air lifters identify themselves with Air Mobility
Command, fighter pilots with Air Combat
Command, space personnel with Air Force
Space Command, and so forth. However, the
Air Force’s war-lighting organization is the air
and space expeditionary task force, comprised
of forces tailored for a specific mission. Apparently, the Air Force begins thinking in terms
of som ething approaching a combined-arms
model only when it actually goes to war.
Arguably, the service’s changing view of itself has not helped. For most of its early existence, we talked of “airpower.” Around the
1990s, we expanded the vision to “aerospace
power" in recognition of the increasing value
of space and, later, information power. In 2001

the Air Force shifted to “air and space power,”
supposedly (in classic multicultural language)
to “acknowledge the inherent differences in
the two media and the associated technical and
policy-related realities.”4 The Air Force now
talks about “Air, Space, and Cyberspace.”5
These changes have implications for how
Airmen think about applying their capabilities.
O f all the services, only the Air Force lacks an
organic-emplcmnent paradigm in which its forces
function in some sort of combined-aims model.
Instead, we tailor our force packages and provide
them to the joint force commander through a
joint force air component commander. Even so,
the Air Force is trending toward functional stovepiping in organization and employment. US
Transportation Command centrally manages
intertheater air mobility, the latter represented
in-theater by a director of air mobility forces;
similarly, US Strategic Command centrally manages space capabilities, represented by a director
of space forces. In emerging discussions about
cyberspace, some people have suggested centrally
managing all cyberspace forces and perhaps presenting them through a director of cyberspace
forces. I recently read a suggestion for a “director
of unm anned aerial systems” to represent that
community (admittedly. I’m not sure about the
seriousness of that last suggestion). I have also reviewed a proposal from the other services’
medical communities to create their own US
Medical Command (strongly resisted by the .Air
Force’s medical community). In each instance, a
functional stovepipe is forming to optimize some
aspect of operations and organization.
A nother occasionally heard argum ent supporting some of this stovepiping concerns the
com plaint that “pilots d o n 't understand what
we can d o ”—the in-service manifestation of
the victimhood meme m entioned previously
as another aspect of cultural Marxism. It has
no place in the Air Force, but the tact that it
comes up at all offers another indication of how
deeplv those entering the service have internalized the hyphenated-American model.
An unfortunate consequence of these tribal
arrangem ents is that these stovepiped capabilities, with their associated command ancl control. mav be severable from the comm ander of
Air Force forces (COMAFFOR) and plugged

THE MERGE

an w h ere into a joint force. This presents the
possibility of a lack of unity of command of Air
Force capabilities because they could be pennypacketed out across a joint force, leaving the
COMAFFOR with only regionally based, fixedwing strike forces. It amounts to optimization
at the tribiil level at the expense of the larger
institution. This profound challenge to how
the .Air Force organizes and presents forces is
happening without the institutional scruunv 1
believe it warrants.
A kev part of solving the .Air Force’s fractured self-vision involves a conscious return to
a unifying concept about what the service offers to the nation. Instead of stringing m ore
and more adjectives together (i.e., air. space,
and now cvberspace), we should return to
simply "airpower" and define it its som ething
more unitary. In short we must stop institutionalizing tribalism bv offering an easily grasped
vision that binds all .Airmen together.
(I’m not saving that all tribalism is bad. At
the micro level, identification with a unit is certainlv healthy, especially in combat forces, for
building esprit and fostering teamwork. I see
the problem at the macro level, when Airmen
try to articulate what airpower presents. Too
frequently, tribalism gets in the way.)
In fact, the .Air Force is investigating such a
unitary model in the current revision of its basicdoctrine publication. However, the service appears on the cusp of taking the expedient path
with a proposed airpower definition that con-
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veniently links to its new mission statement,
defining airpower as “the synergistic ajqilication of air. space, and cyberspace capabilities
to project global strategic military power.”*’
This is a case o f one step forward, two steps
back. By explicitly linking the definition of airpower to the three dom ains of the mission
statem ent, the Air Fence again identifies itself
with technological stovepipes—and in terms
o f a verv contem porary view.
1 suggest that the .Air Force devise a definition of airpower that encompasses the broad
concepts which underpinned the original rationale for a separate service—som ething along
the lines o f “exploitation of the vertical dim ension of the operational environm ent to leverage elevation, speed, range, and transparency
to project national power at long ranges and
on short notice.” Such a definition should exjjlain what Airmen do as well as how and why
they apply military power. Arguably m ore timeless than something that speaks in terms of current trendiness, it should not tie itself to the
technological solution of the moment.
Before die Civil War, people thought of the
United States as a collection of separate entities—
“the United States are. . . .Alter the war, the jierception changed to a unitary whole—“the United
States is.. . . ” The question for the Air Force becomes whether we are a collection of tribes or
some unitary whole—Airmen. 11 the latter, what is
die overarching expression of our identity? □
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Noies
1 Oru* should not confuse (he philosophical notion
of classical liberalism (with a small “I") with the current
political manifestation of Lilteralism (with a capital “L").
Classic liberalism stresses “the importance of human rationality. individual property rights, natural rights, the protection of civil libettics. constitutional limitations of government. tree markets, and individual freedom from restraint."
Cultural Marxism has coopted the contemporary usage of
Lilieraiisni into the opposite of its original meaning—“a
revival of the verv policies of state intervention and paternalism against which classical liberalism fought." Hi\kiprdia:
\riu l-rrr l.n ilo fic d io , s.v.. “Classical Liberalism," h ttp ://
ien.wiktpedia.org/ wiki/Classical_libcralism.
- For example, see a summary of John Fonte's article
rThe Ideological War within the West” at American Difdo|w"o. 10Ju n e2002. hup:, / www.unc.edu dcpts/diplom at/

archives_roll / 2002_04-06/fonte_ideological/ fonte_ideo
logical.hi ml.
3. Set- Carl H. Builder. The Icarus Syndrome: The Rule of
Mi Rawer Theory in the Evolution and Rate of the U.S. Air Force
(New Brunswick. NJ: Transaction Publishers. 1994).
I “Terminology," Doctrine Watch, no. 18 (15 August
2002), h ttp s ://wwyv.doclrine.af.m il/aldcprivateweb/
l)o« irin eW .u ch /I> W A rch iv e.p d I.

5. (ien T. Michael Moseley and Michael W. Wynne,
SK( AF ( SAF Letter to Airmen: Mission Statement," 7
December 2005. http://wwvv.af.mil/library/vievvpoints/
jvp.asp?id=192.
6. Based on discussion during the current revision of
Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) I, An Force Basic
Doctrine, 17 November 2003.
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The Sputnik Legacy
50 Years in Retrospect
Lt C o l Jo h n E. Sh a w , USAF
OR ITS SMALL size, ihe metal sphere that
hurtled into Earth orbit 50 years ago on 4
October 1957 has had an extraordinarily
large influence on human events. Sputnik
produced the immediate effect of great pride for
the Soviet L’nion and great embarrassment for the
United States. The communist nation supposedly
so far behind the Western allies had shown the
world the formidable nature of its technology and,
therefore (bv die logic of the day), its ideology. Neither could anyone escape the reality that, now, no
part of the United States lay beyond the reach of
Soviet missiles.
As the immediate shockwave of Sputnik dissipated. however, the longer-term effects, ironically,
began to run counter to Soviet expectations and interests. First, in the tradition of the USS Maine, the
RMS Lusitania, and the USS Arizona (and, of course,
the broader attack on Pearl Harbor), the iconic
'‘vessel” named Sputnik galvanized American will and
enhanced determination—political, technological,
and cultural—to setde for nothing short of victory in
space. The first "victory'’ campaign Uiere came to be
defined—through implicit agreement between the
superpowers by their resource commitments and focused efforts—by the race for the moon, ultimately
won by die United States in 1969 but contested up to
the very last by the Soviet Union.
Second. Sputnik resolved the simmering issue
of satellite overflight. Could satellites pass over nations unopposed whereas aircraft could not? The
Soviets’ haste to beat the Americans into space with
Sputnik settled the issue before it could even become a matter of significant dispute. Having boasted
of Sputnik, which passed over the United States several times a day and even became visible at twilight

F

to the American public, the Soviets could hardly
object to later overflights of their own territory by
US satellites. This de facto resolution of die overflight problem worked to American advantage as time
wore on since spaceborne assets became the most
reliable and effective capability for collecting intelligence on the increasingly hermetic Soviet Union.
But today, from our vantage point of 50 years,
perhaps the most significant effect of Sputnik involved not what it led the superpowers to do but
what it distracted them from—specifically, direct
conventional or even nuclear confrontation. The
Soviet satellite kicked off what we might call the
“Great Space War.” With the race for the moon, the
subsequent dueling of spy satellites and space stations, and the culmination in confrontations over
the Strategic Defense Initiative, this became a form
of surrogate warfare in the Cold War era—a stage
on which the superpowers could pit resources,
ideologies, and wills against each other in a manner far less deadly than open warfare.
As we look back at Sputnik’s legacy, we can reasonably ask what will take the form of the next
“Sputnik” in the medium of space. What event will
produce a similar galvanizing of will and focusing
of effort on the part of I'S national-securitv space
efforts? Will an announced C.hinese lunar (or possible Martian) mission or even a “Space Pearl Harbor” that devastates US space capabilities become
the next catalyst for a discontinuous leap in effort,
focus, and capabilities? The lessons of Sputnik—
the first salvo fired in the human attempt to exploit
the space medium—remain relevant as we seek to
chart the proper course for the control and exploitation of the ultimate high ground. □

To Learn M ore . . .
Hickson. Paul. Sputnik: The Slun k »/ thr Century. New York: Walker and ( 2 0 0 1 .
M< Dougall. Walter A. I hr Heavens mul thr Harth: .4 Political History o f the Space Age. New York: Basic Books, 198:">.

A \ a s pi/A

PIREPs

Editor’s Note: PIREP is aviation shorthand fo r p ilo t re p o rt. I t’s a means fo r one pilot to
pass on current, potentially useful information to other pilots. In the same fashion, we use this
department to let readers know about items o f interest.

A New Form of A ir W arfare
Lt T im L a r r ib a u , Fr e n c h A ir Fo r c e *

O

N 11 SEPTEMBER 2001 (9/11),
four American commercial airliners
were hijacked by 19 fanatical Muslim terrorists. Three of the planes
hit the twin towers of the World Trade C enter
in New York Cits and the Pentagon in Washington, DC. The fourth crashed in the Pennsylvania countryside. Everyone rem embers the
dreadful images of this new form of warfare
that has locked the world in a gruesome fight
against a vers inventive breed of international
terrorists.
Many people have com m ented about the
tragic events of 9/11. According to one widespread idea. Western-style warfare, based largely
on aviation, space, and high technology, is no
longer effective against these new threats. Infantrymen and other ground-m inded soldiers
can indeed find attractive the idea of going
back to a m ore traditional style of warfare
based on human intelligence and close combat with an enemy smart enough simply to refuse to engage in Western-style warfare. This
idea relegates air forces and airm en to a supporting role in the broadest sense of that term,
bringing to the forefront the personal qualities of infantrymen who will confront this new

nontechnological, but nonetheless effective,
threat. However, we can consider the 9 / 11 attack not only from the terrorist perspective
but also from an air-warfare perspective. Considering the attacks in this m anner, we must
acknowledge that the principles of aerial warfare remain a forceful reality and that, as in
1918. we must start by winning the air war in
o rder to have hope (if prevailing on the
ground, even if the air war has taken an unexpected turn.

Indirect A ir Superiority
On 9 /11, most journalists and com m entators saw only the hum an tragedy that was occurring and perceived few of the reactions it
would trigger. However, some people spoke ol
airliners transform ed into m anned flying
bombs. For military aviators, this notion has a
heavy meaning. It is indeed from this perspective that we must consider the 9/11 attacks.
Unable to launch conventional military
weapons against their targets, the terrorists
com m andeered commercial airliners, cam ouflaged as disoriented civil aircraft until the
point of impact. Apart from the fact that they

• Ih r author, vvhn Hams French Air Force reservists in Bordeaux. France, lormerlv served as an aide to the French joint C h id „l Staff
or Operational Planning at Creil. France.
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were indeed civilian airliners filled with passengers, we must understand that the terrorists succeeded in flying four powerful bombs
in US airspace and that three of them reached
their designated targets unim peded by Americans. The power of these bombs derived from
the aircraft's impact speed and fuel capacity.
Burning aviation fuel attains tem peratures of
several thousand degrees, lethal for any infrastructure or building, let alone hum an beings.
The hijacking of the airplanes, the time it
took authorities to understand that a serious
problem existed, and the absence of procedures for handling this situation generated a
particularly strong sense of surprise. Even if
they had known of a terrorist attack within
their airspace, Americans could not imagine
its nature and therefore could not adapt and
respond adequately.
In terms o f air warfare, the first lesson
learned concerns the fact that Americans really
did temporarily lose air superiority, with tragic
consequences. During several dozen minutes,
the US military and civilian air authorities
found themselves in a state of uncertainty and,
at best, in an inadequate defensive posture.
Just a momentary' loss of air superiority proved
enough to cause terrible losses.
A dear concept to airm en (often accused of
dogmatism on this m atter), air superiority
therefore remains the decisive elem ent of
large-scale military action, even if it must confront heretofore unexpected aspects. Air superiority assumes m ore im portance than ever
as we now recognize some nonmilitary, indirect ways of challenging an enem y’s airpower.
These insidious new ways no longer require a
large-scale aerial confrontation, as in the Battle
of Britain, but lend themselves perfectly to
asymmetric conflicts.
Today everyone accepts the fact that since
the end of the Cold War, the airpower of Western countries— first of all, that of the United
States— remains impervious to any challenge
by a conventional strategy and sizable air
force. The United States possesses extensive
aerial experience and pursues sustained technical and doctrinal developments in this field.
Its alliances and military cooperation with the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization and espe-

cially the Israeli Air Force help maintain and
renew this status. Furtherm ore, since Russia
and China do not represent severe threats, no
entity today possesses sufficient aerial and military means to challenge America’s airpower.
Any terrorist group or rogue state, therefore,
can use aerial hijacking quite effectively as an
asymmetrical mode of action.

The Military Challenge
of Hijacking
Therefore we must no longer view the hijacking problem as only a terrorist action that
concerns the civilian population but as a direct assault on the air superiority we claim to
keep over o u r skies and air routes. A hijacker
seeks to seize air superiority in a temporary
but irreparable way, and we must vigorously
oppose this seizure of control, regardless of
the hijacker’s ultimate intentions. To the extent that hijackings take on a military dim ension, the Air Force should undoubtedly think
about the problem and work with police and
homeland-security services to provide authorities with adequate solutions and procedures.
Because each civil aircraft is susceptible to
becom ing a piloted bomb, the struggle for air
superiority begins very early with passenger
control and close m onitoring of airline companies, airport zones, and the companies and
people who work at airports. Airline flight
crews must also becom e m ore than m ere pilots and flight attendants. They must be cognizant of the military dimension of hijacking.
Perhaps we must also modify the recruitm ent
and training of flight crews to incorporate a
true military-defense aspect aboard airliners.
Most transatlantic vessels of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries carried companies of
soldiers—ancestors of modern-day marines—
in charge of police duties on board the ship
and of its military defense in case of attack.
These vessels also carried enough weapons and
m unitions to enable the sailors themselves to
participate in the defense of their ships. Likewise, airline flight crews must be able to mount
a coherent response to a hijacker’s attack.

I'llU l'

Obviously, nothing can absolutely prevent
a well-prepared terrorist group from taking
control of an aircraft. Religious conviction or
ideological fanaticism, coupled with lengthy
paramilitary training and meticulous m ilitan
preparation of the operation, can produce a
level of efficiency that will prove hard to counter
with onlv flight crews and technical personnel
instead of security professionals. We have indeed considered placing arm ed and trained
security agents, such as police officers or marshals. on board, but this solution alone will
not suffice. For terrorists, die presence of a security agent represents nothing m ore than an
additional factor to integrate into attack planning. and they can certainly envision countermeasures to the agent’s predictable reaction.
The key to resisting an airplane hijacking
lies in gaining time and multiplying obstacles
that can delay hijackers who attem pt to seize
control of aircraft. Reorganizing duties inside
the aircraft bv pairs, small groups, and. finally,
bv the entire commercial flight crew should
permit personnel to implement a graduated
series of specific procedures and responses to
provide enough time to inform authorities
about events and take at least elem entary measures in coordination with com petent authorities. A recurring series of obstacles, both human
and procedural, becomes equally dissuasive
because it forces assailants to lengthen their
preparation lime and multiplies their risks.
Sadly, we must also anticipate the case in
which hijackers still manage to take control of
an aircraft in flight. T he lessons of 9/11 leave
very few choices about which course of action
to take. Even the temporary loss of air superiority can have dreadful consequences on
many levels. Hijackers must never enjoy freedom of action in the air, no m atter their intentions. Because of the very short response time,
iwe must put rapirl procedures in place either
to force the plane to land as quickly as possible or simply to shoot it down. This way of
thinking does not give much priority to passenger life and well-being, but we must not allow an uncontrolled or hijacked airplane to
fly at will in our skies.
In the case of aircraf t hijacking, as in conventional warfare, we must gain and keep air
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superiority. If we lose it, we must spare no sacrifice or effort to recover it. The Battle of Britain, the Yom Kippur War, and 9/11 all show
the necessity of m aintaining air superiority at
any cost.

Significance of the 9 /11
Target Selection
Once they had acquired freedom o f action
in American airspace, the terrorists executed
their prepared plan o f simultaneously attacking four targets on the US east coast. The
choice of these targets gives food for thought
in that it corresponds to familiar concepts of
Western air strategy. The first two aircraft hit
the twin lowers o f the World Trade C enter—
business buildings that housed num erous
banks and financial enterprises. Located in
the business district of New York City, America’s
economic and financial capital, the towers were
surrounded by hundreds of similar structures,
not far from Wall Street’s famous New York
Stock Exchange, which exerts a leading influence on Western and world economies.
T he third plane hit the Pentagon, the huge,
legendary military complex that holds the Departm ent of Defense; Joint Chiefs of Staff;
headquarters of the US Air Force, Navy, Army,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard; and hundreds of departm ents and operations centers
essential to the leadership and m anagem ent
o f the US arm ed forces as well as the defense
of US interests worldwide.
Many people have speculated that the fourth
plane, which crashed in the Pennsylvania
countryside, targeted either the While House
o r the Capitol in Washington, DC. The former, the American equivalent of the French
Palais de 1’Elysee, is the home and workplace
of the president of the United States— head of
the federal governm ent, responsible for national defense and foreign affairs, am ong
other things. The White House therefore houses
the highest-level American policy maker. The
parliam ent building of American politics, the
Capitol contains the House of Representatives
and the Senate—two cham bers that represent
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the American people, charged with controlling government actions and legislation.
We could easily add the initial victim of the
attacks as a fourth target— the population. By
definition, terrorism assaults civilian populations to create fear and lead to actions guided
by fear. Although no aircraft specifically targeted residential areas, the terrorists obviously
planned to inflict a massive hum an toll. In
sum the terrorists took aim at (1) the economic structure of the United States and perhaps world comm erce, (2) the military leadership, (3) the political organization, and (4)
the civilian population.
Thus partitioned, this target list resembles
not only the classifications designated by several air strategists, but also some events in the
history of air warfare. The first to write about
the psychological effects of subjecting civilian
populations and large cities to strategic bom bing, Italian general Giulio Douhet asserted
that massive, m urderous air attacks on the civilian population could shake the democratic
legitimacy of a government. During World War
II. the Germans applied this theory against cities in Great Britain, as did the British against
German cities—although the two events failed
to prove the theory because neither produced
the intended destabilizing effect.
Gonsequentlv, we could deem the action
against the civilian population perhaps the
least pertinent of the 9/1 1 scenarios; however,
this case does not reflect a classic air attack
but a terrorist assault by aerial means. With
the train bombings of March 2004 in Madrid,
Spain, we saw how terrorism can have a destabilizing effect on a nation's dem ocratic life if
it occurs during an electoral period. An attack
on the scale of 9/11 during such a time could
directly affect democracy and, therefore, a
nation’s policy.
The choice o f the three oth er targets clearly
relates to the doctrine of strategic paralysis
and systems analysis o f an enemy. A largerscale, successful strategic attack on a n ation’s
econom ic structure as well as military and political leadership can deeply transform the nature of a conflict. The terrorists’ clear intent to
decapitate the United States politically, militarily, and economically heralded a new era in

terrorism. Previously, terrorist attacks could
be characterized as either publicity stunts for
the benefit of the news media or very limited
intimidation operations. The events of 9/11,
though, featured acts of war with strategic
aims, and those in Madrid only confirm this
new kind of terrorist action.

The Limits
Despite its tactical success and the shock it
induced in world opinion, the 9/11 attack
yielded only very' limited long-term results. Although often com pared in its suddenness and
death toll to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harb o rin 1941,9/11 differed in some major ways.
O ut of the 300 aircraft that hit Pearl Harbor,
the Japanese lost only 29, which means that
the main tool of the attack em erged nearly
unscathed and could, eventually, renew the assault or conduct another relatively soon afterwards. From a hum an point of view, the Japanese naval airmen returned to their carriers
fortified with new experience, ready to fight
again in oth er battles and thus sustain the
long-term war effort. Only the absence of strategic vision on the part of the Japanese military leaders prevented them from better exploiting their initial success.
Conversely, the 9/11 terrorists chose a
course of action that definitively precluded
any renewal of the attack. T heir conquest of
freedom of action in American airspace was as
brief as it was sudden, and the aircraft selected
for the attacks were destroyed. Furtherm ore,
the attack systematically killed the hijackers,
who obviously could no longer profit from
their training, experience, and motivation. AlQaeda thus lost the time invested in their recruiting, training, and infiltration. The terrorist organization’s leaders therefore had to
forgo the services of these highly qualified
personnel and begin the recruiting and training cycle anew.
A military operation, w hether for information collection or combat, undeniablv gains
quality and usefulness if it survives intact as a
unit and participates in a coherent series of
diverse operations that can perpetuate its sue-

rinj-r
cess. Therefore, alter Pearl Harbor, the Japanese could envision a landing on the Hawaiian Islands or any other exploitation of their
tactical success that would certainly have made
the Pacific war much more difficult for the
United States. The tactical success of a suicide
terrorist attack carries within itself the seeds of
strategic defeat because the motivation, training, specialized intelligence, and courage of
the terrorist are lost, along with the surprise
effect of his attack. Loss of motivation and
training is com pounded bv the absence of experience brought back and shared with the
organization, which harms the terrorists’ cause
over the long term.
Target selection for 9/11 may have seem ed
impressive since the terrorists eschewed subwav stations or parking lots in favor of elements essential to the functioning of their adversary; however, target selection actually
reflected a certain naivete because all the targets were only links in a global system, and
their destruction would not have brought
down the whole system. The LTS defense establishment is not entirely centralized inside the
Pentagon, and other com m and centers could
no doubt have maintained the continuity' of
American defense. Likewise, a successful attack on the \\Tiite House or Capitol would not
have brought down the governm ent because
constitutional procedures fill the gap left by a
deceased president or members of Congress.
Finallv, destruction of the World Trade Center
would not cause the infinitely complex US
and world economic structures to collapse.
However, we must not overlook the negative
effect of these attacks on the world economy
or even on the LTS economy. In terms of economics, air transportation clearly suffered the
most from these attacks.

Understanding the Emergence
of Asymmetric Threats
in A ir Warfare
The events of 9/11 therefore mark the
emergence in air-warfare strategy of a form of
[asymmetrical confrontation that allows elud-

si

ing and surprising conventional airpower.
Asymmetrical confrontation is a relatively new
notion in military strategy. The traditional
military forces of the great powers attained
verv high levels of com petence as a consequence of successive conflicts in the nineteenth century, the two world wars, and the
indirect confrontations of the Cold War. This
military strength obliged weaker nations or
organizations to avoid direct, traditional confrontations that would quickly sweep them
away. Terrorism against civilians and gaps in
military capabilities, guerilla warfare, black
markets, and illegal trafficking therefore represent modes o f action that evade traditional
military power that has proven too ponderous
to respond adequately. T he principle o f proportional response to attacks, contained in the
rules of legitimate defense, also forbids disproportionate military reactions. Moreover, the
perpetrators of these asymmetric attacks are
generally civilians hidden am ong the civilian
population as well as the social and econom ic
fabric of a society', a situation that dem ands
perfectly targeted an d m easured military reactions to avoid disastrous collateral damage.
The wars of decolonization during the second half of the twentieth century show clearly
the difficulty of countering these new' modes
o f action, especially when they are associated
with determ ined political action or, as in the
Vietnam War, if they blend with conventional
military actions. The V ietm inh’s ability to lead
an exhausting and psychologically unsustainable guerilla war while knowing how to inflict
classical military defeats at opportune mom ents contributed significantly to French and
American defeats. Asymmetric conflicts become very dangerous when, guided by a strategic vision and a well-defined policy, thev
cause sustained destabilization through conventional and nonconventional courses o f action. Therefore, asymmetric warfare poses a
substantial challenge to conventional forces,
who must adapt to these new hit-and-run warfare m ethods without giving up the full range
of their conventional capabilities.
In aviation terms, asymmetrical threats are
quite new. Hijacking and short-range attacks
by surface-to-air missiles against civilian air-
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craft offer only a glimpse of the potential ways
paramilitary groups might affect aviation. Today, our reactions to these predictable or potential asymmetrical uses of aviation are at
best vague and clumsy. The systematic barring
of certain objects such as nail clippers or Swiss
Army knives, while ordinary nylon string,
pens, or credit cards might prove m ore dangerous, belravs a degree of feverishness am ong
public authorities, who rem ain in a frightened
defensive stance. Similarly, the restrictive security measures that France imposed on leisure and com m uter airlines in the last few’
years might appear excessive, showing that it
does not have a clear understanding of the
threats. Civil, military, industrial, and leisure
aviation authorities should make a serious effort to find a new asymmetric approach to air
warfare and to counter possible threats from
the air. National defense, according to the
French Constitution of 1958, rem ains the concern of all citizens, and now m ore than ever,
even aviator—w hether professional or amateur—must em brace the role o f air and territorial defense by aerial means.

Conclusion
These new modes of asymmetrical war have
not rendered air warfare obsolete, but we
must adapt and find new asymmetric courses
of action that transcend traditional airpower
thought. We no longer need sustained air superiority to conduct significant air wars, but
losing control of the sky, even for a few minutes, can have terrible consequences. More
than a question of techniques or means, we
must augm ent known doctrines with a different approach to air warfare, and we must study
that new approach and understand it as terrorism reaches a truly strategic level.
Because we obviously do not yet fully grasp
these new facts, the Western powers remain in
a defensive posture that is as uncomfortable
for air passengers and airlines as it is for the
authorities. However, we must react quickly
and effectively by regaining not only the initiative but also an even more complete mastery
of the skies, as well as the use of yet unknown
means to m aintain air superiority. □

The A ir Force executes a global mission. O ur approaches to operations, interoperability and training exemplify our global, international perspective.
— 2007 U.S. Air Pone Posture Statement

The Servicio deVigilancia Aerea
Defending Costa Rican Sovereignty
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VIDEO ON THE popular YouTube
Web site shows a dramatic scene in
which paramedics give first aid to
the inhabitants of an unspecified
region affected bv floods and landslides. Below. very discreedy, a McDonnell Douglas
MD-500 helicopter with its m otor running
waits for the sick who need transportation to a
better-equipped aid station. Suddenly, the picture changes, showing us people in a Piper
PA-31 lowering someone on a stretcher, complete with an intravenous bottle. Images follow one after another, accompanied by the
classic Beatles song “Let it Be.” The same
MD-500 flies over flooded areas: a versatile
Cessna Soloy U206G transports sick children;
refugees surround pilots in olive-drab flight
suits, posing for a photo; and so forth. Finally,
the wings and emblem of the Servicio de Yigilancia Aerea (Air Vigilance Service) (SVA) of
the Costa Rican Ministry of Public Security appear just below the word Thanks!1
This video represents perhaps the latest illustration of how the SVA tries to project its
image as a part of the Fuerza Piiblica (PublicForce), fully engaged in support during disaster situations and utterly dedicated to helping
the population. Nevertheless, aside from this
moving footage, a closer inspection permits
the discerning eve to realize that the SVA’s
functions go much farther—up to the point of
crossing the thin line that separates a hum anitarian entitv from a formally established air arm.
One of the oldest democracies in the region, Costa Rica abolished its army on 1 December 1949 after undergoing a revolution that
reformed the nation’s structure. Thereafter,
internal security became the responsibility of

the Civil Guard, which, over the years, transform ed itself into today’s Public Security
Force, controlled by the Ministry of Public Security' and composed o f various services, including the C ounterdrug Police, National
Coast Guard, Public Force Reserve, and, obviously, the SVA, worthy successor to the form er
Costa Rican air force.
For its part (and according to constitutional
m andate), the SVA’s mission involves supporting the oth er services o f the Public Force in
preserving internal o rd er in the country, primarily through surveillance efforts and tactical/
logistical transport, in addition to the publicrelations outreach missions previously discussed. However, that m andate also delegates
to the Public Force (hence to the SVA) the
protection o f national sovereignty, practically
converting them into an army and air force,
despite how much these institutions pride
themselves on not being such things.
Military terminology and organizational
structures do not exist in entities under the
authority of the Public Force, and one can
even find a departm ent o f hum an resources
in their organizational charts, along with a
lengthy list of directorates and secretariats in
the best national-governm ent style. Regardless. both the Public Force and SVA undeniably have the capacity, as well as the requisite
equipm ent and training, to undertake militarystyle operations. In fact, in the late 1980s, the
SVA m anaged to operate two arm ed Cessna
0-2As in an efficient m a n n e r along the Nicaraguan b o rd er area in response to the
conflict that counterrevolutionary guerrillas
then waged against the Sandanista governm ent o f Nicaragua.

D h - author is Webmaster of the Latin American Aviation Historical Society, Guatemala (http://w w w.laahs.com ).
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The SVA’s current aircraft inventory, stationed at Juan Santam aria International Airport and Tobias Bolahos International Airport, consists o f two McDonnell Douglas
MD-500E helicopters (tail num bers MSP012
and MSP018), three Cessna Soloy U206G
light aircraft (tail num bers MSP004, MSP005,
and MSP006), a Cessna T210N (tail num ber
MSP009), a Cessna210 (tail num ber MSP010),
and two twin-engine Piper PA-31s (tail num bers MSP003 and MSP019). In addition, the
service possesses a De Havilland C-7A (tail
n um ber MSP002) for tactical-transport missions, but a lack of spare parts has grounded
that aircraft for several years. Incidentally,
the SN A’s only m edium -transport helicopter,
a Mil Mi-17 (tail num ber MSP016), was sold
to the Colom bian army in 2002.

An MD-500 o f the 51(A on a surveillance flight over the General
Caiias Highway, San Jose, Costa Rica

As in the rest o f Central America, the drugtrafficking problem is a m atter of national
concern for Costa Rica—hence for the Public
Force and especially the SVA, both fully engaged in the antidrug struggle in coordination with the US governm ent. The United
States maintains a considerable num ber of
surveillance aircraft based at Juan Santam aria
International Airport near the capital and at
the Liberia International Airport on the Atlantic coast of the country.

But it is precisely in these types of antidrug
operations that the SVA has shown its sharp
teeth. Since 2004 the service has maintained
an airmobile quick-reaction team known as
the “Seals,” consisting of police officers specially trained to perform operations to intercept and capture aircraft as well as boats involved in illegal activities, using primarily the
SVA’s two MD-500Es configured for assault
transport. In this sense, the SVA works very
closely with the Drug Enforcem ent Administration and Coast Guard—the local ones as
well as those from the United States, which
also maintains a detachm ent of surveillance
boats in the country.
SVA aircraft also constantly conduct operations to seek and eradicate drug plantations,
often in the Talamanca Mountains, where
179,000 marijuana plants were recently destroyed. During that operation, SVA aircraft
not only provided arm ed cover to police forces
conducting a search o f the region on foot but
also established an air bridge to facilitate the
logistics of the operation.
Despite its very modest size, at least in Genual American terms, the SVA has proven very
efficient in fulfilling assigned tasks, especially
those related to protecting Costa Rican sovereignty, despite the resource limitations endemic in the region’s arm ed forces. In fact,
the SVA relies almost entirely on aid provided
by friendly governments such as Taiwan,
France, and the United States. However, one
commonly sees at least one SVA helicopter or
light aircraft participating in any situation that
involves the Costa Rican Public Force, be it an
accident on the hectic General Canas Highway or the capture o f a large drug shipment
along the Guanacaste coast. □

Note
1. “Vigilancia Aerea 2," YouTube, 20 October 2006,
http: voutube.com \\atch'v=FYsPKajGIsg (accessed 20

April 2007).
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Game Theory and Its Applicability to the Iraqi Conflict
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OU. THE IRAQI army and police
forces, don't walk alongside the occupiers, because they are your arch enem y.”1 This call for solidarity
amongst indigenous security forces (ISF) and
domestic insurgents (DI) by Shiite cleric and
leader Muqtada al-Sadr in April 2007 is simply
the latest evidence in support of this researcher's three years of applying game theory to the
Iraqi conflict. .Although other studies have examined Operation Iraqi Freedom from perspectives such as democratic nation building
in an area of the world where such forms of
government historically have not been die norm,
this article represents the first known effort to
apply the game-theorv concepts of “Pareto improved" and "Pareto optimal" strategies (named
after Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto) as
well as “Nash" and “preferred” equilibriums
(the former nam ed after American m athem atician John Nash) to the Iraqi conflict.
Specifically, this article exam ines how,
through application o f game theorv to this
model, US and coalition forces will ultimately
suffer casualties at an increasing rate the longer
they remain in Iraq. This will occur because
both DIs and ISFs will turn away from attacking
each other towards a point of mathematical corruption. At this theoretical point, American and
coalition troops will become the target of broadbased DI attacks, with intelligence frequendv
provided by ISFs. For the purposes of this article,
ISF refers to the Iraqi military' its well as suite and
local police, and DI refers to the various domestic insurgent groups within Iraq.

In order to fully understand how two seeminglv disparate entities—ISFs and DIs—will
ultimately work together in an effort to improve both of their respective positions, one
must exam ine the basics of game theory and
the associated concepts of bargaining and
equilibrium . In the following discussion, such
terms as player, improved, optimal, corruption, preferred, and so forth, are used in their m athematical rather than their usual sense.

Flashback to Logic 101:
The Prisoner’s Dilemma
Developed by Merrill Flood and Melvin
Dresher at the RAND Corporation in 1950,
the “prisoner’s dilem m a”—an activity often
played out in college logic, m athematics, and
economics classes—dem onstrates that if two
players, suspect A and suspect B, act only in
their own self-interest, both will suffer dire
consequences.- For exam ple, if each suspect is
held in a separate interrogation room and
told that by either confessing to the crim e or
“ratting out" his o r her accomplice, each can
receive a reduced sentence, then both suspects will either implicate the o th er or confess
to the crime. This is commonly referred to as
a zero-sum game because one prisoner’s gain
becomes the oth er’s loss. If each condem ns
the other, then both will incur the maximum
penalty. However, if both confess independently, each will incur some penalty—albeit
likely a lesser one because they have shown
they are willing to “cooperate” with the au-

*I)r. Brightman is an j w « iate professor and chairperson of the Criminal Justice Department at Saint Peter's College in Jersey City,
Nos |i rsr\, and an information warfare officer with the I S Navy (Reserve C om ponent), currently serving on active duty for special work
and assigned to the War (.anting Department of die I ’S Naval War ( aillcge as a visiting professor.
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thorities. Lastly, if the two suspects work together and adopt the common strategy that
would appear at first blush to benefit each one
less (rem aining silent), the benefit to both
will actually increase—because the State, lacking a confession or statem ent of the o th er’s
guilt, will likely charge each with a lesser offense. The lesson learned from the prisoner’s
dilemma and similar scenarios is that players
in com petition with each oth er sometimes
gain m ore by conspiring than by attem pting
to combat each oth er to the last.

Game Theory 101:
A Primer
Mathematicians refer to scenarios such as
the prisoner’s dilem ma as simple form games
(SFG)—also referred to as norm al form
games—which commonly have two players,
each of whom strives to receive the highest
payoff at the end of a sim ultaneous move (i.e.,
bv seeking what is referred to in economics as
a Pareto optimal position). O ne determ ines
payoffs—outcom es with real value to each
player—through a process called quantification. conducted by primary stakeholders who
have a direct, vested interest in the outcom e
of the game. In the Iraqi conflict, the two players within the SFG are the ISFs and DIs. The
United States and coalition forces are not considered players in this game (explained later
in this article).
Additionally, in extensive form games
(EFG)—which feature two o r m ore players
en gaged in m u ltiple move-for-move exchanges— players generally worry less about
interm ediate payoffs than the ultim ate payoff
at the conclusion o f the game. Obviously,
quantification of the EFG is far m ore complex
than in the SFG because one must consider
both short-term and long-term payoff values.
Moreover, as m athem aticians John von Neum ann and Oskar M orgenstern discovered,
EFGs are frequently not zero-sum games (i.e.,
one player's loss does not always perfectly correlate with another player's gain, depending
on the complexity of the rules); therefore,
predicting the outcom e based solely on the

payoffs proves difficult at best/' Because EFGs
are distinguished by multiple moves, players
must possess an overall broad strategy (as they
would in the SFG.) as well as smaller substrategies to counter the other players’ moves
throughout the game.
In the EFG, as time progresses, the model
becomes susceptible to influence from outside forces, term ed “strange attractors.” Because payoffs in the EEC. are not as readily apparent and the rules are generally more
complex than in the SFG, these strange attractors affect the players’ willingness to adhere to
previously stated rules and therefore decrease
the overall stability of the game.

Achieving Equilibrium:
“ Can’t We All Just Get Along?”
As time elapses, both SFGs and EFGs become less stable due to player frustration (and,
in some cases, physical fatigue). Accordingly,
each player will begin to reduce his or her expectations for the ultim ate payoff. Consider
the gam bler who feeds quarters into a slot machine for an hour. This is essentially a twoplayer SFG (the gam bler and the house), consisting of a single turn, with the focus on an
immediate payoff. Ultimately, the gam bler will
likelv walk away from the “one-arm ed bandit”
down $25 after 45 m inutes without winning
the jackpot—an especially likely outcom e if
the player is down to h er last dollar (limited
resources), has agreed to meet her sister-inlaw in an hour to catch a Las Vegas show (time
constraints), and is feeling pangs of hunger
because she has not yet eaten lunch (player
fatigue). Similarly, the professional poker player
may be willing to cut his losses at five-card stud
(an EFG because it involves multiple turns,
players, payoffs, strategies, and substrategies)
and accept a smaller pot rather than play
through to the end and face a new dealer later
in the game (a strange attractor) who clearly
knows the fine art o f dealing.
As players' expectations for the ultimate
payoff start to fade with the passing of time (in
the case of the EFG, with the destabilizing influence of strange attractors), each player he-
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gins to think about how, by negotiating with
the opponent, he or she might end the game
without suffering additional losses. One refers
to the point at which plavers start to work cooperativelv towards agreem ent as bargaining
towards equilibrium (or, in economics. Pareto
improvement). When both plavers have reached
a point at which they can achieve the highest
aggregate payoff, the game ends in preferred
equilibrium.
However, the influence of strange attractors in a model that will become increasingly
unstable (bifurcated) over time often induces
plavers to hasten their desire for a Pareto improved position instead of a superior (Pareto
optimal) position—even though doing so may
lessen their ultimate payoff because they did
not plav through to the end of the game. One
refers to the point at which both players reach
Pareto improvement, despite the fact that they
may have received a greater payoff had thev
waited, as Nash equilibrium. First theorized bv
Princeton University professor John Nash, this
equilibrium is sometimes described as an inchoate or interrupted equilibrium because
the players reach a point of compromise prior
to the conclusion of the game's ultimate payoff.1 Several Nash equilibriums mav exist at
various points prior to achieving preferred
equilibrium. Most SFGs and EFGs do not start
out with players seeking to work cooperatively
ri.e., striving for Pareto improvement). However, as each player's "winner lake all” strategy
clearly becomes less viable with the passing of
lime, both plavers realize that the longer it
takes to come to consensus and the m ore resources they expend in their individual quest
for dom inance, the smaller the ultimate payoff should thev emerge victorious (an economic
concept known as Rubinstein Bargaining)."’
L ltimately, plavers strive to reach consensus if
for no other reason than they wish to lessen
their losses.
In applying Nash equilibrium to the prisoner s dilemma, tine sees that this equilibrium
point (both players confessing to the crime)
will preem pt the preferred equilibrium (both
plavers remaining silent). This is especially
true with the passing of time (prisoners do not
like being left alone in interrogation rooms)
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and, in the case of an EFG, if strange attractors are introduced into the model (e.g., socalled eyewitnesses, purported new evidence,
etc.). Thus, the passing of time and the influence of strange attractors preem pt achieving
the preferred equilibrium and instead yield
the inchoate or Nash equilibrium . The presence of US and coalition forces in Iraq, especially over time, may actually hasten a Nash
response between ISFs and DIs.

Corruption between Players:
The Simple Form Game and
the Iraqi Conflict
Equipped with a working knowledge of SFGs,
EFGs, Pareto improvement, Pareto optimal,
and Nash and preferred equilibriums, one
can not only exam ine each player’s prospective payoffs but also predict the point at which
both the inchoate (Nash) and preferred equilibriums will occur in the Iraqi conflict. In order to identify these points, the rem ainder of
this article assumes a two-player game, namely
with ISFs and DIs. Admittedly, attem pting to
contain the mvriad o f security entities under
the ISF um brella will likely prove as m uch of a
generalization as placing the many native terrorist organizations that exist in Iraq within
the L)I grouping. The many law-enforcement
and military organizations that comprise the
ISF category, along with num erous hegem onic
entities that make up the DI set, represent a
variety of heterogeneous cultures, values, beliefs, and often com peting interests.
Figure l provides a summary of payoffs
quantified for both players in the simple-form,
zero-sum game for the Iraqi conflict as well as
each player’s Pareto optimal strategy (point
value equals four). It also identifies the respective quadrants in which the Nash and preferred equilibriums will occur.
In figure I s SFG, the payoffs for both players are based on varying degrees o f rem aining
active or passive. Each player hopes that the
oth er will not move (i.e.. will remain passive),
thus achieving a Pareto optimal position for
himself or herself. However, if this one-move
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SFG is repeated over and over again, it becomes clear to both players that neith er is willing to remain passive. Over time, as player
frustration increases, resources begin to dwindle,
and fatigue sets in, the players will begin bargaining towards equilibrium (i.e., seeking Pareto
improvement as opposed to Pareto optimal).
As illustrated, one would attain the preferred equilibrium in this SFG at the “3, 3”
quadrant because the highest aggregate payoff occurs at this point in the game. O ne must
rem em ber th at preferred equilibrium has no
connection to the player’s Pareto optimal
strategy: rather, it is simply a m athem atical expression for the point at which one can derive
the greatest quantified payoff value.
As both players continue bargaining, the
game moves from a competitive to a cooperative mode, leading to increased com m unication, which in turn yields fu rth er bargaining
between players. Inflexible rules and intransigent positions becom e m ore elastic, and the
players proffer side payments to hasten agreement. At this point, the game is said to have
become mathematically corrupted because
the players are no longer following the rules
established prior to initial play. They have also
moved from focusing on Pareto optimal posi-

tions to Pareto improved positions. Therefore,
the inchoate or Nash equilibrium will inevitably
occur at the “2, 2" quadrant.
W hen one applies these concepts to the
SFG for the Iraqi conflict, the challenges faced
by US and coalition forces in Iraq become
readily apparent. Ultimately, the model will
become mathematically corrupted. Both players will move from seeking Pareto optimal to
Pareto improved positions (i.e., ISFs and DIs
will lessen their expectations, hastening equilibrium). Moreover, for reasons already discussed, Nash equilibrium will preem pt the two
players from attaining the preferred equilibrium (the quadrant in which equilibrium at
the highest aggregate payoff value in the
m odel will occur) wherein DIs continue to
carry out attacks with improvised explosive devices throughout Iraq, and ISFs continue to
arrest or kill terrorists.
It is im portant to understand that one can
think of all equilibriums (Nash and preferred)
as solutions. One can use software such as the
publicly available Gambit application (originallv developed b\ T heodore Turocy and Andrew McLennan in 1994 and now in its 11th
release) to test the probability and frequency
o f these solutions occurring within the parameters of the model." Repeated test runs of the
zero-sum Iraqi conflict SFG yield the same result: a Nash response in which ISFs and DIs
are willing to “sacrifice” US and allied forces
to achieve Pareto improvement is inevitable.
Evidence already exists to suggest that bargaining between players has begun, such as
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki's proposed National Reconciliation Plan, which would afford partial amnesty to some DIs.'

US Interests in Iraq:
The Extensive Form Game
Mathematically speaking, neither the l nited
States nor its coalition forces can be considered players in the Iraqi conflict SFG because
the United States cannot quantify payoffs.
This also holds true in the EFG because America’s citizenry does not have a direct, primarvstakeholder interest in the conflict (i.e.. they

r u n ;r

are not part of the quantification process).
Onlv the Iraqi people—represented in this
game bv the two primary players (ISFs and
DIs)—are fundamentally and intimately affected bv the payoffs at each turn within the
EFG, as well as bv the ultimate payoff at the
conclusion of the game.
Indeed, from a game-theory' perspective,
one finds very few conflicts in American history wherein t TS forces have had the ability to
participate in the quantification process as a
primary player, save for the colonists in the
American RevolutionaryWar. Union and Confederate forces in the Civil War, and servicemen in the US intervention during World War
II after the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor.
No one should ever dismiss die brave and noble
acdons of US forces in other conf licts, but from
an EFG perspective, one can mathematically
consider the United States a player only when
America directly involves itself in the quantification of pavoffs. For a party to assume this
role, its stakeholder interest must have value
equal to that of the other players. This is not
to suggest that US and coalition forces do n o t
affect the model or its two players (ISFs and
DIs) in the Iraqi conflict EFG. Indeed, those
forces function as strange attractors.
For the purposes of the current situation in
Iraq, US and coalition forces, m ultinational
business interests, third-party foreign-terrorist
organizations, and other interested parties
would all be considered strange attractors
whose predom inant role involves hastening
the model towards equilibrium. As time progresses and the model continues to bifurcate,
the EFG becomes inherently less stable; thus,
strange attractors play a greater role in moving the players towards cooperative bargaining (Pareto improvement), ,4s was the case in
the SFG presented earlier, the EFG becomes
corrupt. Players begin working in cooperation
(bargaining towards equilibrium ) rather than
competing for a Pareto optimal position.
In the Iraqi conflict, bargaining towards
equilibrium entails em ergent conspiracies between the two players— ISFs and DIs—as the
game becomes less stable. Police officers begin
tipping off insurgents as to where raids will
take place in exchange for protection from fu-
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ture attacks, and terrorists provide bribes to
Iraqi soldiers in exchange for overlooking
caches of household weapons. The revelation
that the late terrorist leader Abu Musab alZarqawi’s cell phone contained telephone
num bers for some of Iraq’s senior Interior
Ministry officials and lawmakers provides further evidence that Pareto improvement may
have already com m enced between ISFs and
DIs.8 In March 2006, Sgt Paul E. Cortez, Pfc
Jesse Spielman, SPG Jam es Barker, and Pvt
Stephen D. Green raped and m urdered 14year-old Abeer Qassim aljanabi and then
killed her family." Subsequently, in Septem ber
2006, insurgents killed three US soldiers simply
because they served in the same unit as the
four form er solders who carried out this heinous crime. Iraqi Interior Ministry officials
refused to condem n the killing of the US soldiers, which Iraqis widely regarded as an
“honor killing.”1" The insurgents’ ability to
capture and kill US service m em bers suggests
a level of access to operational-security plans
for US forces previously unavailable to terrorist entities."
Using the Gambit software application, we
can model the EFG for the Iraqi conflict from
the perspective of DIs: player one in the dominant strategy' position (i.e.. DIs make the first
move). The results (fig. 2) appear similar to
those for the SFG (fig. 1).

Conclusions:
W here Do W e Go from Here?
As both the SFG and EFG models show
when applied to the Iraqi conflict, both players
(ISFs and DIs) will ultimately abandon their
Pareto optimal strategies and instead begin
bargaining towards equilibrium . W hen this
happens, the m odel will become corrupted,
and a Nash solution will preem pt the preferred equilibrium. In the EFG, the presence
of strange attractors such as US and coalition
forces, foreign-terrorist entities, and oth er
third-party-- interests may serve only to hasten
this process in an increasingly bifurcating
model. Release of The Iraq Study Group Report
of December 2006, which specifically cites that
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“violence is increasing in scope and lethality,”
coupled with increasingly nonlinear attacks
against US and coalition forces (e.g., improvised
chlorine chemical attacks, use of women tvs suicide bombers, etc.) suggests that the model explored in this article continues to destabilize.12
Moreover, additional conflicts between Israeli
forces and the Lebanese Hezbollah Party may
introduce additional strange attractors into the
model, further hastening the ”2, 2” Nash payoff
even more quickly than initially predicted using
the Gambit software application.
It is possible for the U nited States to assume a player role in Iraq rather than serve as
a strange attractor. However, to do so, stakes
for Americans would need to equal those of
the Iraqi people in order for the quantification process to occur. T he United States would
have to commit hundreds o f thousands— if
not millions—of military and civilian personnel to Iraq for decades, which it could accomplish in the short term only by fully mobilizing
all reserve-component forces and initiating a
military draft to m eet future needs. US and
Iraqi culture and values would need to become inextricably linked. Each American
would have to feel a stakeholder interest in
Iraq, evidenced through personal sacrifice in

the form o f military or civilian service in support of Iraqi Freedom or the rationing of US
goods to support the Iraqi people (comparable to rationing during World War II). Only
then could America effectively participate in
the quantification process. It is highly unlikely
that present-day Americans or their elected
representatives would be willing to commit to
personal sacrifices, such as a military draft, war
taxes, or the rationing of food and supplies. Accordingly, it is not mathematically possible for
America to achieve player status in Iraq.
O ne must note that US policy decisions
take into account elements beyond the theoretical constructs of the SFG or EFG. Even if
America cannot obtain player status, excellent
reasons may exist for the United States and
coalition forces to rem ain in Iraq, such as
nation-building and hum anitarian purposes.
However, American policy makers and the
public must be prepared to accept the fact
that if US forces remain in Iraq, the soldiers,
sailors, airmen, and marines bravely serving
there will remain a strange attractor in a mathematical model that is destabilizing over time.
Within this game, DIs and ISFs will eventually
arrive at Nash equilibrium. □
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An Italian Perspective
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Editorial Abstract: The author, an Italian A ir Force officer, compares operations with Italian
Predator unmanned aerial vehicles (I TAY) in Iraq with past and present l !S Predator doctrine
and operations. After a brief overview o f the significance o f doctrine and command and control, Colonel Chianese analyzes problems he encountered during operations and recommends
ways to improve strategic vision and policy fo r Italian L A Y operations.

Yictory smiles upon those who a n ticipate the changes in the character o f war, not
upon those who w ait to a d a p t themselves after the changes occur.
—Giulio Dpuhet
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I r a q i Freeoperations.2 Instead, we must capture the acdom. the Italian Air Force flew its
cumulated body of knowledge, consciously and
new Predator fleet in support of
formally incorporating it into doctrine, which
combat operations. The Predator, an
consists of fundam ental principles by which
American-made, m edium-altitude unm anned
militaries shape their actions in support of naaerial vehicle (LAV) used for surveillance and
tional objectives and, on operational and tacreconnaissance, hits a range of up to 400 nautical
tical levels, in support of the com m ander’s inmiles and can fly at altitudes up to 25,000 feet.
tent.' Ideally, all m ajor operations are based
Cruising at a speed of 70 knots, it can loiter
on a campaign plan that reflects doctrinal
for hours over targets.1 Evert though Italian
principles and tenets derived from the “accuPredator operations generally have been conmulated body of knowledge” mentioned above.
sidered successful, some issues still need solvBut in some instances, the Italian Air Force
ing in o rd er to maximize efficiency and effechas not followed these almost obvious recomtiveness. Changes in the character o f air warm endations, perform ing some military operafare are occurring now, and the Italian Air
tions with neither a precise doctrinal strategy
Force must adapt to them. During that serin mind nor a strategic directive—o r simply
vice’s Predator operations in Iraq, most probwithout completely applying appropriate balems originated in the com m and and control
sic principles and tenets o f doctrine. By way of
(C2) structure, reflecting a lack of strategic
accounting for this situation, historian Frank
doctrine, an incom plete application o f basic
Futrell suggests that airm en, not known as
doctrinal principles, and an inadequate level
prolific writers, have “developed an oral rather
of operational comm and.
than a written tradition.”4 Additionally, some
In this article, the a u th o r com pares his
leaders believe that “adherence to dogmas has
knowledge of the Italian Predator operation—
destroyed m ore armies and cost m ore battles
derived from his experience as the Italian air
than anything in war.”5 In fact, bad doctrine
com ponent com m ander from Decem ber 2005
overly bounds and restricts creativity, and if
to April 2006 in Tallil, Iraq—with doctrine as
“not properly developed, and especially if pawell as past and present US Predator operarochialism is allowed to creep in. doctrine will
tions. After a brief overview of the significance
point to suboptimal solutions."1’ In the case of
of doctrine and C2, the article then introduces
Italian Predator operations in Iraq, no strateItaly's O peration Antica Babilonia (O peration
gic doctrine existed for UAVs in general or for
“Ancient Babylon”) and describes the C2 strucPredators in particular. Although the first two
ture for the Italian Predator, pointing out the
reasons may have played some role, the main
main problem s encountered during operareason for not having such guidance was the
tions and proposing some final recom m endalack of previous experience with this specific
tions to stimulate, develop, and integrate a
asset and insufficient time to develop sound,
strategic vision and policy for Italian UAVs in
timely doctrine.
future expeditionary and national missions.
Even if UAVs are no longer considered a
technical innovation in the United States, where
research and development related to these
The Significance of Doctrine
aircraft are significantly advanced, they represent a significant leap forward lor the Italian
The word doctrine has different connotaAir Force. But an air force needs m ore than
tions. For many people, it recalls lofty and aradvanced technology to provide ellective cacane discussion by theorists and academicians
pability. After purchasing Predator technology
that offers little to average military personnel
“off
the shelf,” Italy's air service rapidly fielded
trying to operate down at the unit level. The
it in Iraq before developing a strategy o r docLIS Air Force points this out very well in its
trine for employment. Predictably, its Predabasic doctrine manual, warning us against settor force suffered the consequences, learned
tling for the rules of thum b so often used in
u r in g

o p e r a t io n
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many valuable lessons, and should profit from
this experience.

Command and Control
of Airpower:
Doctrinal Basics
In the realm of doctrine, C2 has always
been considered an im portant issue for military organizations and leaders. A vital and integral part of war fighting, it requires careful
planning and execution in order to be effective. In the beginning of Italian aviation history’, the famous air theorist Giulio Douhet
wrote that "the war in the air is the true war of
movement, in which swift intuition, swifter decision, and still swifter execution are needed.
It is the kind of warfare in which the outcom e
will largely be d e p e n d e n t upon the com mander.”7 Indeed. Italians in Iraq learned
what Americans had experienced in Serbia,
just seven vears before, as noted in the Air War
over Serbia Report:

In the air war over Serbia, command and control worked well at the tactical level. For example,
the rapid re-targeting of attack aircraft against
targets detected by the Predator unmanned aerial
vehicle was innovative and quite successful. At
the operational and strategic levels, however,
Air Force leaders repeatedly noted two dominant problems. The first was that command and
control structures and coordination procedures
were overlapping and confusing. The principle
of unity of command must be reinforced in future training, doctrine, and operations.8
The Italian Air Force experienced surprisingly
similar problems in Iraq. That service could
have better exploited American lessons learned
with Predators to compensate for its lack of
experience with this asset, especially in the C2
architecture, since US forces have operated
LAVs in general and Predators in particular
since 1995.‘J
At an even higher level, each military leader
should be able to apply C2 principles and tenets universally since they are considered common knowledge. Unity of com m and, for example. “ensures concentration of effort for
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every objective under one responsible comm ander.”10 Simplicity calls for “avoiding unnecessary complexity in organizing, preparing,
planning, and conducting military operations.”11
O ne must also prioritize air and space power,
thus assuring that dem and for air and space
forces will not overwhelm air com m anders in
future conflicts.1-’ But these abstract principles
require an operational capability to put them
into practice. Gen Ronald R. Fogleman, form er US Air Force chief of staff, once said that
“a com m ander without the proper C2 assets
com m ands nothing except a desk.”13 Effective
C2 becomes possible only by dedicating significant resources for equipping, training,
and exercising C2 operators; thus, US AitForce doctrine directs com m anders to “en sure their people are fully proficient at using
designated G2 systems when perform ing wartime duties.”11

Antica Babilonia:
Italy’s Debut in UAV Operations
Italy’s involvement with the m ultinational
forces in Iraq began on 15 April 2003 when
Franco Frattini, m inister for foreign affairs,
addressed Parliament on the governm ent’s intent to support the military coalition in Iraq.
About a month later, Defense Minister Antonio
Martino instructed the military to plan the deployment o f a national contingent to enforce
United Nations Security Council Resolution
1483. T he resulting military operation, known
as Antica Babilonia, began on 15 July 2003,
consisting o f an Italian joint task force form ed
around an army infantry brigade.17.
At that time, Iraqi Freedom had just “ended
major combat” and had started security, stability
transition, and reconstruction operations.1,1
Com bined Joint Task Force 7 in Baghdad included two US-led m ultinational divisions in
north and northwest Iraq, a Polish-led m ultinational division in south-central Iraq, and a
British-led multinational division in southeast
Iraq. By 15 May 2004, coalition forces had organized into two commands, Multi-National
Force-Iraq as the operational com m and, and
Multi-National Corps-Iraq as the tactical com-
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manri, with Italy’s participation described by a
national operational directive.17 For Antica
Babilonia, three Italian general officers assumed
key positions in the Baghdad headquarters.18
A sector within the British multinational division was assigned as an area of responsibility
(AOR) to the Italian joint task force, comm anded by a fourth Italian general.19
Unfortunately, the end o f major combat
did not mean that peace had returned to Iraq.
The Italian 3,000-soldier contingent, based in
An-Nasirya, the capital o f Dhi Q ar province,
faced violent conflict between US-led coalition forces and insurgents.20 For the m ost part,
Antica Babilonia focused on stabilization operations, security-sector reforms, training, and
nation-building measures.21 Deployed forces
and assets underw ent adjustm ents according
to the changing threat. Land forces were augm ented by a joint air task group o f two helicopter squadrons and, since January 2005, by
a L AV squadron equipped with RQ-1 Predators
for surveillance and reconnaissance missions.22

Predator Command and Control Architecture:
A Complicated Puzzle

The following observation, found in a US joint
publication on multinational operations, certainly applied to Antica Babilonia: “No single
com m and structure meets the needs of every
m ultinational comm and but one absolute remains constant; political considerations will
heavily influence the ultimate shape of the
com m and structure.”23 Italy, however, did not
always keep in mind the principle of simplicity
when it established the Predator U2 system. In
fact, it opted for a model that allowed for coalition employment of its forces but also ensured
national control, particularly for key assets
(fig. 1). Drawing on its experience with the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
Italy used the latter’s doctrine to define its
com m and relationships. For example, the Italian Capo di Stato Maggiore della Difesa (defense
chief of staff) always wields operational comm and (OPCOM), the highest level of com-

F ig u re 1. U A V a n d h e lic o p te r c o m m a n d a n d c o n tro l in A n tic a B a b ilo n ia . (Adapted from Direttiva Operativa Nazionale C 0I-0-153-R [Roma: Comando Operativo di Vertice Interforze, April 2005].)

PREDATOR COMMAND AND CON I HOI.

mand in the military hierarchy, comparable to
combatant command in the US military. His
functions are similar to those of the US chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, although the
Italian officer has comm and authority over
the service chiefs. The defense chief of staff in
Rome retained OPCOM of the Italian forces
deployed to Iraq. The following comm and relationships applied:
• tactical control (TACON): "the detailed
and, usually, local direction and control of
movements or manoeuvres necessary to
accomplish missions or tasks assigned.”-4
• operational control (OPCON): “authority
delegated to a com m ander to direct
forces assigned so that the com m ander
may accomplish specific missions or tasks
which are usually limited by function,
time, or location; to deploy units concerned. and to retain or assign tactical
control of those units. It does not include
authority to assign separate employment
of com ponents of the units concerned.
N either does it, of itself , include administrative or logistic control.”25
• OPCOM: “authority granted a commander
to assign missions or tasks to subordinate
commanders, to deploy units, to reassign
forces, and to retain or delegate operational a n d /o r tactical control as he or
she deems necessary'. . . . It does not include responsibility for administration.”25
• administrative control (ADCON): “direction or exercise of authority over subordinate or other organizations in respect
to administration and support, including
organization of service forces, control of
resources and equipment, personnel management, unit logistics, individual and unit
training, readiness, mobilization, dem obilization. discipline and other matters not
included in the operational missions of
the subordinate or other organizations.”27
OPCON of most Italian forces, however,
was transferred to the British com m ander of
Multi-National Division-Southeast in Basra.
The Predators represented a significant ex-
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ception to this com m and relationship in dial
the Cornandante del Comando Operulivo (li Verliee
InterIni'Ll' (COI) or chief of the perm anent
joint task force retained OPCON of those
UAVs as a national-only asset, m ade available
to the coalition on an excess-availability basis.
The COI and his staff plan, prepare, and direct joint military operations and exercises for
the defense chief of staff. The COI does not
deploy from his location in Rome but can deploy a theater joint task force with OP(ION of
assigned assets.28
In Antica Babilonia, the chief o f the perm anent joint taskforce retained Predator OPCON,
unlike that of helicopters, for all missions
within the AOR, exercised through the national contingent com m ander, who also commanded the Italian joint task force on the coalition side and represented unity of com m and
of the Italian contingent through a dual-hatted
arrangem ent. Even though the same person
holds these positions (national c o n tin g en t
com m ander and com m ander of the Italian
jo in t task force), the rem ainder o f this article
uses the terms separately to indicate the chain
o f com m and (national only for national contingent commander, coalition for Italian jo in t
task force) under discussion.
On the other hand, missions requested by
other Italian national agencies and the coalition, if not in direct support of the Italian contingent, required case-by-case direct approval
from the chief of the perm anent jo in t task
force, who exercised OPCON directly over
Predator operations. The air com ponent commander, head of an air-forward com m and element acting both as tasking authority for the
Predator squadron and coordinating agency
with Iraqi Freedom ’s com bined air operations
center (CAOC) in A1 Udeicl, Qatar, exercised
TACON of the UAVs.2" Although helicopters
and UAVs were part o f the same joint air task
group of the Italian jo in t task force, the form er
fell under TACON of the jo in t air task group
com m ander but the latter under TACON o f
the air com ponent com m ander.’" The comm ander of the jo in t air task group also exercised ADCON over the UAV personnel.
In summary, the Italian defense chief of
staff assigned the mission and tasks (under his
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OPCOM authority) to a different subordinate
com m ander—the C.OI com m ander or chief
of the perm anent joint task force— in order to
deploy a joint task force in Iraq. The chief of
the perm anent joint task force then delegated
OPCON to the jo in t task force commander,
except for Predators. Figure 1 shows the dualhatted relationship of the Italian joint task
force on the left of the diagram (representing
the coalition chain of com m and) and the national contingent com m ander on the right of
the diagram (representing the Italian chain of
com m and). US Air Force doctrine calls for
caution when “m ultihatting” com m anders because doing so could distract them from focusing on the right level of war at the right
time. On the other hand, not m ultihatting a
com m ander may degrade unity of effort, which,
as we will see later, occurred in the case of Italian Predator activities at the tactical level.
Unity o f Command and Unity o f Effort

Unity of com m and is a principle of war.31 As
stated before, such concepts are not always
taken into consideration, as was the case with
Italian Predators in Iraq. Figure 1 shows that
the Predator squadron had two separate lines
of authority: a relationship with the comm ander o f the joint air task group (ADCON)
and one with the air com ponent com m ander
(TACON). Despite having a single com m ander
at the operational level— the national contingent c o m m an d e r/co m m an d er of the Italian
joint task force— in practice, this double relationship m eant that two different tactical comm anders existed for the same UAV squadron.
This apparently m inor issue turned out to be
one o f the main sources of C2 problems.
Presumably, the original rationale behind
this structure entailed having a single comm ander for all air assets (com m ander of the
jo in t air task group). But when Predators were
“plugged in" to what was a joint helicopter
squadron in 2005, headquarters in Rome required a national-only line of com m and and
introduced the air com ponent com m ander.32
YVTiile the air com ponent com m ander exercised TACON over the Predators, the jo in t air
task group com m ander had responsibility for

their administration and support. This arrangem ent often caused friction.
In 2005 official quarterly reports from Italian air com ponent comm anders to their superior com m and in Italy showed continuous evidence of confusion, rivalry, and overlapping
authority between officers appointed as air
com ponent comm anders and joint air task
group com m anders.33 Personnel assigned to
the UAV squadron frequently referred their
problem s either to the air com ponent comm ander or the jo in t air task group commander, without really understanding who
was responsible for what. The national operational directive lacked sufficient detail to distinguish between the authority of the joint air
task group com m ander and air com ponent
comm ander. According to that directive, the
joint air task group comm ander was responsible
for providing all daily support to personnel
and for filing efficiency reports for every single
Italian aviator deployed in Tallil, Iraq, except
the air component commander. He commanded
a full staff, which enabled robust support in
ensuring the execution of his decisions.
O n the other hand, although the air component com m ander had only one officer and
one warrant officer directly supporting him,
he exercised full authority over Predator missions and tactical com m and over personnel
involved in them, from planning through execution. The authority of the air com ponent
com m ander, typically functional in nature,
was often m isinterpreted by some operators
and sometimes by the two com m anders them selves, especially in overlapping activities involving both supporting and operational tasks such
as m anagem ent of the intelligence-exploitation
cell, distribution o f imagery-intelligence products, and m anagem ent of technical personnel.
This slowed decision-making processes, and
personnel appeared generally contused and
sometimes even reluctant to speak up about
problems. For example, in May 2006, when an
Italian UAV crashed due to a malfunction,
there was no specific, detailed plan for its
emergency recovery.34 Although analysts had
predicted the problem in previous months
and despite intensive effort to lav down plans
and procedures, lack of a decision about who
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had approval authority prevented agreem ent
on a final plan.35
Because of die location of the jo in t air task
group com m ander and air com ponent comm ander under separate chains of comm and,
unity of effort required a strong working relationship and a shared sense of mission. The
two commanders eventually comm itted to
dailv meetings in Tallil to solve issues related
to L AY C2, but one should not consider this a
perm anent fix. Competition for resources,
lack of understanding of aircraft capabilities,
and competing mission priorities could destroy even the most cordial arrangem ent.
One must not leave the effective C2 of precious air assets to chance. .Air Force Doctrine
Document (AFDD) 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine,
tells us that ‘‘unitv of com m and ensures concentration of effort for every objective under
one responsible commander. This principle
emphasizes that all efforts should be directed
and coordinated toward a common objective.”3*1
.AFDD 1 also calls for centralized control and
decentralized execution to assure concentrated effort. : During World War II. the Allies
learned from their mistakes and adapted their
doctrine accordingly:
As Supreme .Allied Commander in Europe,
General Eisenhower invoked new doctrine by
insisting upon a single air commander reporting directly to him. The Allied campaign in
North .Africa during World War II began with air
power parceled out to various commanders. .. .
The limitations of this arrangement quickly became apparent, particularly during the battle at
Kasserine Pass. During the 1943 Casablanca Conference. Roosevelt and Churchill approved a
new command structure that centralized control
under an airman. This new concept quickly found
its way into Army doctrine: “Control of available
airpower must be centralized and command must
be exercised through the air force commander if
this inherent flexibility and ability to deliver a decisive blow are to be fully exploited."38
The above example draws its lessons learned
from one of the largest conflicts in history,
whereas the Italian air effort in Iraq drew support from a relatively small num ber of helicopters and Predators (10 and four, respectively). Unity of command, unity of effort, and
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simplicity constitute fundam ental principles
of war that one must apply across the range of
military operations and at all levels of war. w
The Italian Predator operation should not have
been an exception to this basic doctrine.
Consequences of Misplaced Operational Control

OPCON of the Italian Predators during Antica
Babilonia resulted in several problems, such
as inappropriate em ploym ent in relation to
their capabilities and characteristics, slower
decision-making processes, and confused target prioritization.40 Simply “falling in on" the
existing joint task force clearly showed a lack
of operational innovation. For instance, the
headquarters of the joint task force would request UAV support with little or no advance
notice in response to the imm ediate tactical
needs of ground troops, as if the Predators
were an air-defense asset ready to be “scrambled.’’ This practice probably resulted from
the Italian joint task force’s familiarity with
the Pointer, a m an-portable, low -altitude,
short-range small UAV. However, a Predator,
unlike a Pointer, needs at least one hour of
ground checks, so by the time it reaches the
area of operations, it is too late to meet the
immediate intelligence requirements of ground
forces. This procedure initially caused significant problems with the CAOC in A1 Udeid because, although Italian helicopters did not
not require inclusion in the CAOC’s air tasking order, the Predators did. Predators, which
usually fly at higher altitudes than helicopters,
require air-traffic deconi fiction. Failure to follow ait space-control orders and air-traffic procedures greatly increases the risk of a mishap
with oth er aircraft living in the same altitude
block.
Because the CAOC included no Italian liaison officer, the Predator mission had no advocate and frequently lacked the information
and coordination channels to make timely decisions. On several occasions, the author witnessed ineffective Predator missions because
lie could not obtain air-traffic deconfliction
over busy areas such as Baghdad or last-minute
changes to the air tasking order. Flights were
sometimes cancelled at the last m inute, result-
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ing in frustration and wasted effort for both
the Predator crews and the tasking agencies in
Rome.
When broadcasting capability of satellite
imagery became available and the chief o f the
perm anent joint task force in Rome began to
receive Predator imagery, strategic needs soon
trum ped tactical ones, and the C2 architecture appeared even m ore inappropriate than
before. W hen, for example, other commands—such as the British in Basra or intelligence agencies in Rome— tasked specific strategic missions, only vague priority criteria
existed to deconflict missions assigned at the
tactical level. This situation forced the air
com ponent com m ander to seek clarification
and case-by-case authorizations from Rome, a
task m ade even m ore difficult by limited secure communications.
Since Predators originally “fell in” as an organic tactical asset u n d er the deployed joint
task force com m ander, no special mechanism
was in place at higher levels o f com m and to
deal with imm ediate operational issues. T here
was no continuously functioning operations
center with visibility or decisional authority
over UAV missions in Rome, the source of
many strategic Predator missions. O ne had to
process necessary clearances during working
hours, coordinate extensively with different
offices, and—since no one was officially in
charge—obtain authorizations from the highest levels. This resulted in confusion, frustration at all levels of comm and, a slower decisionmaking process, and unclear prioritization of
missions. Additionally, some Italian joint task
force com m anders regarded Predators as a
limited resource for the fulfilment o f the Italian contingent’s mission in Iraq, despite the
significant expenditure o f money needed to
rent the satellite bandwidth required to fly
strategic missions tasked by Rome. " These examples dem onstrate why we must take a fresh
look at o u r doctrine and ad hoc C2, particularly the assumption that UAVs should rem ain
under a land com ponent com m ander deployed in-theater.
In doctrinal terms, Americans have never
assigned Predator OPCON to a com m ander
deployed into a theater. The Italian choice

could prove dangerous because of the strong
tem ptation to control these aircraft at the tactical level, which would prevent optimum employment and even abort operational innovation. In particular, one could conclude that
Predators are too expensive if one uses them
simply to watch what happens on the other side
of the hill—a role for which Pointers and other
kinds of UAVs have been specifically engineered.
Im perfect understanding of the characteristics and missions of Predators could jeopardize
the potential roles of UAVs in the Italian armed
forces since their cost-effectiveness might appeal' insufficient.
In the near future, technology will offer
Italians better opportunities to link Predator
imagery to a strategic headquarters in Italy or
a CAOC anywhere in the world. UAVs may
have an attack role, and their flights will require integration into a more complex and
robust air effort—likely at a CAOC. One will
understand and employ them as more than a
tactical asset, but current Italian C2 relationships and capabilities are not up to the task.
Learning how to com m and and control UAVs
from a distance takes time and resources—improvisation is not an option.
Operational Control: An Examination of Alternatives

Ultimately, one develops doctrinal principles
from real-world experience.42 In Iraq, the
chief of the perm anent joint task force chose
to delegate OPCON of UAVs to the national
contingent comm ander, who, in practical
terms, served as the land com ponent comm ander deployed into the AOR (air force personnel comprised only 3 percent of the total
Italian fo rc e ).'’This modus operandi—assigning OPCON of air assets to the deployed joint
task force com m ander—has been used in every past Italian expeditionary jo in t operation,
and the joint task force com m ander is usually
an army officer. But since 1995 Americans
have never assigned Predator OP( 'ON to a deployed land com ponent comm ander, and we
should rem em ber that LTS forces have accumulated m ore than a decade ol operational
experience with UAVs.
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The first European deployment of US
Predators occurred during O peration Nomad
Vigil in April 1995 in support of Joint Task
Force Provide Promise, based in Gjader, .Albania. The jo in t task force's headquarters provided tasking through the Southern Region
Joint Operations Intelligence Center in Naples,
Italy. The NATO CAOC in Vicenza, Italy, performed the required airspace coordination."
The second European deployment occurred
in March 1996 for Operation Nomad Endeavor
in support of O peration Jo in t Endeavor, with
Predators based in Taszar. Hungary. Tasking
came from a forward elem ent of US European
Command through the US National Intelligence Cell at Vicenza, Italy. OPCON of the
Predators remained with European Command,
and NATO’s CAOC exercised TACON.45
One finds the same architecture in 1999
during O peration .Allied Force in Kosovo,
where the United States used Predators for
the first time in the targeting role.4" Before Allied Force, Predators could transmit targeting
imagerv to their operators on the ground as
part of the intelligence-collection network.
During the Kosovo operation, the Americans
invented new processes to exploit Predator
data feeds with advanced technolog)' and procedures for analysis. Doing so enabled review
of Predator video in real time, and analysts immediately provided pilots with the location of
mobile Serb targets. In Afghanistan and Iraq,
tasking came from US Central C om m and’s
CAOC in A1 Udeid. while imagery was centrally analyzed in the United States, where
operators remotelv controlled the Predator
missions and received imagery via satellite
comm unications." So, forward air-command
elements exercised TACON only— limited to
launching, recovering, and m aintaining the
aircraft: in none of these missions did the
Americans delegate OPCON to a land com ponent com m ander deployed in the AOR. as the
Italians have done in Iraq.
This does not mean second-guessing Italian military planners since at the beginning of
the operations, that was the only option available. In fact, until Predators reached full operational capability, one could broadcast their
imagery only within the theater, so OPCON by
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any elem ent outside the theater would have
destroyed the usefulness of near-real-time imagery. Surprisingly though, even the attainm ent o f full capability on 17 February 2006
changed nothing in the C2 structure, raising
the question “Why?”48
O ne possible explanation is that the Italian
Air Force has mainly deployed helicopters in
past joint or combined expeditionary operations.4" Typically considered an organic asset
of terrestrial units according to Italian Army
doctrine, helicopters have always rem ained
under the OPCON of the deployed task force
com m ander since they better served tactical,
rather than strategic, roles. Over the years,
this has reinforced a doctrinal mind-set that if
one had to deploy land forces, any air asset
(usually helicopters) would come u n d er the
authority' of a land com ponent comm ander,
who also headed the joint task force. So when
Predators first deployed to Iraq, a lack o f operational experience and the absence of Predator doctrine led planners to assume they could
be m anaged just like helicopters; thus, the
deployed task force com m ander exercised
OPCON o f these aircraft. A nother plausible
reason for this choice is that the Italian joint
task force already included a reconnaissance,
surveillance, and target-acquisition army regim ent eq u ip p ed with P o in ter UAVs.’0 T he
sim ilar roles of Predators and Pointers may
have led to the assumption that one could
m anage their C2 in the same way.

Recommendations
Based on the considerations discussed so far,
what would represent the most appropriate C2
architecture for Italian Predators in future expeditionary operations? First, the Italian Air
Force should review its ait doctrine from an expeditionary perspective and articulate a strategic vision for neat-term and midterm UAV operations. It should incorporate current and
future UAV capabilities and missions for supporting the joint force with near-real-time reconnaissance and surveillance and possibly target acquisition, as well as widely accepted
doctrine on C 2 .'1 Additionally, UAV units
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should support a single chain of comm and.5'2
The Italian experience in Iraq has confirmed
what US doctrine recognized as early as 1993:
when “UAV units are tasked to support more
than one command . . . simultaneously, degradation of effectiveness can result.”53
Second, UAV doctrine should also em phasize the appointm ent of a single air component commander, rather than two com m anders, in order to grant better unity of com m and
and simplicity. Deployed air units, typically a
jo in t air task group, should rem ain subordinate to a single deployed com m ander with
tactical com m and over all air assets and should
receive a single air tasking order from the Italian air and space operations center (AOC),
NATO Q \O C , or coalition CAOC, depending
on the nature of the conflict.
Third, doctrine should describe the roles
of the national AOC and lay a foundation for
determ ining the necessary capabilities and resources it requires.54 The US Air Force has
dedicated trem endous effort to standing up
its AOCs as a “weapon system” to support joint

and coalition operations.55 For instance, it
awarded a $589 million contract to Lockheed
Martin Corporation to serve as the AOC
Weapon System Integrator, evolving C2 centers to support net-centric joint and coalition
operations worldwide.56 Although the Italian
Air Force may have neither the requirements
nor resources to go this far, it does need to
carefully determ ine the AOC’s role in the C2
of its UAVs, the ways in which it can play a role
in better integrating UAV operations, and the
resources it will apply toward the problem.
Figure 2 provides a basic sample layout for future C2 architectures in expeditionary operations that assumes full connectivity with deployed UAVs: (1) a single, dual-hatted airman
for helicopters (or other air assets) and Predators (unity of command and simplicity) and (2)
Predator OPCON assigned to the Italian Air
Force’s jo in t force air com ponent comm ander
in Italy and exercised through the AOC.
Giving OPCON of UAVs exclusively to the
jo in t force air com ponent com m ander will ensure com m and of air forces by an airman. The
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peculiarity of air assets in general, and Predators in particular, requires specifically trained
personnel and consolidated experience in the
C2 of the air dom ain—better achieved by an
airman. AFDD 1 makes it clear: “The axiom that
‘airmen work for airm en, and the senior airman works for the jo in t force com m ander
not only presenes the principle of unity of
command, it also embodies the principle of
simplicity.”57 -As Predators and future UAVs
move closer to D ouhet’s original vision, becoming a decisive asset in a "true war o f movement,” thev will indeed require “swift intuition”
and “swifter decision.” It follows, then, that we
must empower the jo in t force air com ponent
com m ander to both com m and and control.

Conclusion
Antica Babilonia was the first military7operation with Predator UAVs for the Italian arm ed
forces. Because die general trend in military
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ariation is toward unm anned systems, we must
be ready. The Italian Air Force, in particular,
must ensure that its unmanned-aviation technology is paired with sound, timely doctrine—
starting with the fundamentals of C2.
If properly applied without overly bounding or restricting creativity, basic principles
and tenets such as unity o f com m and, unity of
effort, simplicity, priority, airmen com m anding airm en, and appropriate levels of C2 will
offer a good starting point for future UAV
doctrine. In the specific case o f Predators, we
should not limit lessons learned to Italian national experience. Rather, wre must include
other valuable perspectives, such as those of
the Americans, since they have operated the
same system worldwide for m ore than a decade. O ur way forward will require not only an
investment in technology but also an intellectual investment. As D ouhet’s proud successors. we cannot morally afford to ignore his
teachings. For the Italian Air Force, the time
to change is now. □
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Editorial Abstract: Foreign-language military journals such as Air a n d Space Pow er Jo u rn a l
in P o rtu g u ese have supported VS national policy since the 1940s by disseminating the A ir
Force's operational concepts and fostering coalition military operations. Dr. da Rocha, a Brazilian professor, highlights the strategic importance o f the world's Portuguese-speaking nations, contending that journals published in languages other than English are especially vital
for building international understanding among militaries.

S

INCE THE END of World War II. the I S
military has recognized the importance
of military institutional communication
and has used academ ic-professional
journals as a prime medium for conducting it.
Reading the editorial in the fourth-quarter
1999 issue of AirpowerJournal, Brazilian edition
(now Air and Space PowerJournal em Portugues) .
one discovers that the Portuguese and Spanish
editions of the Journal, originally called Air
University Quarterly Rroiew, began with a letter
dated 1 December 1948 from Gen George C.
Kenney, .Air University commander, to Gen
Hoyt S. Vandenberg, chief of staff o f the US
.Air Force (US.AF). General Kenney
asked for permission to launch the
aforem entioned foreign-language
publications.1 By granting permission, the USAF followed the example
set by the US Army, whose professional journal.
Airpower Journal to Aerospace Power Journal and
Military Review, had appeared in Spanish and
then, m ore recently, to Air and Space Power
Portuguese since 1945. In fact, the USAF swiftly
Journal (ASP/), but the effort has continued
embraced the cause of foreign-language instiuninterrupted for m ore than 50 years, and its
tutional communication because the Spanish
purpose has never changed.
and Portuguese editions of Air f 'niversity QuarMany senior military leaders from the
terly Review began only about one year after
United States and Spanish- and Portuguesethe USAF became an independent service in
speaking countries have expressed their ap1947. The journal's name later changed from
preciation for the contribution m ade by the

1he .nit !n ir
in thank Mi. Aimer isio hopes editor ot Air and Spate Power Inin rial rn Portuguei, (or kintllv providing o r conti lining
rl.ttu related to the Journal, especially about the num ber ot arfit les contributed.
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foreign-language editions o f the Journal, as we
can read in the 50th-anniversary com m em orative issues o f both those journals from 1999.
However, their messages are not just congratulatory in nature. In fact, they provide an assessment of the publication’s value to the
I'SAF and the air forces of countries that comprise the target audience of these editions.
Referring to the journals, Gen Lloyd W.
"Fig” Newton, then com m ander of Air Education and Training Com mand, com m ented,
"Through the years, their thought-provoking
articles have helped provide the intellectual
framework for o u r institutions and have promoted significant operational advancements" (emphasis added).- Maj Gen (Brigadeiro) Jose
Americo dos Santos, then com m ander of the
Brazilian Air Force U niversity/A ir War College, pointed out that the Portuguese edition
was relevant and instrum ental for “updating
data regarding military equipm ent and employment doctrine.”3 He also declared that
“Airpower Journal has . . . becom [e] the reference publication of choice in the country’s
professional military education environm ent.”1
Gen Michael E. Ryan, then the LTSAF chief of
staff, noted that
bo th Latin American editions have becom e
widely read an d respected by airm en th ro u g h o u t the m ore than 25 Spanish- an d Portuguesespeaking countries o f the W estern H em isphere,
E urope, an d Africa. T h e journals disseminate core
USAF doctrine, strategy, policy, operational art and
current issues. Both editions play a very important
role in strengthening our relationship with their air
Jarre audiences. They also serve to educate, develop
and nurture these officers as th eir careers progress.
By shaping the dialogue am ong airm en, the
jo u rn als bring them closer to g eth er across the
geographical and cultural lines separating them .5
(em phasis added)

So one can see that the m edium for military
institutional communication with Spanish-and
Portuguese-speaking countries initiated by the
USAF immediately after its own inception has
had a specific goal o f “dissem inatjing] core
USAF doctrine, strategy, policy, operational
art and current issues” (General Ryan’s words)
in order to prom ote “significant operational
advancem ents” (General Newton’s words).

This article makes three points. First, dissemination of core USAF doctrine, strategy, policy,
operational art, and current issues in order to
prom ote significant operational advancements is
very im portant—if not essential— to supporting US military activities worldwide in defense
of US national-security interests. This claim
was true in the afterm ath of World War II and
is even m ore so today in an era when combined military operations and coalition warfare are clear US foreign-policy imperatives.
Second, academic-professional journals in
languages other than English are particularly
appropriate for reaching the goals of USAF
leaders, m entioned above. Third, due to geostrategic considerations, the existence of specialized vehicles for military institutional comm unication in P ortuguese is even m ore
imperative today than it was 59 years ago, when
General Kenney asked for approval to publish
what is now the Portuguese edition o f ASPJ.

The Need to Share Knowledge
In h er article “O peration Iraqi Freedom:
Coalition Operations,” Squadron Leader Sophy
Gardner, Royal Air Force, writes that
we, the US and UK militaries, left the end o f
phase th ree o f O peration Iraqi Freedom having
w orked successfully as a coalition and having
faced practical challenges along the way. We can
see that these were largely overcom e through a
com bination o f fortuitous tim ing (an extended
p lan n in g period), strong personal relationships
(particularly at the senior levels), m utual d ep endence and burden sharing . . . and a motivation
to find com m on g ro u n d and to engineer solutions to any problem s that th reaten ed the coalitio n ’s integrity. Most importantly, trust was established at all levels. For the future, w hether we
consider either m indset, doctrine, and culture,
o r equipm ent, concept o f operations, and interoperability— it is mutual cooperation and contact
which will provide us with the best chance ol
staying in step.' (emphasis added)

Lt Col Frank M. Graefe of the German air
force expressed similar concepts in his article
“Tom orrow’s Air Warfare: A German Perspective on the Way Ahead”:

MILITARY INS ITI L l/ONAI COMMUNICATION
Due to the U nited Slates’ m ilitary-pioneering
role and technological superiority, that country
will predom inantly determ ine the developm ents
in warfare over the next several decades. T herefore, one would do wrell to lake a closer look at
the US policy documents and strategy papers that will
govern such developm ents and to draw lessons
from the US conduct of operations d u ring O peration Iraqi Freedom. Doing so will help identify’ the changes that coalition partners o f the
U nited States have to follow in order to ensure compatibility in terms of the conduct of operations.' (em phasis a d d e d )

Awareness of the need for mutual understanding between the US military and its military allies seems so im portant to US policy
makers that a num ber of schools in the United
States afford the opportunity for contact
among these militaries. Such is the case with
Air War College. Air Com mand and Staff College, and Squadron Officer School, all located
at Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama;
Command and General Staff College, Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas: Army War College. Carlisle Barracks. Pennsylvania; Naval War College,
Newport, Rhode Island; Naval Postgraduate
School. Presidio of Monterey, California; as
well as the Inter-American Defense College;
National Defense University; and the Center
for Hemispheric Defense Studies, all located
in Washington. DC.
At these institutions, the mutual cooperation and contact (m entioned by Squadron
Leader Gardner) to foster compatibility in
terms of the conduct of operations (pointed
out as an interoperability requirem ent bv
Lieutenant ( iolonel Graefe) do effectively occur.
In fact, such contact also offers a way to better
familiarize allied militaries with LTS military
doctrine, strategv. policy, and operational art
and to enable significant operational advancements. These outcomes are also important
products of the successful USAF institutionalcommunication efforts by the foreign-language
ASP) editions because operational advancements are a prerequisite for interoperability.
When people must work together, knowledge
sharing becomes essential as a basis for achieving shared understanding. W hether involving
the meaning of words denoting specific activi-
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ties through the proper working o f weapon
systems and tools for guidance, comm unication, and so forth, or the com m ander’s expectations about the strategic and operational performance of troops u nder his or her watch,
without shared understanding, misunderstandings will certainly occur—and m isunderstandings in warfare oftentim es leatl to death and
undesired destruction.

The Need for Military Institutional
Communication in Languages
other than English
Regardless of the value of contacts among
militaries of different countries, they do not
constitute a suitable replacem ent m ethod for
disseminating core USAF doctrine, strategy,
policy, operational art, and current issues
through academic-professional journals— the
main source of what Gen Jose Americo referred to as updating data regarding military
equipm ent and employm ent doctrine.
The Need to Publish in Languages other than English

Todav one can imagine deem ing English an
international language. If so, then Englishlanguage media for military institutional comm unication would achieve the objective of
disseminating core USAF doctrine, strategy,
policy, operational art, and current issues in
order to prom ote significant operational advancements. This, however, is not the case.
Col Jo h n Conway’s article “T he View from
the Tower of Babel: Air Force Foreign Language
Posture for Global Engagem ent” discusses the
need for proficient foreign-language speakers
in the Air Force to assure appropriate mutual
understanding and operational effectiveness
when American troops interact with personnel
from non-English-speaking countries during
military operations.8Such m utual understanding requires (1) that people speak a common
language, and (2) that they com m unicate in
the other country’s language instead of in
English. Thus, the USAF understands that it
should not expect effective conveyance of its
message to allies without providing US per-
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sonnel proficient in foreign languages—even to
deal with the simplest matters concerning situations o f everyday life. In terms of disseminating
core USAF doctrine, strategy, policy, operational
art, and current issues in order to promote significant operational advancements—certainly a
more subtle and complex m atter—one could
n o t expect full u n d erstan d in g w ithout expressing the ideas in the foreign reader’s own
language. Again, to recall the ideas of Squadron Leader G ardner and Lieutenant Colonel
Graefe, such an understanding is essential to
interoperability.
Moreover, military institutional com m unication is not directed only to a military audience
whose interests could focus on topics such as
technical instruction, knowledge about advances in available war-fighting technolog)',
doctrine, and operational art. O ne must pay
attention to other issues beyond the specific
aspect of military interoperability. For example,
through military institutional com m unication. foreign military and civilian leaders can
becom e better informed about US military
goals and procedures. Having these leaders
understand this information can prove crucial
to American interests when a country has to
decide w hether or not to participate in US-led
coalitions or vote for or against American interests on relevant matters of comm on defense
o r foreign policy in international deliberating
forums. Because democracy is gradually becom ing a global way o f life, one cannot, in
turn, restrict such decisions to a national elite
or an oligarchy. Rather, the decision needs to
find legitimacy am ong the o th er country’s
population.
In his article “Planning for Legitimacy: A
Jo in t O perational Approach to Public Affairs,”
Maj Tadd Sholtis shows the im portance of legitimacy as a center o f gravity for military public affairs:
Legitimacy derives from real an d readily apparent behaviors o r effects that define th e functional relationships betw een th e military and
key publics. Domestically, such behaviors would
include the ex ten t o f political m aneuvering o r
public protests against m ilitary actions, im posed
tactical restrictions on fire an d maneuver, and
blows to unit morale, defense spending and mili-

tary recruiting. Abroad, legitimacy will affect the
military contributions of o u r allies, basing options, transportation routes for force deploym ent and re-supply, and grassroots support for
terrorist o r insurgent attacks against U.S. forces,
am ong o th e r considerations. . . .
. . . Legitimate military operations will prom ote
public expressions o f support from a wide variety
o f non-aligned sources: national leaders o r their
official spokespeople, international organizations, political o r special interest groups, oilier
opinion leaders like academics o r clerics, or
populations as a whole.9

So legitimacy can be essential to the success of
m ilitary operations, especially in coalition
w arfare.
Legitimacy implies conform ing to recognized principles or accepted rules and standards, which brings about, in people affected
by a decision or action whose legitimacy comes
under scrutiny, the willingness to bear the results of such a decision or an action. Of course,
good information about the basis and justification for the decisions or actions at stake
series as a fundam ental part in building their
legitimacy. The dissemination of good information requires m aking it available in the language of the people whose acknowledgment
of the legitimacy of such decisions or actions
one desires. Therefore, military institutional
com m unication has relevance to disseminating information about technolog)', doctrine,
and operational art. This comm unication perhaps becomes even m ore im portant to instilling within the population of a country whose
support for those actions one desires, the idea
of legitimizing planned or executed military
actions. O ne can view recent decisions to begin publishing Arabic, French, and Chinese
editions of Air and Space Power journal as supporting this reasoning. Thus it seems clear
that a country with global interests, such as
the United States, must maintain a significant
effort in military institutional communication
in languages other than English.
The Utility o f Academic-ProfessionalJournals

Academic-professional journals meet the requirem ents of disseminating ideas and retain-
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ing legitimacy. First, they are essential for updating the target audience’s information on
issues that concern them. Indeed, the num ber
of military officers who become aware of technological innovations o r innovative strategic
analyses bv reading academ ic-professional
journals is far greater than the num ber of
those who can leave their units for an extended
time to leant or participate in exchange programs with professional-military-education institutions abroad. Also, journals can reach a
greater variety of audiences, including academics. decision makers, and people at large
who have an interest in political and strategic
studies. Such individuals exercise a multiplier
effect merelv bv conveying the acquired ideas
to other people and offering new ones em erging from reflection about what they have
learned through the journals. In this case, they
present feedback that generates debate and
helps to illuminate technical issues as well as
promote intellectual solidarity am ong researchers who participate in the conversation—both
effects are im portant to accomplishing the
goals of military institutional comm unication.
Moreover, if the jo u rn al maintains high academic standards, it acquires intellectual prestige. which adds value to the information the
journal conveys, making the published information automatically worthy of attention and
reflection from potential readers. Now comes
the legitimacy issue.
Legitimacy is far better attained bv means
of open and serious debate through an academic journal than through propaganda. Free
and good-faith academic debate seeks to reach
a consensus, which means a “kind of collective
consciousness attained as a result o f rational
discussion." ( Consensus contrasts with homonoia,
a Greek word literall\ m eaning sameness <7/
minds and connoting a “kind of collective consciousness attained through an emotional
venue, resulting from behavioral conditioning through the employment of rites, forceful
discipline and o th e r m eans— m ore or less
subtle—to crystallize reflexes.""
History clearly shows that consensus serves
as a typical source of decisions in democracies,
while dictatorships—especially those that disguise themselves bv adopting some external
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trappings of democracy—use homonoia as a
preferred tool for m anipulating people. St) a
procedure of institutional com m unication
that selTim poses the constraints of a rational
discussion conducive to consensus benefits
from a net advantage as a foundation for legitimacy. This is precisely what happens in the
case of academic-professional journals.

Geostrategic Considerations
in Finding Target Audiences
for Military Institutional
Communication
Having established that military institutional
com m unication with non-E nglish-speaking
co u n tries m ust occur th ro u g h academ icprofessional journals in languages o th er than
English, we must exam ine which languages
deserve preference. In fact, budgetary constraints always impose the need for choices
based on priorities. .As m entioned before,
m ore than 50 years ago the USAF, like the US
Army, became aware of the usefulness of publishing journals in Spanish and Portuguese for
military institutional communication. One can
easily understand the choice o f the Spanish
language for a journal on the grounds of obvious US interests in Spanish-speaking countries
located in its n e ig h b o rh o o d —M exico and
Central American countries—whose citizens
comprise a significant percentage of the US
population. But why Portuguese?
In his article “Origins of Western Hemispheric Defense: Airpower against the U-Boats,”
Maj Roger J. Witek com m ents on the geostrategic im portance of the South Atlantic from
an airpower point of view. In his discussion,
the South Atlantic means primarily Brazil and
Argentina, one a Portuguese-speaking country and the other Spanish-speaking.12 Taking
into account the role played by different countries during World War II, one sees that negotiations which led to the establishment of a US
air base in the Brazilian city of Natal, essential
to US military operations in North Africa, reflect Brazil’s geostrategic im portance. However, a classic geostrategic analysis o f Brazil's
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stature in the international equation lies bevond the scope of this article. Among the reasons for not conducting such an analysis are
innovations in war-fighting technology that
have brought significant changes to the strategic m eaning o f several variables that one
should consider.
Hence, we will look for m ore objective parameters to help make our point. We base our
contention that the Portuguese language has
been and rem ains indispensable to US military institutional communication on the values
o f a potential indicator (PI)—an index of the
geostrategic relevance of various countries in
the world, based on variables traditionally associated with expectations of a country’s possibly becom ing a world power. After classifying
the countries of the world by PI. one sees that
Brazil merits a significant com m unication effort in its language.
The Potential Indicator— Trying an Objective Analysis

Building indicators is a traditional technique
for quantifying variables relevant to measuring a phenom enon. When such m easurem ent
depends on several variables, the numerical
indicator that m easures it must consist o f a
composite of those variables, and the indicator's value must be directly proportional to
the variables positively correlated with the
phenom enon—as well as inversely related to
those negatively correlated with it.
Traditionally, one evaluates a country’s potential in the psychosocial, political, econom ic,
and military realms. Thus, the PI proposed
here consists o f a composition of meaningful
variables from these four realms of national
power. Moreover, for optim um usefulness,
one m ust build the indicator on variables with
objectively m easured, well-known, and available values for every elem ent—in this case
countries— that we com pare. Therefore, we
have chosen the following variables: population (psychosocial), territorial area (political),
gross national product (GNP) (economic), and
military expenditures (military).
These variables are widely acknowledged as
partial Pis. O ne usually deem s countries with
large populations and vast territories potential

world powers. Analysts commonly rank the
world’s economies by GNP values—wellknown, widely employed economic indicators.
Military expenditures synthesize several variables, encompassing not only the size of the
military- but also its technological sophistication, factoring in the relationship between
yveapon complexity and expenditure. Both
features seem reasonable criteria for gauging
potential military effectiveness. Additionally,
military expenditure has the advantage of taking into account aspects related to science
and technology', at least in military applications. The product of these four variables for
each country represents its PI value. To ensure
uniformity o f data, we have drawn the variables' values from the current edition of The
World Factbook, published by the Central Intelligence Agency. Since that reference does not
include the value for Russian military' expenditures, we obtained that figure from the Web
site of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. For Russia, despite the lack of assurance of methodological uniformity in obtaining the value, one may reasonably assume that
values do not diverge by an order of magnitude. Because our analysis uses orders of magnitude only, an occasional discrepancy will not
invalidate the argum ent.
To validate this indicator, we applied it to
countries usually considered the most important
in the world through the use of the size-ofeconomv criterion, as shown by those nations’
respective GNP values. The results validate PI
as an indicator of relevance on the world scene
(table 1). The table does not show Portugueseand Spanish-speaking countries because they
appear in tables 2 and 3. O ne can see that the
PI values reflect the im portance generally associated with countries. Specifically, the calculus of the US PI is consistent with its position
as the world s sole superpower. The Russian PI
reflects the country’s im portance alter the collapse of the Soviet Union.
We can also determ ine the PI for countries
to which the USAF distributes Portuguese and
Spanish editions of ASP/ (tables 2 and 3).
Table 2 show’s that the Brazilian PI greatly exceeds that of any other Portuguese-speaking
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Table 1. PI v a lu e s for sta te s w h o s e G N P e x c e e d s 1x1 O '2 U S d o lla rs
A

World
United States
China
Japan
India
Germ any
United Kingdom
France
Italy
Russia
Canada

B

C

Population
x 1 0 6 people

Territorial
area
x 106 km 2

GNP
x U S $ 109
(p p p y

6,446.131
295.734
1,306.314
127.417
1.080.264

148.940
9.631
9.597
0.378
3.288
0.357

59,380
12,370

82.431
60.441
60.656
58.103
143.420
32.805

0.245
0.547
0.301
17.075
9.985

PI
(integer part of
A xBxC xD )

D

Military
expenditure
x U S $ 109
750.000
370.700
67.490
45.841

8,158
3,867

42,757,463,462,020
13,060,654,048
6,902,496,661
8,537,829
246,385,489
2,523,854
1,184,271
2,711,374

18.860

3,678
2,446
1,867

35.063
42.836
45.000
28.182
18.000
9.801

1,816
1,645
1,535
1,077

810,780
67,663,010
3,457,596

Source. Central Intelligence Agency. The World Factbook (Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2006), http://www.odci.gov/
cia/publications/factbook (accessed 6 March 2006). Data on Russian military expenditures comes from Armed Forces of the Russian
Federation. http://www.ufaqs.com/wiki/en/ar/Armed°o20Forces%20of%20the%20Russian%20Federation.htm.
“GNP in purchasing power parity (PPP) (US dollars)

country. Table 3 shows that Mexico has the
greatest PI among Spanish-speaking countries.
O ne can also categorize countries bv the
order of m agnitude o f their PI (table 4).
T hree countries have Pis of an extremely high
order of m agnitude: the U nited States, China,
and India. Such values reflect the geostrategic
im portance of C hina and India, d e m o n -

strated by the special-status policies applied
to these countries by the U nited States—
fo r instance, US agreem ents to provide India
with the latest g en eratio n o f w eaponry
w ithout req u irin g in te rru p tio n o f that
c o u n try ’s nu clear program . Brazil follows
Russia in an interm ediate category— very high
PI— betw een the th ree gigantic co u n tries

Table 2. P o r t u g u e s e - s p e a k in g c o u n tr ie s (target a u d ie n c e for the P o r t u g u e s e e d itio n of A S P J )
A

Population
x 1 0 c people
Angola
Brazil
Cape Verde
Guine-Bissau
M ozam bique
Portugal
Sao Tome and Principe
East Tim or

11.827
186.113
0.418
1.416
19.407
10.566
0.187
1.041

B

Territorial
area
x 106 km 2
1.247
8.512
0.004
0.036
0.802
0.092
0.000001
0.015

c

GNP
x U S $ 109
(P P P )*
28
1,580
3
1
26
195
0.2
0.4

D

Military
expenditure
x U S $ 109
0.184
11.000
0.014
0.009
0.117
3.497
0.0007
0.004

PI
(integer part of
A xBxC xD )
76
27,533,289
0
0
47
663
0
0

Source Central Intelligence Agency. The World Factbook (Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2006), http://www odci qov/
cia/publications/factbook (accessed 6 March 2006).
•GNP in purchasing power parity (PPP) (US dollars)
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Table 3. S p a n is h - s p e a k in g c o u n tr ie s (target a u d ie n c e for the S p a n is h e ditio n of A S P J )
A

Population
x1 0 6 people
A rgentina
Bolivia
C olom bia
Chile
C osta Rica
Dom inican Republic
El Salvador

39.538
8.858
42.954
15.981
4.016
9.050
6.705
40.341
13.364
12.014

Spain
Ecuador
G uatem ala
Honduras

6.975

M exico
N icaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
U ruguay
Venezuela

106.203
5.465
3.140
6.348
27.926
3.416
25.376

B

C

Territorial
area
x 106 km 2

GNP
x U S $ 109
(p p p ) ,

2.767

537
24
303
181
40
59
34
1,014

9.906

53
21
21
1,066

0.655
0.202

0.021

0.109
0.112
1.973

Military
expenditure
x U S $ 109
4.300
0.132
3.300
3.430
0.064
0.180
0.157

1.099
1.139
0.756
0.051
0.049
0.505
0.284

D

0.129
0.078
0.407

16
22
31
169
33
162

1.285
0.176
0.912

0.101
6.043
0.032
0.147
0.053
0.829
0.257

PI
(integer part of
A xB xC xD )
252,619
31
48,920
7,501
1
5
1
204,632
132
6
2
1.349,813
0
1
4
5,028
5
6,291

1.678

Source: Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook (Washington. DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2006), http://www.odci.gov/
cia/publications/factbook (accessed 6 March 2006).
'GNP in purchasing power parity (PPP) (US dollars)

Table 4. D istrib u tio n of c o u n t r ie s a c c o r d in g th e ir P I v a lu e s
Extrem ely High
O rder of Magnitude
(>10a)

Very High
O rder of Magnitude
H O 7)

High
O rder o f Magnitude
(1 0 6)

Fairly High
O rder of Magnitude
(1 0 s)

Significant
O rder of Magnitude
(between
103 and 10V

United States
C hina
India

Russia
B ra z il

Japan
C anada
France
G erm any
M e x ic o
U nited Kingdom

Italy
A rg e n tin a
S p a in

C o lo m b ia
C h ile
V enezuela
Peru

(U nited States, China, and India) and powers such as Japan. Canada, France, Germany,
Mexico, and the United Kingdom. O ne should
note that Mexico follows the m ain European
countries and Jap an , even though its PI is an
o rd e r of m agnitude lower than Brazil’s, Ar-

gentina is located between Italy and Spain in
the group whose PI is an o rd er of m agnitude
sm aller than Mexico’s— fairly high PI. Among
Spanish-speaking countries, we find Colombia, Chile, Venezuela, and Peru in the significant PI category.

MILITARY INSTILL I K INAL COMMUNK 'A I KIN
PI as a Leading Criterion for Military Institutional
Communication

PI offers an objective criterion to assert a language’s geostrategic importance, putting aside
fallacious reasoning, which could distort
sound judgm ent. For instance, some people
pav attention to the num ber of countries that
share a language as their native tongue—an
immaterial observation. Each country is a distinct political entity, with different people and
governments expressing different interests
and political wills on the world scene. English
has acquired its present global relevance because it is the language of the world’s sole superpower, not because it is the language o f a
num ber o f countries without any geostrategic
meaning—o r because of the num ber o f English speakers around the world.
One should note that during the apogee of
the British Empire, no one acknowledged
English as die international language because,
regardless of the United Kingdom’s status as a
very important world power, its geostrategic
level of importance was comparable to that of
other colonial powers. Only after the United
States became a superpower, especially after
its rise to the status of sole superpower, did
English become the world’s lingua franca.
Similarly, the relevance of Spanish to US military
institudonal communication has no relationship to the number of Spanish-speaking countries or Spanish speakers. Rather, the prominence of that language reflects the existence of
countries such as Mexico (whose PI hits an order
of magnitude of 10b) and .Argentina (whose PI
has an order o f magnitude of 10 j .
O f course, in specific cases one must take
into account geostrategic considerations other
than PI. For instance, one cannot analyze Portugal and Spain by their PI while ignoring
their pertinence to the European Union. In
this sense, Argentina’s PI is m ore relevant to a
geostrategic analvsis of Argentina than Spain’s
PI is to Spain because the latter, as a m em ber
of the European Union, finds itself in a different context. Likewise, specific American interests in Central .America and the Caribbean
make the countries in those regions a source
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of special concern in US foreign policy, independently of their Pis.
However, since Brazil has a PI just below
that of the three giants (United States, China,
and India) and Russia, and above that of Japan, Canada. France, Germany, Mexico, and
the United Kingdom, the US military cannot
afford to lack Portuguese-language media for
military institutional com m unication. T herefore, Portuguese editions o f professional military journals merit continued priority from
the US military leadership. Furtherm ore, such
a quantitative argum ent corresponds with qualitative considerations when one notes the increasing influence o f Brazilian foreign policy
in Portuguese-speaking African countries such
as Angola and Mozambique—regionally relevant countries whose PI analysis lies beyond
the scope o f this article. However, the recent
decision to publish a French edition of Air and
Spare PowerJournal aimed at reaching primarily
the French-speaking African countries, shows
that the USAF recognizes Africa’s growing
geostrategic importance. Moreover, the position o f Brazil in South America and its policy
o f continental integration—inscribed as a rule
in the Brazilian constitution as o f 1988—extend its influence to Spanish-speaking neighbors with fairly significant Pis.
As a m atter o f fact, US officials have made a
num ber of comments regarding Brazil’s geostrategic im portance. D uring h e r confirm ation hearing before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee alter being nom inated by
Pres. George W. Bush as secretary o f state.
Condoleezza Rice declared that "the U.S. relationship with Brazil is ‘extremely critical to
the region’ [and] applauded Brazil’s leadership o f the U.N. stabilization mission in
Haiti.”" During his visit to Brasilia, Brazil’s
capital, on fi November 2005, President Bush
rem arked, “Relations between Brazil and the
United States are essential.”" A nother US official, Commerce Deputy Secretary David
Sampson, stated that “the United States and
Brazil are ‘close friends’ and that strong U.S.Brazil leadership is im portant for the Latin
American region.”"
However, one finds the most expressive synthesis o f Brazil’s present relevance on the
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world scene in an article titled “Eyes on the
Americas,” which comments on C anada’s connections with Latin America and describes
Brazil as “an em erging priority”:
While multilateral cooperation in the hemisphere
is critical, Canada’s relations with individual
countries of the region are also vital. A key tie is
with Brazil, an emerging giant comprising half
of South America’s population and GDP [gross
domestic product], identified in Canada's recent International Policy Statement as a priority
nation.
“Brazil is a major, sophisticated and influential
player on the multilateral scene, whether it is in
world trade negotiations as leader of the G20 or
in UN peacekeeping operations," notes Florencia
Jubanv, a senior policy analyst at the Canadian
Foundation for the Americas (FOCAL) in Ottawa.
"Brazil is also a central actor in the Americas,
and shares many points of convergence with
Canada’s own foreign policy.’’
Jamal Khokhar, Director General of the Latin
America and Caribbean Bureau at FAC [Foreign
Affairs Canada], says that Canada and Brazil
"not only share a hemisphere, they share goals,
priorities and—perhaps most important of all—
values." This makes the two countries natural
partners, he says. "We are living in a world of rising powers and Brazil is one of those powers.
Canada appreciates Brazil’s leadership and believes it can make a difference in the hemisphere.”1'’
Brazil is a force behind South American integration and has played a m oderating role,
which is critical given the econom ic hardships
in neighboring Andean nations such its Bolivia
and Ecuador anti the potential for political
unrest th ere.1 Brazil’s consistent adherence
to the principle of people’s self-determ ination
worldwide and to the strengthening of its own
democracy instills in its neighbors the confidence to make the Brazilian governm ent’s formal or informal m ediation a factor of stabilityin South America. Moreover, the good personal relations cultivated by Brazilian president Luis Inacio Lula da Silva with President
Bush as well as South American leaders such
as A rgentinean president Nestor Kirchner,
Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez, and Bolivian president Evo Morales facilitate inter-

national dialogue and enhance the already acknowledged geostrategic importance of Brazil.

The Portuguese Edition of
Air and Space Power Journal:
A Success Story
O ne can cite the Portuguese edition of
ASP] as an example of the USAF’s successful
efforts in military institutional communication. Indeed, General Jose Americo writes that
“Anpower Journal has established itself as an
important vehicle for the exchange of ideas and
has created a partnership between [the L]S AitForce’s] Air University and the Brazilian Air
University.”18 Numerical data reinforces the
veracity of his assessment (table 5). The num ber o f articles by Portuguese-speaking authors
published in the English and Portuguese editions o f ASPJ since 2000 is impressive. The
existence of the Journal's Portuguese edition
enabled the contribution o f 24 Portuguesespeaking authors, who wrote 2b articles. During
the same period, the Journal's English edition
published live articles by Portuguese-speaking
authors. The Portuguese edition creates a valuable venue t hat allows English- and Portuguesespeaking militaries to exchange ideas about
professional topics.

Table 5. N u m b e r of c o n tr ib u tio n s to A S P J by
P o r t u g u e s e - s p e a k in g a u th o r s

Year

ASPJ

(English)

4

2000
2001
2002

ASPJ

(Portuguese)

1

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

2
1
1

T otal

5a

2
1
1
4
4
6
4
26"

Source: Data provided by A SP J staff.
T h e five a rticles were w ritten by four different authors.
bThe 26 a rticles were w ritten by 24 different authors.
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Conclusion
Since the end of World War II. the US military has been aware of the im portance of using journals to disseminate core US doctrine,
strategy. polic\, operational art. and current
military issues for the benefit of militaries
from non-English-speaking countries. T hat is
whv academic-professional journals such as
the Spanish and Portuguese editions of Military Review and Air University Quarterly Review—
now Air and Space Pouter Journal—have come
about. Such publications provide information
to the US military’s allies concerning defense
policies, strategy, military technolog), military
organization. and many other topics needed
to enhance interoperability in case of participation in combined war-fighting operations.
Academic-professional journals sen e several
purposes. Thev prom ote debate, offer innovative solutions to problems, and disseminate
information that allows easier understanding
and more favorable analysis o f US military activities bv both military and civilian officials, as
well as people interested in political and strategic studies. Such dissemination is also part
of an effort to build a sense of legitimacy
among allies regarding American military activities. generating the political and military
support needed in coalition warfare.
The use of languages other than English is
indispensable despite the increasing num ber
of people familiar with that language. Indeed,
full understanding of complex matters requires
communication in the speaker’s or reader’s
native tongue. It is not a coincidence that
Spanish and Portuguese were the very first
languages chosen for such a dissemination of
knowledge. In fact, this choice was a response
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to a geostrategic need in the afterm ath of
World War II that remains fully valid today.
O ne should avoid simplistic criteria for
choosing the languages to prom ote military
institutional com m unication. For exam ple,
the num ber of countries or individuals who
speak a particular language is immaterial compared to objective geostrategic considerations.
Rather, a quantitative PI comprised of population. territorial area, GNP, and military expenditures can better measure the relative prom inence of nations. The Pis of various countries
can differ by orders of m agnitude. The United
States, as the world's sole superpower, has a PI
whose order of m agnitude is 1010, followed by
China (109), India (10K), and Russia and Brazil
(both 107). Among Spanish-speaking countries, Mexico has the greatest PI (10").
PI is an objective criterion of geostrategic importance whose analysis validates the priority
of the Portuguese language in the US military’s efforts in institutional com m unication.
O f course, this does not suggest that the Spanish language or efforts driven by o th er strategic considerations are not worthy. Instead, this
article makes the point that the US military
must use Portuguese for com m unication because the num eric value of Brazil’s PI reinforces the recognition of th at country’s geostrategic importance, as already acknowledged
by US and Canadian officials. T he successful
example of the Portuguese edition of Air and
Space Power Journal in attracting the participation of Portuguese-speaking authors shows that
a Portuguese com m unication channel favors
the exchange of ideas and dissemination of
knowledge among an audience whose geostrategic importance as a target lor military institutional communication is guaranteed by the very
high order of magnitude of Brazil’s PI. □
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Offensive Airpower with Chinese
Characteristics
Development, Capabilities, and Intentions
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Editorial Abstract: Although China has traditionally employed its airpower in largely defensive
air operations, this doctrine appears to be undergoing a significant shift. The author contends
that China is developing limited capabilities in offensive airpower as a deterrent against its
neighbors and American forces in the Pacific. Rather than implement a strategic airpower
doctrine, China will develop “offensive airpower with Chinese characteristics, ” a doctrine that
uses traditionally tactical platforms to carry out strategic operations in China's periphery.

O

N THE 50th anniversary of the
People’s Liberation Army Air Force
(PLAAF) in November 1999, Chinese president Jiang Zemin announced that China would “strive to build a
powerful, modernized People’s Air Force that

is capable of both attacking and defending.”1
This m arked a m ajor shift in Chinese strategy.
Since its establishment, the PLAAF intended
its aircraft acquisitions, personnel training,
anti doctrine for defensive air operations.2 To
carry out the offensive operations described

Hu .mi In ,i winhrs in thank kdwarrl Strmfeld. Lt Col I itnolhy Slatienwhitr, USAF; and l h r editors of the A n and Span' Power Journal
for their invaluable guidant r and advire.
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by Jiang Zemin, the PLAAF needed to modernize its aircraft inventory; revise strategic,
operational, and tactical doctrine; and revamp
training programs. In recent years, the Chinese
military has undergone rapid m odernization
to develop air-warfare capabilities.
This article examines the PLAAF’s air-warfare
capabilities and explains the nature o f offensive Chinese airpower. In recent years, the
PLAAF has acquired new combat platforms
and increased joint and com bined training
but has yet to develop strategic capabilities
that allow it to strike targets outside the Pacific
region. (According to Air Force Doctrine
Docum ent [AFDD] 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine,
strategic o p e ra tio n s consist o f “offensive
action [s] . .. that most directly achieve o u r national security objectives by affecting the adversarv’s leadership, conflict-sustaining resources,
and strategy.’’) 1 C hina’s lack o f such capabilities leads to questions about its intentions regarding the use o f offensive airpower. The
PLAAF’s paucity o f effective long-range offensive airpower stems from m ultiple factors, primarily insufficient offensive weapons systems,
excessive com m and centralization, and China’s
inexperience in offensive air operations. Geopolitical factors have also limited that country's desire to develop m ore significant strategic capabilities.
Additionally, the article posits that China is
developing limited offensive-airpower capabilities as a deterrent against actions by its
neighbors and American forces in the Pacific.
R ather than im plem ent a doctrine of strategic
airpower, China will develop “offensive airpower
with Chinese characteristics," a doctrine that
uses traditionally tactical platforms to earn' out
strategic operations in the country’s periphery.
T he article begins by exam ining historical factors that contributed to the stagnation of the
growth of offensive air warfare and then analyzes the PLAAF’s developm ent and possible
intentions for its offensive air force. Lastly, it
considers the implications that Chinese airpower has for the U nited States and the means
by which the latter can counter its developm ent in order to maintain regional stability in
Asia.

History of the Development of
Chinese Offensive Airpower
Certain events in the history of the PLAAF
caused its m odern capabilities in offensive air
warfare to lag significantly behind those of
o th er world powers. T he incompatibility of offensive airpower with Mao Tse-tung’s doctrine
o f “People’s War” and the withdrawal of Soviet
military aid in 1960 during the Sino-Soviet rift
ham pered the growth of strategic Chinese airpower by preventing the acquisition of new
technologies and the development of a doctrine o f offensive air warfare.
Prior to a series of doctrinal changes in the
1980s and 1990s, the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA), seeking guidance on confronting a m ore technologically advanced enemy,
looked to Mao’s concept of People’s War. That
concept would defend China from attack by
using large num bers o f troops arm ed with
low-tech weapons to overwhelm an adversary
through quantity rather than quality of personnel and weaponry.5 In such a war. the army,
along with paramilitary forces, would work
with the populace to engage in both conventional and guerrilla operations to overextend
adversary forces. Once this occurred, conventional troops would attack and destroy isolated
groups of enemy soldiers.6
T he developm ent o f offensive airpow er
proved inherently incom patible with People's
War. Since Mao based his war-fighting doctrine on defense o f the Chinese mainland, the
PLAAF primarily had responsibility for guarding the n atio n ’s airspace.7 From its formative
years d uring the Korean War, the PLAAF
arm ed and trained its personnel to fly airsuperiority missions, focusing only limited attention on developm ent of strategic capabilities. After suffering high casualties during its
first bom bing mission against a South Korean
in tellig en ce facility in N ovem ber 1951. the
PLAAF withdrew from regular service the
bom bers it had acquired to fly missions
against targets in South Korea.s Alter this incident, China focused on air superiority.
A nation hoping to effectively employ strategic airpower requires technologicallv ad-
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vanced aircraft; command, control, intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (C2ISR) systems: and significant pilot training, none of
which conformed to the low-tech nature of
People's War. PLA troops would overwhelm
enemy forces using low-tech weapons—not
high-tech systems such as strategic bombers.
Thus, rather than develop m odern weapons
systems for long-range offensive missions,
Mao’s air force acquired Soviet tactical aircraft
of Korean War vintage. The Soviet U nion’s
militarv aid to China in the form o f aircraft
and training initially helped the fledgling
PLAAF establish combat capabilities, but Chinese dependence on Soviet assistance limited
the development of indigenous aircraft and
doctrine. Soviet aid to the PLAAF began during the Korean War and continued until the
Sino-Soviet rift in 1960. Term ination of this
material aid and the withdrawal of Soviet advisers left China with an antiquated air force
and limited resources for m odernization. The
PLAAF supplem ented and replaced Sovietsupplied aircraft with Chinese-produced copies.
Through the 1970s, C hina’s fleet included
various platforms, including Chinese versions
of the MiG-17 Fresco (J-5) and MiG-19 Farmer
(J-6) interceptors as well as the Tu-16 Badger
(H-6) intermediate-range bomber." Many H-6s
remain in service today.
The PLAAF made no significant progress
in developing aircraft capable o f carrying out
offensive air operations until the 1970s. Early
in that decade, China attem pted to develop
an indigenous strategic bom ber using Britishmade Rolls-Royce Spev turbofans.1" After
abandoning this project due to technical and
financial difficulties, the Chinese launched a
program to reengine their H-6 bombers with
the Rolls-Royce turbofans but cancelled this
project as well for financial reasons.11 Although China upgraded the avionics and
electronic-countermeasures systems of its 1950sera H-6 bombers, the PLAAF did not acquire
a long-range strategic bom ber capable of projecting airpower beyond the Chinese mainland
during this period.1*Concurrently, the United
States developed the B-52 Stratofortress, B-l
Lancer, and F-l 11 Aardvark, all of which it has
employed strategically. The low-tech nature of
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People’s War and C hina’s reliance on the Soviet Union for military assistance ensured that
China would build a fleet of antiquated aircraft rather than a m odern air force capable
of carrying out offensive operations.

China’s Quest for
Offensive Airpow er
After an extended period of minimally developing equipm ent and doctrine, the PLAAF
began to m odernize rapidly. This process
started in the early 1990s after the first Gulf
War dem onstrated that US airpower could
easily defeat militaries based on the Soviet
model, such as those of Iraq and China. The
use of strategic airpower by the U nited States
and its allies to strike leadership and military
infrastructure in Iraq—and later in the Balkans—forced PLAAF analysts to recognize
C hina’s inability to defeat a m odern military.13
To address deficiencies in waging a m odern
war, the PLA launched a revolution in military
affairs to enhance capabilities by acquiring
new equipm ent, improving com m and and
control (C2) infrastructure, and increasing
military training." A significant portion o f this
developm ent focused on improving the offensive capabilities of the PLAAF.
Acquiring New Equipment

After a period o f limited program s designed
to develop indigenous aircraft, the PIAAF has
increased its acquisition of both domestic and
Russian aircraft. The procurem ent of advanced
strike, refueling, and Airborne W arning and
Control System (AWACS) aircraft represents
the most visible com ponent of China’s ait force
m odernization. Specifically, it has acquired
advanced multirole com bat aircraft, including
the Russian Sukhoi Su-27 and Su-30, Chinese
J-8 and J-1'0 fighters, Ilyushin transports, and
indigenously produced AWACS platform s.15
These aircraft provide China with tactical airto-air and air-to-ground capabilities, but the
lack o f a long-range bom ber prevents it from
projecting airpower beyond the Pacific.
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T he backbone o f the c u rre n t C hinese
bom ber fleet consists o f approxim ately 120
H-6 interm ed iate-ran g e bom bers, supplem ented by Q-5 anclJH-7 fighter-bombers. The
H-fi, the largest of C hina’s bombers, has a
weapons payload of 20,000 pounds com pared
to the American B-52’s 60,000. The operational range of the H-6 is also significantly
smaller than that of the B-52, restricting the
aircraft’s operations to the Pacific. The Q-5 and
JH-7 have even smaller payloads and ranges,
limiting their reach to nations in C hina’s periphery. In January 2007, Internet reports indicated that China had begun producing upgraded variants o f the H-6 capable of carrying
cruise missiles and precision-guided munitions
up to 3,000 nautical miles."’New H-6Kaircraft
enable China to operate further beyond its
borders, but the lack o f forward operating
bases prevents it from projecting airpower
globally.
A second com ponent of C hina’s equipmentm odernization program involves the acquisition of aerial-refueling platforms. T he PLAAF
considers the ability to extend the range of its
com bat fleet critical to carrying out operations beyond the Chinese periphery.17J-8 and
J-7 fighters, which comprise most of the PLAAF
fleet, have the range to reach potential conflict zones such as the Paracel and Macclesfield Islands, but without aerial refueling, they
cannot loiter or engage adversary aircraft.
Having loo few forward operating bases also
limits the PLAAF’s ability to carry out longrange offensive operations. Unlike the U nited
States, which can launch operations from strategically located air bases throughout the
world, China has no m ajor air bases outside its
mainland. W ithout aerial refueling, China cannot carry out effective offensive operations, let
alone adequately protect what that country
considers its territorial airspace.
To address its need for aerial-refueling capabilities, China converted a few H-6 bom bers
into refueling aircraft in the 1990s and in 2005
ordered eight Russian 11-78 tankers.18 Although C hina’s aerial refueling has improved,
its effectiveness in an operational environment remains questionable. The PlAAF's and
People’s Liberation Army Navy Air Force’s

(PLANAF) current refueling fleet represents
only a small fraction of the 585 aerial tankers
operated by the US Air Force."' China’s pilots
also have limited air-refueling experience. Despite acquiring tankers nearly two decades
ago, the PLAAF did not co n d u ct overwater
refueling until 2005.20 Furtherm ore, because
most of its combat aircraft cannot be aerially
refueled, China needs an extensive upgrade
program to remedy this deficiency.
Advancements in Command and Control

O perations that depend on the synergistic effect of aerial tankers, strike aircraft, tactical
fighters, and other airborne platforms require
significant coordination that can be achieved
only through comprehensive and flexible C2.
C urrent Chinese C2 relies on outdated comm unication systems, delaying the dissemination o f orders and directives.21 Development
o f indigenous airborne C2ISR platforms such
as the KJ-2000 and KJ-200 AWACS—a major
com ponent of improving C2 technology in
the PLAAF—has enabled China to carry out
airborne surveillance, C2, and battle management. The crash o f a PLAAF KJ-200 during a
test flight in June 2006 that killed all 40 people
on board set back the Chinese AWACS program since the victims were kev technical staff
in designing and testing the KJ-200.22 Despite
the mishap, China has continued to develop
AWACS aircraft for operational use. Indeed, it
is likely that the KJ-2000 has recently entered
operational service with the PLAAF.-’1
A lthough one can im prove technology
through the acquisition of m odern equipment, the PLAAF will need time to alter its C2
philosophy. The Chinese military has not traditionally delegated authorin’ to ju n io r personnel, a situation that leads to a highly centralized C2 infrastructure in which senior
officers make tactical decisions.-* Thus, the
PLAAF’s intentions with regard to operating
its new airborne C2 platforms remain unclear.
Typically, junior- and midgrade officers sen e
as air-battle managers on most non-Chinese
C2ISR platforms, but the PLAAF uses senior
officers in control towers. To employ its airborne C2ISR technology effectively in offen-
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sive operations, the PLAAF must first change
its approach to comm and by delegating authority to ju n io r personnel—som ething Chinese military leaders may prove reluctant to do.
Improved Training

In recent years, the PLAAF has revamped its
training program to improve the quality ol
personnel and enhance combat effectiveness.
It has established training exercises that allow
Chinese pilots to fly realistic missions in a
variety of flying conditions. Moreover, the
PLAAF has introduced tactical training that
focuses on potential combat confrontations
with Taiwan and the United Slates, enabling
pilots to practice both air-to-air and air-toground tactics designed to improve C hina’s
precision-strike capabilities.25 During aggressor training (recently added), Chinese Su-27s
andj-8s simulate the tactics of Taiwan's Mirage
2000 and F-16 fighters.
China has also increased jo in t and combined training to improve its ability to operate
with foreign militaries outside the mainland.
The Chinese integrated jo in t operations plan
of 2002 led to an increase in the PLAAF’s
jo in t training.-7Future military’operations will
likelv include more jo in t operations, m eaning
that other com ponents of the PLA— primarily
the PLANAF—will support the PLAAF in earn in g out offensive operations. A Sino-Russian
exercise in 2005 em phasized the PLAAF’s
precision-attack capabilities, employing aerial
tankers, bombers, tactical aircraft, and airborne forces.-' An exercise held with the Tajik
military in 2006 dem onstrated C hina’s airlift
capabilities.-" Both exercises reflect the country’s ongoing attem pts to improve offensive
capabilities but also reveal the limitation of
current capabilities to nations along China’s
periphery.

Offensive Airpower with
Chinese Characteristics
China s pattern of aircraft acquisitions suggests that a doctrinal shift has occurred in the
PLAAF. Following the first Gulf War, C hina’s
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unsuccessful attem pt to purchase Tu-22 longrange bombers from the Russian governm ent
likelv represented an effort to develop strategic aerial capabilities similar to those of the
United States. Despite this failure, the Chinese continued to develop air-warfare capabilities through the 1990s. NATO air operations during Operation Allied Force in 1999
further influenced PLAAF m odernization, reflected in the fact that Chinese strategists focused on the role of airpower and long-range
strike in diminishing the use o f ground forces.10
Following the Balkan war, China accelerated
its acquisition o f platforms that the US Air
Force had employed in Allied Force, such as
m ultirole fighter aircraft and aerial tankers.11
This acquisition program continues today.
Although offensive airpower can be either
tactical or strategic, the US governm ent classifies C hina’s quest for offensive airpow’er as
strategic.1- The D epartm ent o f Defense believes that PLAAF m odernization will result in
a Chinese air force with strategic capabilities,
but C hina’s current aircraft acquisition and
development tell a dif ferent story. Most o f the
PLAAF’s new Russian and indigenous aircraft
are air-superionty fighters and fighter-bombers,
both characteristic of tactical operations. Even
with the support of C2 aircraft and tankers,
the PLAAF’s short-range tactical aircraft would
have difficulty traveling far beyond the Chinese periphery’. In 2005 Russia offered to sell
China long-range Tu-22 and Tu-95 bom bers,
the same aircraft the Chinese attem pted to
obtain in the mid-1990s; however, China has
yet to purchase those platform s.11 C hina’s decision to acquire short-range aircraft rather than
strategic bom bers indicates the current limitation of its airpower projection to the Pacific.
T he acquisition of m ultirole fighters and
AWACS aircraft, along with C hina’s deficit in
long-range strategic bombers, forces outsiders
to question how Chinese military leaders define offensive airpower, which currently appears
to com bine tactical platforms with tactical and
strategic doctrine— referred to in this article
as offensive airpow er with C hinese characteristics. This d o ctrin e uses tactical multirole fighters to attack traditionally strategic
targets, including C2. industrial, and leader-
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ship infrastructure; additionally, they carry
out tactical missions such as close air support an d air superiority.
The nature of C hina’s developm ent of offensive airpower indicates that the country
limits its view of potential threats to nations
along its periphery and does not currently
seek to project airpower beyond the region.
Despite the restricted nature of its capabilities, China will likely continue to m odernize
its air force and may eventually develop global
power projection.

Implications and Responses
for the United States
The possibility of C hina’s ever employing
offensive air capabilities against its neighbors
or American forces in the region remains
questionable. The country’s white paper on
national defense of 2004 states that PIAAF
doctrine has shifted from air defense to both
defensive and offensive missions; it also indicates, however, that China adheres to a national policy of a defensive nature and “will
never go for expansion.”’1Although this policy
implies a mission of purely territorial defense,
developm ent of the PLAAF's offensive capabilities appears to contradict this assertion.
Recently acquired platforms such as the H-bK,
su p p o rted by AVVACS aircraft a n d aerial refuelers, enable China to project its power regionally into hot spots such as Taiwan and the
Spratlv Islands, over which C hina and Vietnam clashed in 1988. If China is indeed comm itted to b u ild in g a defensive military, offensive airpower with Chinese characteristics
would find use only as a deterrent.
As part of its “peaceful rise,” China ostensibly
hopes to improve relations with oth er Pacific
nations. Military conflict in the Pacific would
im pede trade in the region, hurting C hina’s
export-dependent economy. Japan and Taiwan,
the nations that Chinese defense analysts consider the most threatening, are am ong CT in a ’s
top trade partners.33 Relying on exports and
foreign investment for domestic modernization,
the Chinese probably would not attack their
neighbors since a war instigated by Beijing

could result in sanctions and jeopardize foreign investment, thereby devastating China’s
growing economy.36 In addition to causing
econom ic harm, an unprovoked attack on Taiwan or other key US regional allies could possibly lead to an American-led military response.
The potential economic harm and military repercussions of such conflict have led Beijing
to rely on diplomacy rather than force. In recent years, China has increased cooperation
with regional economic and security organizations such as the Association of South East
Asian Nations. In 2002 the Chinese dem onstrated their com m itm ent to diplomacy by
signing the Declaration on the Conduct of
Parties in the South China Sea, a docum ent
intended to prevent conflict over the Spratlv
Islands and other disputed islands.37
Even though the likelihood of China’s initiating a war in the Pacific region remains small,
offensive development of the PLAAF still
poses a threat to regional stability. The ability
of China to project military power throughout
the Pacific jeopardizes American influence in
the region. The United States has maintained
military dom inance in the Pacific since the
end of World War II. but recent Chinese military development has the potential to shift the
balance of power there. Even with China’s
promise of a peaceful rise, its acquisition of
platforms such as th ej-1 0 and Su-27 fighters
may lead the PLAAF to become a regional,
technological peer com petitor to the United
States and other Pacific nations. Chinese militarization may lead neighboring states such as
Japan and Korea, which recently expressed
concern over the lack of transparency in China's
military buildup, to develop m ore aggressive
military postures.38 China might respond by
increasing its own military capabilities, resulting in a spiral process that could lead to intense diplomatic o r military confrontations.39
It might also use airpower to project power to
C entral Asian states, such as Kazakhstan,
that supply C hina’s burgeoning energy dem a n d .1" Any form of PLAAF involvement in
these nations could produce tension with
the U nited States and Russia, both ol which
wish to gain influence in the geostrategicallv
im portant region.41
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To maintain the current balance of power
in the Pacific, the United States must limit the
PLAAF's ability to wage offensive air operations. Adm Dennis C. Blair, form er comm ander o f US Pacific Command, declared,
“We respect the authority of the People’s Liberation Army in their mainland. Yet we must
make them understand that the ocean and sky
[are] ours.”42 The Chinese have an inherent
right to defend their sovereignty, but the
United States must work with its global allies
to limit the development of China's offensive
air capabilities.
Limiting the Transfer o f Military Technology

China depends heavily on foreign nations for
the PLAAF's m odernization, looking to Russia, Israel, France, and Germany for the preponderance of its military technolog)'. O utsourcing the development of the Chinese air
force to foreign nations allows the United
States to influence many of C hina’s weapons
suppliers through incentives or punitive measures. Legally, the United States can block the
transfer of weapons systems containing American technolog)'. In recent years, however, it
has even stopped the sale of advanced military
hardware that does not contain American
equipm ent.
The fact that Israel. C hina’s second-largest
supplier, relies heavily on US military aid gives
the L’nited States significant leverage over
Israel's program of weapons sales. In 2000
pressure from the United States prevented Israel from selling its Phalcon AWACS to China.
The Israeli cancellation, which followed a US
threat to withhold $2.8 billion in military aid.
delayed the introduction of an AWACS platform into the PLAAF until 2006.4:, In late 2004,
Israel attem pted to upgrade spare parts for
Harpy unm anned aircraft, which Israel Aircraft Industries had sold to China in 1994. Although Israel did not send the upgraded parts
to China, the United States froze Israeli participation in the US-led development of the
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter due to security concerns—a decision in line with recom m endations made by the US-China Commission in
2004." The commission suggested that Con-
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gress restrict foreign defense contractors who
sell military-use technology to China from
participating in research and development by
the US defense community.
The commission also urged Congress to
press for continuation o f the European U nion’s
(EL?) arms embargo on China, believing that
lifting the embargo, imposed after the T iananmen Square Massacre of 1989, would accelerate
m odernization o f the PLA.4, Even with the
em bargo in place, EU sales of military equipment to China increased from 54 million euros in 2001 to 416 million in 2 0 0 3 . Equipment sold to the Chinese military includes
British-manufactured propellers used on the
Chinese Y-8 Airborne Early W arning System,
Italian Aspide air-to-air missiles, com ponents
of the French AS-365 Dauphin military helicopters, and advanced British and Italian avionics for the F-7 fighter aircraft.47 The export
of military technology to China continues despite the embargo because the EL? left interpretation and enforcem ent of that action to
m em ber states.!S Although some EU nations
prohibit the sale of all military items to China,
others, such its the United Kingdom, limit their
embargoes to lethal weapons and military
equipm ent that could be used for internal repression; those countries continue to export
nonlethal military technology, such as avionics,
radars, and aircraft-propulsion systems. '1'
To limit the developm ent of C hina’s offensive capabilities, the United States must continue to pressure the EU to continue its ban
on weapons sales. In addition, it should urge
EU nations to standardize the guidelines regarding technologies that can be sold to
China. States that abide by these guidelines
and halt the transfer o f military technology to
China should receive incentives such as military aid and the right to participate in US-led
jo in t weapons-development program s (e.g.,
the Joint Strike Fighter project). States that
choose to continue to sell advanced military
hardware to China should face restrictions
similar to those imposed on Israel in 2004.
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Limited Engagement

To discourage the offensive development of
the PLAAF, the United States must couple
militarv deterrence and em bargoes with limited cooperation with the Chinese military.
Some Americans fear that cooperatively engaging with CT ina's arm ed forces would allow
the Chinese to learn doctrine and tactics that
could improve their ability to wage war against
the United S ta te s.A lth o u g h these concerns
are justified, engagem ent prom otes greater
transparency in military affairs, improves mutual understanding between the United States
and China, and helps establish lines of comm unication am ong senior leaders that can reduce the possibility of accidents between US
and Chinese forces.nI
Primarily, the US Navy has carried out current US military engagem ent with China. That
service has successfully m onopolized recent
Sino-US engagem ent efforts because a Navy
admiral traditionally heads US Pacific Comm and and because naval forces conduct a significant portion o f US military operations in
the region. Developing ties between naval
forces rem ains im portant, but the Chinese
consider both the navy and the air force priorities in PLA m odernization. Given C hina’s
emphasis on strengthening its air force, the
US Air Force should play a role equal to that
of the Navy in engaging the Chinese military.
Interaction between the US Air Force and the
PLAAF should avoid exposing US military capabilities in areas such as force projection and
C2ISR operations. Instead, it should focus on
conducting professional exchanges and developing capabilities that enable China and the
United States to respond collectively to regional hum anitarian and security issues.
Prom oting transparency and mutual understanding between the PLAAF’s and US Air
Force’s leadership is fundam ental to building
trust between China and the United States.
High-level m eetings between senior officers
and defense ministers can further this objective, provide an environm ent where senior
leaders can establish lines of com m unications
to reduce chances o f m isunderstanding in the
event o f a crisis, and plan future exercises as

well as professional-development exchanges,
the latter allowing personnel from both the
PLAAF and US Air Force to learn about the
o th e r’s operations and leadership systems.
The US Air Force should invite PLAAF personnel to participate in professional military
education program s at all levels, on the condition that China reciprocate by providing
Americans similar access to PLAAF training
program s. Bilateral exchanges should occur
throughout the spectrum of leadership, from
enlisted schools and officer accession programs through senior education institutions
such as the National Defense University.
These program s allow for the direct interaction of military personnel without political
interference. Direct military-exchange programs at all levels contribute to mutual trust
and understanding.52
Recognizing China as a critical global actor,
the U nited States is encouraging that nation
to act as an international stakeholder.’1' The
US Air Force can help China achieve this status through com bined training in hum anitarian relief. Since its creation, the US Air
Force has provided airlift support to relief operations following disasters. These missions
offer vital assistance and improve the image of
the nation that carries them out.54 The US Air
Force should initiate exercises with the PIAAF
that allow Chinese and American airmen to
work together while responding to simulated
large-scale hum anitarian crises. This direct interaction will increase mutual understanding
and respect between the air forces and may
encourage China to participate as a responsible
actor in the Pacific region. A Chinese decision
to employ military aircraft in hum anitarian
operations would increase the legitimacy of
C hina’s peaceful rise.
Critics may argue that com bined exercises
will strengthen China's military capabilities bv
increasing the PlAAF’s ability’ to deploy personnel and equipm ent rapidly. The PLAAF
ah each possesses airlift capabilities, as dem onstrated by recent Sino-Tajik and Sino-Russian
militarv exercises. Instead of providing the
Chinese with additional militarv capabilities,
com bined relief exercises with the l nited
States would se n e as a catalyst for China to
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plav a more active role in assisting its neighbors during humanitarian crises. The increased
transparency and understanding that will result from interaction between American and
Chinese airmen greadv outweigh the minimal
national-securin’ risks of limited combined
training with the PLAAF.
Combined training should be supplemented
bv high-visibility exchanges such as participation of the US Air Force's aerial-demonstration
teams in Chinese air shows. The Thunderbirds. which perform ed in Beijing in September 1987, continue to appear in num erous
international air shows.55 Prom inent events
such as air shows and port visits bv naval vessels
demonstrate to both the Chinese and .American publics the enhanced relationship between the two militaries without revealing advanced capabilities. All instances of the US
A r Force and the PLAAF's working together
should be publicized in both the United
States and China to dem onstrate increasing
cooperation and friendship between the two
countries.
Military Readiness

China ostensibly seeks to avoid using offensive
militan force, but the elem ent of surprise remains a pillar of Chinese doctrine.56 Thus, the
US m ilitan must prepare itself to respond to
any offensive action taken by China. The US
Air Force currentlv forward-deploys B-l. B-2.
and B-52 bom bers to .Andersen AFB in Guam,
1,800 miles southeast of China. These aircraft,
along with others in Japan, Korea, and Hawaii,
sen e as a powerful deterrent to offensive action by the Chinese.
In addition to deploying advanced aircraft
to the Pacific, the United States must maintain a qualitative advantage over Chinese
weapons systems and doctrine. Although US
Air Force equipm ent currently is technologically superior to that of the PLAAF. recent
modernization of Chinese equipm ent may
lead the PLAAF to becom e a peer com petitor
to its US counterpart. Thus, the US Air Force
must develop tactics that enable effective em ployment of its weapons against China in a
potential conflict. Chinese military leaders
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question the effectiveness of current American tactics because, since the end of the Cold
War, the United States has lacked a peer competitor to guide the developm ent o f tactics. Lt
Gen Liu Yazhou of the PLAAF described the
US Air Force’s tactical developm ent as “crossing a river by feeling the stones in it,” referring to a phrase coined by Chinese leader
Deng Xiaoping that describes m odernization
through cautious experim entation.57 Yazhou
may have a valid point about US A r Force tactics, given that its aggressor training is still
largely based on fighting the no-longer-extant
Soviet Air Force.56 To ensure continued military superiority in the Pacific, the United
States must couple the acquisition of new warfighting platforms with tactical development
that prepares American forces for a potential
military conflict with China.

Conclusion
The PLAAF’s increasing offensive capabilities. com bined with the uncertainty of C hina’s
military intentions, create a potential threat to
the United States and its regional allies. After
an extended period of stagnation in the developm ent of offensive airpower, the PLAAF has
entered a period o f rapid m odernization that
includes the acquisition of platforms such as
Su-27 an d J-10 fighters, m o d ern ized H-6
bom bers, aerial-refueling aircraft, and AWACS
platforms. It could use these systems to earn'
out both strategic and tactical missions in a
m anner this article has referred to as offensive
airpower with Chinese characteristics.
Although C hina’s offensive capabilities are
currently limited to regional operations, the
PLAAF likely will attem pt to develop global
strategic capabilities. The acquisition o f platforms such as aerial tankers and the upgraded
H-6 bom ber suggests that China hopes to increase its long-range offensive capabilities. A
kev com ponent of such developm ent would
involve acquisition of a long-range bomber.
Development of such an aircraft may find help
in C hina’s growing aviation industry, which
hopes to produce a large commercial je t by
2020.'' Since technology and research from
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the civilian project could be applied to developing a long-range bomber, production of an
indigenous bom ber would likely begin in the
same time frame as its civilian counterpart.
Refining aerial refueling and C2 today may
become part of a larger plan to strengthen the
support infrastructure required for long-range
projection of airpower in the f uture.
Even if used only as a strategic deterrent,
C hina’s ability to project airpower globally in
the form of long-range bom bers capable of
striking North America would pose a significant threat to the United States. Increased
power-projection capabilities could also enhance C hina’s influence in geostrategically
im portant regions o f the world such as Africa

and Latin America, where China has a growing interest. Because future intentions of the
Chinese military remain largely unknown, the
United States must limit China’s offensive development and encourage development of a
responsible Chinese air force by restricting
the PLAAF's access to offensive weapons systems while prom oting mutual understanding
between the US Air Force and the PLAAF
through bilateral engagem ent. Given China’s
potential to change the balance of global airpower, the United States must act decisively to
limit and contain C hina’s offensive-airpowet
capabilities before the PLAAF can project air
power globally. □
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Editorial Abstract: Despite an unquestionable abundance o f talent and capabilities, the A ir Force rescue community
has long been plagued by organizational
instability, an unclear purpose, and a
significant am ount o f both internal and
external professional frustration. The authors advocate redefining the community's
core thinking a n d missions to promote
what it does best— fostering stability, economic growth, and freedom in locations
beset with isolation and hopelessness— as
solutions to these problems.

T

HE QUADRENNIAL DEFENSE Review
Report begins with a simple statement: “The United States is a nation
engaged in what will be a long war.”1
With that u n d e rstated in tro d u ctio n to the
lexicon, the contest known as the long war is
now p ro m p tin g significant ch an g e across
every in stru m en t o f national power. T hat is
especially true within th e D ep artm en t o f Defense (D O D ), an d the Air Force rescue com m unity is not im m une.
As .Air Force rescue assesses its ability to
contribute to the nation’s efforts in the long
war, one should note that people have debated
the question of its overall relevance for many
7H

years. Over time, the rescue com muni tv has
w andered down several paths that it hoped
would dem onstrate a military utility that
matches its substantial capabilities, but none
have led to lasting success— the endurance of
the debate offers proof enough o f that. One
could describe the options pursued (simultaneously) by the community as “too limited”
(restricting rescue forces solely to support the
air com ponent), “too broad” (literally claiming a doctrinal responsibility to rescue anyone, anywhere in the world, and at any time),
or “too m uch” (attem pting to dem onstrate offensive and special-operations capabilities and.
in so doing, pushing the imperatives ol recov-
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ering air-component personnel to the periphery' of its focus). This has resulted in organizational instability', a sustained lack of clarity of
purpose, and a significant am ount of professional frustration yvithin and about Air Force
rescue. To be sure, the community has an
abundance o f talent and rayv capabilities. But
rescue has lacked a yision for the future that
not only remains true to its Air Force origins
and doctrinal responsibilities but also p r o
yides venues to continually exploit its unique
capabilities.
The potential for that sort of future exists,
but rescue will need to change its thinking in
order to achieve it. Instead of trying to be
something it is not, rescue should focus on
yvhat it does best and apply those capabilities
to the long year's most pressing requirem ent—
yvinning the global ideological conflict betyveen the isolation and sense of helplessness
that breed terrorism on the one hand and a
yision of shared interests and interdependency that fosters stability1, economic groyvth,
and freedom on the other. The benevolent
core of the .Air Force’s rescue mission has direct relevance to the hearts-and-minds contest
that yvill ultimately determ ine the long war’s
outcome. Success in that contest lies at the
very center of US strategy for defeating global
jihadism, and, betyveen periods of peak demand for its conventional yvartime mission,
rescue’s capabilities can make a significant,
airpoyver-centered Air Force contribution to
that success.
The rescue community should build a
brighter, more stable future for itself by maintaining conventional air-component combat
search and rescue (CSAR) capabilities as its
first priority. Subordinate only to that, rescue
should exploit its unique abilities by initiating
and maintaining a program for a continuous
series ol targeted, highly visible engagements
designed to deliver life, health, and goodwill
to remote but strategically im portant locations
around the world. It should strive to establish
itself as som ething unique yvithin the DOD—a
globally capable enterprise recognized for its
expeditionary- use of airpower to conduct
“white hat" engagements and known world-
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wide for its compassionate acts. In short, it
should become a rescue force for the world.
With a unity of purpose defined in those
terms, rescue can create strategic-level effects
that it never could have attained via the wellyvorn paths it has trod for the last 15 years.
The rem ainder o f this article substantiates
those points, describes what the Air Force’s
rescue force could become, and explains why
that is im portant to the Air Force’s rescue
community, the service itself, and victory in
the long war.

Groping for a Vision
After a little m ore than 15 years of work,
the Air Force should feel satisfied with the
t'.SAR capability that it has built. Starting from
almost nothing in 1989, it activated m ultiple
squadrons and associated support organizations in the continental United States (CONUS)
and around the world, fielded about 100 HH60G Pave Hawk helicopters, organized effective staffs, m odernized employm ent concepts
that had rem ained unchanged since Vietnam,
built an improved capability for HC-130s, fostered development of pararescue capabilities
by categorizing and m anaging them as a
weapon system, and much m ore. T he steady
stream o f improvements continued even as
the rescue community endured the program matic and leadership turmoil caused by five
changes in major-command ownership since
1989. O ne should also note that all of this occurred while the Air Force’s small community
of rescue professionals m aintained a forwarddeployed presence in Southwest Asia that has
stood yvatch over the lives and safety o f every
service’s war fighters in that region during every hour o f every day since 1993.
Despite those (and many m ore) significant
achievements, Air Force rescue continues to
grope fo ra defining purpose—one that matches
its capabilities and is larger than simply sitting
alert in anticipation o f a lighter pilot having a
bad day. When com bined with the absence of
a long-term vision for rescue within the community, the search for greater venues for perform ance manifests itself in a myriad o f intra-
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community conflicts that defy consensus and
resolution. Most o f those conflicts involve pursuit of some new capability offered without
context for how or why it would lit in with the
rest. W ithout such context, the capability itself
becomes the vision. The eventual arrival of replacements for the HH-60G and HC-130 will
only com pound the problem since their improved capabilities will simply trigger a flurry
of new initiatives designed to “get rescue to
the fight." But they will emerge, as before,
without som e goal in m ind. W hich fight?
When? For what strategic purpose? Those basic questions do not receive the thoughtful
analysis they deserve. Instead, the pursuit of
m ore military relevancy continues in 100 different directions.
Within that persistent, conceptual haze,
rescue has produced an entire generation of
operators for whom the very concept of Air
Force rescue has no intellectual u nderpinning
and no comm on theoretical reference point.
Without that, there can be no articulation o f a
path toward some coherent goal that will provide an enduring benefit to the Air Force and
DOD—and no way for rescue professionals to
envision a future worth creating.

Containing Disconnectedness
O f course, one must contem plate any future
for .Air Force rescue in context of the long
war, and that reality makes a p ro p er understanding of the nature of the conflict centrally
im portant. Fortunately, the West’s understanding of the origins o f terrorism has improved
significantly since 11 Septem ber 2001. Although a detailed discussion o f that subject
lies well beyond the scope o f this article, we
now recognize that terrorism is primarily
rooted in climates of intractable political
alienation, injustice, and perceived helplessness.-' In that context, the National Strategy for
Combating Terrorism makes the im portant acknowledgment that “the War on Terror is a
different kind of war." 'As described in the National Senility Strategy of the United States of
America, the primary difference is that “in the
short run, the fight involves using military

force. . . . In the long run, winning the war on
terror means winning the battle of ideas.”4
This daunting challenge will require the creatively applied effects of eveiy^ instrum ent of
our national power if we wish to succeed.
W inning that ideological battle—the contest for hearts and minds—will mean routine
and frequent engagem ent in the weak and
failing states that stretch from North Africa to
the Philippines and from Central Asia to Central Africa, as well as in the world’s ungoverned
spaces such as the vast Sahel in .Africa.’’ They
are “regions plagued by politically repressive
regimes, widespread poverty and disease, routine mass murder, and—most im portant—the
chronic conflicts that incubate the next generation o f global terrorists.”'’Strategist Thomas
Barnett collectively describes these regions as
"the least connected to the global economy
[representing] . . . the limits o f the spread of
globalization . . . where the connectivity of the
global economy h a[s]n 't generated stability,
and development, and growth, and peace,
and clear rule sets, and democracies. This is
where the disconnected people are, and on
that basis— no surprise— th at’s where the terrorists come from.”7
Barnett calls the com bined space occupied
by those regions the "non-integrat[ed] gap"
(a convenient term that we shall adopt here
for its brevity), and he categorizes the enemy
we face there in a nontraditional way. Instead
o f targeting a bloc of hostile nations, rogue
nation-states, or even individual rogue leaders, we should recognize our enemy for what
it really is— the “disconnectedness” that defines the gap.8 Barnett is not out on an intellectual limb; this condition is the very basis for
m uch o f our current national-security strategy.
So in that context, a simple metric becomes
available for basic assessment o f any action we
contem plate taking inside the gap (military' or
otherwise): will it tend to decrease disconnectedness? Certainly, we will sometimes require a
range of forceful military actions to create the
necessary conditions, but decreasing disconnected n ess really m eans w inning th e ideological battle, which, in turn, means success in
the long war. Granted, conventional military
action is an im portant part of that huge effort.

A RESCUE FORCE FOR THE WORLD

but from a strategic point of view, kinetic operations are only a trailing indicator that preventive engagement efforts have failed. Instead. military force will frequently represent
a necessary step backward that we will occasionalb take in order to move the next necessary
two steps forward.
That concept is neither new nor controversial. The terms humanitarian civic assistance, civil
affairs, theater security cooperation, capacity building, and foreign internal defense (FID) all refer to
established DOD efforts expressly designed to
reduce disconnectedness bv forging stronger
ties, promoting human rights, improving the
image of the United States and the West, increasing stabilitv. and setting conditions that
will permit flows of foreign direct investment.
The DOD does those things all over the world,
even day. In strategic terms, the struggle to
build connectivitv with failing suites represents
the real central front in die long war. I f we wish
to find an enduring future for rescue, we will find it
there—in the gap, helping our nation and the Western world win the ideological battle.

A Rescue Force for the W orld
The most direct and useful advice for rescue professionals who make decisions to shape
their future would urge them to do what they
do best. If an Air Force rescue wing can do
anything, it can deploy to austere, rem ote locations in order to provide hope to desperate
people who need it. That's what rescue does
when it recovers a fighter pilot, and that’s what
the community should focus on in a big way
during the long war. Rescue should use its capabilities and inherently compassionate mission as both a ticket into the gap and as a nonlethal, even antilethal, weapon in the long
war’s ideological-political struggle.
With leadership, unity of purpose, and persistence, Air Force rescue could vault itself
from its position as tactical-level support player
hovering at the periphery of conventional
combat operations into a high-visibility position of strategic relevance during the greatest
conflict of this generation. It could transform
itself into a rescue force for the world. To
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reach that point, the community must focus
on several initiatives.
Maintain Robust Capabilities fo r Conventional
Combat Search and Rescue

Most importantly, rescue must maintain and
continually improve its ability to assist isolated
personnel in the deep operational environment, and CSAR’s mission needs should continue to drive the m ajor acquisition and training efforts o f the community.9 Nothing else is
possible if this part o f the contract with the Air
Force lapses. True, keeping this task at the
center o f rescue’s consciousness invites accusations that the com m unity is a “o n e trick
pony,” capable only of rescuing downed fighter
pilots. Those who denigrate that noble mission in such a way are not simply wrong— they
fail to com prehend several facts about it.
First, it is a moral duty. Leadership at all levels
supports the premise that we have an obligation to war fighters to “bring everybody hom e.”
Adm Edm und Giambastiani, vice-chairman of
the Joint Chiefs o f Staff, describes the reciprocity of that com pact when he refers to “the
power of a force m ultiplier as we send our
young people into h arm ’s way with the prom ise that we will not leave them behind.”1” The
m oral obligation strengthens when one considers that the weight of operational failure
during CSAR shifts primarily to those in the
worst position to b ear it— the people who
need rescuing.
Second, CSAR reduces strategic-level risk.
By ensuring that rescue forces can reach any
part of the operational environm ent, effective
CSAR counters the enem y’s ability to transform a tactical-level incident into an event
with strategic consequences. O ur enem ies realize the im portance of possessing a captive,
and they know that one captive and 30 seconds of video give them a worldwide audience.
That scenario not only hurts US efforts by putting pressure on out strategic objectives and
by creating significant operational and publicaffairs challenges, but also helps the enemy by
creating legitimacy, publicity, help in recruiting, and a boost to his financing.
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Third, success in that mission means capability for success in many others. The training
and integration required to do conventional
CSAR create the flexibility that rescue forces
use to succeed at a myriad of other types of
missions. The classic CSAR mission to recover
a downed pilot fuses such capabilities as realtime intelligence analysis and sensor fusion,
time-sensitive targeting, net-centric data managem ent, interagency coordination, close air
support (CAS) by fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, ad hoc air refueling, terminal area control, small-team tactics, and battlefield medicine, all at a time and place of the enem y’s
choosing. For proof that conventional CSAR
training produces the most capable force possible, we need only exam ine the results of major combat actions during O peration Iraqi
Freedom. D uring those operations, launched
from austere, self-supported locations, m ore
than two-thirds of the personnel recovered by
Air Force rescue forces came from another
com ponent—an outcom e m ade possible because rescue crews had received the best training available.
Fourth, it reduces operational-level risk
across the board. If rescue forces are properly
organized, trained, and equipped, their response to an isolating event will be neither too
small to be effective nor so large that it adversely affects the overall air war. Needlessly
retasking the role of a CAS or sensor platform
to support a CSAR mission will cause som eone
to suffer. How will it affect the soldiers and
m arines who rely on that support for their
own effectiveness and survivability? W hat happens to the high-value target at the receiving
end of that package’s precision-guided m unitions? The presence of a dedicated, professional rescue force and well-rehearsed CSAR
com m and-and-control decision making helps
prevent those kinds of mistakes. Further, during a properly executed CSAR mission, supporting assets arc at risk only as long as necessary, preventing needless exposure to the
enemy and facilitating regeneration o f the
tasked capabilities.
Last, one finds the weightiest benefit o f a
robust CSAR capability in the immeasurable
effect on operations yet to be planned and

conducted. If the Air Force doesn’t focus on
recovering its own, how will our senior military leadership change its thinking about acceptable risk? If we allow that capability to atrophy, what other missions won’t take place?
W hat possibilities will we fail to exploit because the people carrying out the operation
would find themselves at risk with no device to
mitigate it? How would those decisions affect
the decisions and operations of the other services? W hat effect would they have on the decisions o f policy makers?"
All of the capability and flexibility that put
those questions to rest comes from building a
force focused on the dem anding needs of the
air com ponent. Ultimately, when the Air Force
builds its one-trick-pony capability to recover
downed pilots, it isn't building a chow hall
that serves only Air Force people—it is building a set of the most flexible, versatile, and
useful capabilities on the battlefield. Building
and m aintaining robust conventional CSAR
capabilities benefits the entire jo in t force.
Go to the Gap

While maintaining its robust capability to support the air com ponent, rescue should seize
every opportunity to exploit its existing capabilities inside the gap as an explicitly white-hat
rescue force. After air-component requirements, operations inside the gap should become the central organizing principle of the
rescue community. The specific objectives of
those operations should call for supporting
theater programs designed to forge connectivity between the West and the gap, using
rescue's unique brand of airpower and broad
array of operational and life-saving skills to
benefit its inhabitants in a m em orable way,
and strengthening the depth and breadth of
experience of an inherently expeditionary
rescue force. Missions undertaken lor those
purposes will motivate and inspire the rescue
comm unity and dem onstrate genuine relevance in the long war. Not least, it will help the
Air Force by proriding what it seeks—a highly
visible representation of the best that airpower
has to offer. This is not merely a parochial interest of either the rescue community or Air
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Force. Instead, it goes to the very core of US
strategy for defeating terrorism. Former secretary of defense Donald Rumsfeld pm it succinctlv when he said, “Extremists know that
war and anarchy are their friends—peace and
order their enemies. . . . We cannot allow the
world to forget that America, though imperfect, is a force for good in the world.
Before am of that can happen, the rescue
community and. in turn, the .Air Force need to
recognize those types of missions as legitimate
contributions to the strategic efforts of the nation. Without that realization. Air Force rescue will remain stuck in place. With it, that
communin' can become a frontline force for
beating the enemy's strategy instead of the
enemy’s anm , thereby contributing to the rarest and most sublime kind of military victory.
Disaster Response. The most obvious scenario for employment inside the gap would
occur during some sort of natural or hum anitarian disaster. If .Air Force rescue perform s
well and consistently, it would soon become
even theater's 911 force during those types of
crises. Starvation in Ethiopia, floods in Bangladesh. noncom batant evacuation operations in
Chad, or earthquake in Iran? Send Air Force
rescue. O ther services can and will continue
to contribute their own unique capabilities to
those types of events, and this article certainly
does not propose that .Air Force rescue would
(or should) provide the largest or most persistent force. In many cases, however, an expeditionary Air Force rescue unit may be the first
DOD force to arrive on scene and. by exploiting capabilities inherent in its organic airpower, initiate operations in locations or under
conditions that other services may find prohibitive.1 Participation in those operations
would put an unmistakable Air Force presence at ground zero. Over time, rescue's inherent capabilities to rapidly assess changing
and chaotic situations, establish order, perf orm
effective comm and and control, and save lives
will be widely recognized bv the regional combatant commands and (m ore importantly) by
populations at risk around the world.
Those types of large-scale requirem ents are
rare, and even now, at a time when the rescue
community must endure a particularly high
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operations tempo in support o f operations in
Iraq and Afghanistan, plenty of enthusiastic
volunteers would go on the road to participate. That was certainly the case when, in
March 2000, an HH-60G squadron on its way
hom e from a deploym ent to O peration N orthern Watch in Turkey was rerouted to Mozambique to provide hum anitarian assistance af ter
ruinous floods ravaged the country, isolating
hundreds of thousands of people. U pon arrival, squadron members flew 240 missions in
17 days and delivered m ore than 160 tons of
hum anitarian-relief supplies in an effort still
viewed as a significant accom plishm ent within
the HH-tiOG community.1'1
No one should doubt the effectiveness of
hum anitarian operations in the long war’s
ideological contest. T he response to US humanitarian efforts after the devastating tsunami struck Indonesia in 2004, described by
Adm Mike Mullen, chief o f naval operations,
provides an illuminating example:
1 was struck bv the results o f a nati< mwide poll conducted two m onths (after the relief effort]. . . .
T he poll found that, as a direct result o f o u r hum anitarian assistance—an d for trie first time
ever in a Muslim natio n — m ore people favored
U.S.-led efforts to fight terrorism than opposed
them (40% to 36% ). Perhaps m ore critically, the
poll also found that those who opposed U.S. efforts in the war on terro r declined by half, from
72% in 2003 to just 36%. in 2005. A ccording to
the g ro u p T error Free Tomorrow, who com m issioned the poll, it was a “stu nning tu rn around of
public opinion" an d dem onstrates that “U.S. actions can make a significant an d im m ediate difference in eroding the support base for global
terrorists.”'

O ne detects an implied caution in those results, however. A population ruined by a natural disaster or some oth er hum anitarian crisis
will long rem em ber any failure of the United
States to respond if it perceives that America
had the capacity to do so. Participation in
those operations comes with an opportunity
cost, but the price of inaction may prove far
greater. The world has expectations.
Keep in mind, too, that the enemy also gets
a vote in the outcom e. On 8 O ctober 2005, a
7.6-magnitude earthquake rocked the Kashmir
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region, killing 73,000 people and leaving 3
million m ore homeless. The London Daily Telegraph reported from Islamabad that “immediately after the earthquake, the best organised
aid relief came from groups such as Pakistan’s
main radical Islamic party, Jam aat i-Islami,
which previously backed the Taliban government o f neighbouring Afghanistan. . . . Several Islamist groups have been praised by normally hostile sectors of the Pakistani m edia for
providing aid relief.”1'’
US response to the earthquake was late but
not fruitless, and the Pakistanis took note. According to Pakistani doctor M uhammad Farid,
“ ‘It has changed o u r opinion about the
U nited S tates.. . . Anti-American Muslim clerics w ere w rong a b o u t the A m erican relief
w orkers.. . . They have been accusing all these
people of spreading immorality, but these are
the people who came to save o u r lives.'”17 In
November o f that year, Pakistani newspaper
editor Najam Sethi told reporters that the
United States “ ‘has had a better profile in Pakistan in the last few weeks than in the last 15
years.'"18 In the words of Admiral Mullen,
“these good deeds go far further in delivering
the ‘peace and prosperity' message than any
cruise missile ever could.” We were effective
inside the gap when “we started showing them
a side of American power that wasn't perceived
as frightening, m onolithic, or arrogant.”19
T hat is what rescue can bring to the table on
behalf of the Air Force.
O ther Engagement Missions. Although easy
to visualize, m ajor disasters and hum anitarianrelief events are rare, and we should not consider them the mainstay of an “into the gap”
strategy for Air Force rescue. T he real benefit
will come from repeated, consistent, and shortduration deploym ents into target countries.
Specifically, the core of rescue’s engagem ent
activity will come from preplanned deployments in support o f com batant com m anders’
theater security-coopera tit >n strategies, designed
to ac hieve predefined objectives. Those objectives should exploit rescue’s greatest strength—
its ability to deploy to austere, rem ote locations to provide hope to desperate people
who need it. What would that look like? For
starters, rescue personnel can go to Africa,

Central America, or Southeast Asia and set up
a clinic; pararescuem en can get hands-on experience; and a unit can bring its flight surgeon as well as oth er medical professionals
and stay for a couple of weeks. People who
have never seen a doctor in their lives can get
a wound treated or a checkup or some simple
antibiotics.'0 And this should not occur just
once—but again and again and again.
Those types of efforts in hum anitarian civic
assistance comprise just one of a host of missions that could se n e as the basis for repeated
deployments. Unlike the fairly rare occurrence
of disaster-relief efforts, com batant commands
offer a wide variety of theater-engagem ent opportunities as part of their th eater securitycooperation plans.21 Some opportunities, such
as deployments for training (I)FT). are not
primarily hum anitarian in nature. A DFT
seeks to facilitate training of the deployed
unit, but interaction with the host-nation military is inevitable, allowing the United States to
engage in direct military-to-military interaction.
Because turboprop aircraft and helicopters
are com m on to air forces of gap countries,
DFT requests are dom inated by interest in deployment of Air Force rescue units. During
those visits, the host-nation military sees the
professionalism of US forces firsthand and becomes comfortable working with Americans.
They also provide an o p p o rtu n ity fo r the
U nited States to emphasize im portant concepts such as respect for hum an rights and civilian control of the military.
T he variety o f available missions ensures
plenty of opportunity to turn a gap-focused
strategy into action. Those occasions will continue to expand since the inherentlv hum anitarian and nonthreatening nature of rescue
operations will enable rescue to go where no
o th er Air Force unit can go. For example, after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, a rescue exercise involving US and form er Soviet
states became one of the first tools used to
prom ote direct military-to-military engagem ent.2'' Rescue also served as a tool for engagement with China. Reflecting on those encounters, Gen Paul Hester, Pacific Air Forces
com m ander, said that he's “still looking for
ways . . . for people to come together in a non-
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threatening way for other nations to do business together."21’
Why Foreign Internal Defense Is Different.
Some individuals may perceive that the course
described for rescue is already occurring via
the FID mission of the Air Force’s 6th Special
Operations Squadron. FID has a specific meaning, and diis squadron exists for a specific purpose—“to assess, train, advise and assist foreign aviadon forces in airpower employment,
sustainment and force integration.”24Although
it could se n e as an outsourced provider of
FID activity if tasked, rescue's best contributions to the ideological contest will come from
doing what it does best—helping people. Further, rescue’s ability to go practically anywhere
(including countries that do not have an air
force) provides an engagement capability when
US interests or relations in such countries are
not strong enough to establish a FID program.
However. Air Force rescue professionals
who set out to organize an expeditionary, gapcentered strategy for their community would
do well to note how Air Force Special O perations Command trains its FID personnel and
the methods used to organize its engagements.
Through years of experience, 6th Special O perations Squadron has defined a tem plate for
success that rescue can adapt for its own purposes. Above all, that unit has established an
education and training program designed to
maximize the effectiveness of its cadre.2’ Informed by the FID experience, rescue professionals should create their own curriculum for
professional development that augments conventional CSAR training. Language and culturalawareness training are im portant starting
points, but much remains. For example, the
following areas need attention: learning how
L nited Nations (UN) hum anitarian or peaceenforcem ent operations are organized, participating in the UN’s International Search
and Rescue Advisory Group, providing advice
to US Pacific Com m and’s M ultinational Planning Augmentation Team or the DOD’s Center
for Complex Operations, striving to reduce
concerns that some nongovernm ental organizations may have about working with the US
military, learning the unique support requirements o f the Red Cross, or figuring out how to
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communicate with and support the US Agency
for In tern atio n al D evelopm ent, em bassies,
Doctors without Borders, and many others.
T hese new challenges are a b u n d an t and
growing. The 1)01) needs m ore capacity to
help solve them, and the Air Force would like
to highlight airpow er’s ability to do that kind
o f work.
We can accomplish none of the preceding
in a vacuum. Rescue’s efforts need to become
a carefully coordinated part of existing theaterengagem ent strategies, and each operation
must be meticulously planned. We will need
time to turn concepts into actionable plans,
learn security-cooperation processes, and establish relationships with combatant-command
staffs and DOD security-cooperation agencies.
We have much work to do, and leaders at all
levels need to emphasize its im portance to the
rescue community, the Air Force, and the nation. If executed properly and m anaged well,
rescue’s efforts inside the gap could become
the stuff o f legend— representing a force that
generates respect, appreciation, and influence am ong populations with widely disparate
backgrounds. Done right. Air Force rescue
could become an entity with an image that
transcends the DOD. and one can envision
the day when even nations hostile to the
United States would welcome the arrival of
the guardian angels of the US Air Force into
their airspace.

A Glimpse into the Future
Imagine a future in which Air Force rescue
shares its existential focus on robust CSAR capabilities with beneficent engagem ent inside
the gap so that both concepts drive the evolution of training, organization, and operations
in the rescue community. Imagine, as a result,
the transformation of the Air Force’s one-trick
pony into a world-renowned hum anitarian
force filled with multilingual regional experts
who have operated all over the world in support of every imaginable type of contingency
operation—a force experienced in working
with every conceivable flavor of governm ent
and nongovernm ental agency as it extends its
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long track record of audacious, high-visibility,
white-hat assistance to desperate and appreciative people. Envision that force based not
in two CONUS supersquadrons but in the
seam states that link the gap to the rest of the
world— places such as Romania, H onduras,
South Africa, and Singapore.'21’ Imagine a future in which Air Force rescue has become the
tool of choice for opening relationships with
warv nations and gaining access to parts of the
world that would otherwise rem ain off-limits
to the United States. Think also of the opportunity to accumulate a detailed, regionally
specific knowledge base that would enhance
safe operations should the Air Force o r another service need to return. Think of the enduring relationships that could be facilitated
when an Air Force rescue unit makes a visit.
And think of the value that the captains in

those units will bring to the Air Force when
they become colonels.
Imagine a future in which Air Force rescue’s capabilities transported into the gap are
the service’s most visible image of airpower’s
contribution to victory in the ideological contest that defines the long war. With a unifying
vision manifested in operations and images
known and respected around the world, rescue will do things that nobody else can do
and, by doing them, contribute to increasing
the West’s influence across many of the globe’s
ungoverned and disconnected spaces. Envision the transformation of rescue into something new and, in the process, its prom otion
to a position of strategic relevance in the greatest conflict of our generation. Imagine, if vou
will, a rescue force for the world. □
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The basic challenge in m ultinational operations is the effective integration and synchronization o f available assets toward the achievement o f common objectives.
—Joint Publication 3-16
Multinational Operations, 7 M arch 2007

The Cuban Missile Crisis
Forty-Five Years in the Balance
C h a r l e s T u s t in K a mp s
URING OCTOBER 1962, the world was
riveted by the events of the C uban missile crisis, when the U nited States and
Soviet U nion stood on the b rink o f nuclear war. T he crisis coulcl have en d ed in A rm ageddon since US forces were prep arin g two operation
plans (O PIA N ) that would have pitted the superpowers against each o th e r in direct com bat. T he
U nited States averted disaster, however, when the
Kennedy adm inistration im posed a naval “qu aran tine" (blockade) on Cuba and negotiated a quid
p ro quo with the Soviets that rem oved th e ir missiles
from Cuba and ours from Turkey.
Why should we have any interest in plans we never
executed 45 years ago? The answer is balance. For a
country' like ours, with global responsibilities, die next
enem y mav prove as deadly as the current one—or
worse. A sense o f balance and perspective to see the
long view is just as necessary as correct analysis o f today's fight. In the Cuban missile crisis, Pres. Jo h n F.
Kennedy had inherited a military optimized for the
nuclear mission to the detrim ent o f other capabilities.
We found ourselves playing catch-up.
O PIA N 316 envisioned a full invasion o f C uba
bv Army an d M arine units su p p o rted by the Navy
after Air Force and naval air strikes. T he ability to
m ount such an operation cam e at som e cost. At the
low end o f the norm al priority chain. Army units in
the U nited States lacked everything from m ajor
end items to personnel. Similarly em barrassing, the
Navy could n o t supply sufficient am phibious shipping to transport even a m odest arm o red co ntingent from the Army.
Planners designed OPLAN 312, prim arily an .Ait
Force and a Navy carrier o p eratio n , with enough

flexibility to do anything from engaging individual
missile sites to providing air support for O PIA N
316’s g ro u n d forces. T hat, o f course, was only part
of the Air Force mission. In line with overall priorities, defense an d counterstrike against the Soviet
U nion were param ount. While Air Defense Comm and (ADC) redeployed 161 nuclear-arm ed interceptors to 16 dispersal fields within nine hours,
one-third o f the total ADC force m aintained 15m inute alert status. Strategic Air C om m and, at defense readiness condition two, had one-eighth o f its
1,436 bom bers on airb o rn e alert while dispersing
others and reducing ground-alert times. Some 145
in tercontinental ballistic missiles stood on ready
alert. O u r nuclear force was poised to strike.
By 22 October, Tactical Air C om m and (TAC.)
had 511 fighters plus supporting tankers and reconnaissance aircraft deployed to face Cuba on
one-hour alert. However, TAC and the Military Air
T ransport Service had problem s. T h e concentration o f aircraft in Florida strained com m and and
su p p o rt echelons; we faced critical u n derm anning
in security, arm am ents, an d com m unications; the
absence o f initial authorization for war-reserve
stocks o f conventional m unitions forced TAC to
scrounge: an d the lack o f airlift assets to support a
m ajor airb o rn e drop necessitated the call-up of 24
Reserve squadrons.
Even worse, we exhibited the same naivete of
pre-Vietnam days by expecting fighters to elim inate
SA-2 surface-to-air missile sites simply by flying low
and em ploying napalm as well as strafing. T he fact
that we were off balance for operations against
Cuba offers a lesson for the future. □

To Learn M ore . . .
Brugioni, Din<> A. Eyeball lo Eyeball Edited by Robert F. McCort. New York: Random Mouse, 1991.
Gribkov, Gen Anatoli I., and Gen William Y. Smith. Operation ANADYR: t '.S. and Soviet Generals Recount the Cuban Missile Crisis. t.hicago.
Edition Q, 1994.
(Additionally, one may access mam declassified docum ents on num erous Internet sites, such as the Digital National Sn mity Archive, http:
nsarchive.chadwyck.com/home.do.)
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------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

True Confessions of an Ex-Chauvinist
Fodder for Your Professional Reading on Women and the
Military
D r . D a v id R. M et s *

I

T WAS 5 Ju n e 1953. One o f the world’s
great feminists (my m other) pinned one
of the yellow bars on my new uniform.
Talk about working outside the hom e—a
single parent, she had done that even' dav of
her life! Talk about women in combat— 1
watched her knock out an assaulting male half
again her size with one blow! When I was a boy,
even time I felt like crying, she would sav, "Oh,
stop it! You’re just like your sister.” When 1was
a lad and would whine that som ething was too
heavy for me to lift, she was wont to say, "Oh.
come on. Your little sister could lift it!”
In June 1953,1 had survived the jump from
the 30-foot tower, fully clothed, into the Naval
Academy pool. I had found the nerve to get
into the boxing ring with a 200-pound classmate.' I had flown in open-cockpit biplanes. 1
had finally mastered the obstacle course. 1 had
sunived the stormy transatlantic crossing in a
World War II “tin can” (i.e., destroyer). I had
taken small boats through the su rf in am phibious exercises. I had m anaged being upside down, underw ater in the cockpit of the
Dilbert Dunker.* T hat m onth I felt like saying to that great feminist. “See Ma, I finally
did som ething that my sister could n o t.” I
did not say that, of course, but a great feminist appeared to have created a chauvinist—
and at the time we were both proud of it.

She died in her sixties during her lunch h o u r
at an electronics-parts factory about the time
Betty Friedan published The l:nninine Mystique, so my m other did not live
to sec that pride tarnished.
But so far I have lived ano th er five decades to
witness radical changes
in that world. No
lo n g e r
can a

•I>received assistance to improve earlier drafts ol' this article from Brig Gen Janet Therianos. USAF; Ms. Cathy Parker; COL lack Sin
nott. LSA. retired; and Col Herman Gilster. USAF, retired. The faults that remain are entirely my own.
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new lieutenant congratulate himself on doing
som ething his sister cannot. No longer can a
recipient of shiny, new silver wings thum p his
chest, congratulating himself on his manliness. Maybe 100 years from now, American
history will proclaim that the world changed
m ore in the last half of the twentieth century
than in the first. In an article in the journal
foreign Affairs, Francis Fukuyama seems persuaded that this new world will continue evolving in the twenty-first century— increasingly
feminized in both political and military affairs. T hat is to the good, he says, for such an
environm ent in the West will be increasingly
peaceful and well ordered. '
My aim in this “Fodder” piece resembles
that of all its predecessors: to provide some insights for the air w arrior/scholar on an important dim ension of the profession and to sug-

gest a dozen important books that might aid
in that endeavor. Women now constitute more
than 20 percent of the service and are eligible
for even' job in the Air Force, save special operations. They have written by far the greater part
of the literature on gender and the military.
Clearly, leaders o f both genders must understand wom en’s im portance to the success of
the mission. Too, outside the sen ice at least,
some individuals assert that women complicate mission accomplishment—and the military’ leader should be aware of their arguments. At the end of the article, following the
pattern of the inspiration for the Fodder series—Col Roger Nye’s book Challenge of Command: Reading for Military Excellence—1 identify
two books for the overview and the rest for
depth and mastery.

A Timeline: Women in the Military
1947
1954
1969
1970
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

1981
1982
1991
1994
1999
2003

USAF founded
USAF Academy legislation signed
President’s Commission on an All-Volunteer Force founded
Air Force ROTC. opened to women
First American female generals (Army)
Equal Rights A m endm ent (ERA) passes Congress
USAF Academy plans admission o f women
Draft ends
Women en ter flight training in Army and Navy
Involuntary discharge for pregnancy ends
President signs bill adm itting women to service academies
First women adm itted to service academies
Women in the Air Force (WAF) abolished
Women adm itted to USAF flight training
Suprem e C ourt rejects w om en’s draft
ER-\ ratification fails
Tailhook scandal
Combat-flying exclusion repealed
Com batant ships opened to women
Women fly combat in O peration Allied Force
Sexual-assault scandal at USAF Academy

TRUE CONF1SS1ONS OF AN EX-( '.HA UVIN/S'l

Historical Background of
Women in Combat
Conventional wisdom has always identified
women as the nurturing gender and peacefully inclined, but it characterizes males as violent and aggressive. People still vigorously debate whether those traits reflect learned
behavior or a genetic predisposition.4 Undoubtedly, women have fought and fought
well in wars since time began. However, according to Joshua Goldstein, those are exceptions to the usual—rather rare exceptions in
fact. He argues for the occurrence of only two
massive, sustained experiences of women in
combat. One involved the African kingdom of
Dahomev (now the Republic of Benin) from
the eighteenth to the late nineteenth century;
a third of its army at times consisted of regular
female organizations—successful ones at that.
The second entailed the use of women in
combat in the Red Army of World War II.
Those women fought bravely and com petently, but the Soviets ended their combat employment as soon as feasible and did not again
place them in combat specialties after the war.
Although Goldstein describes him self as profeminist. he does assert that the historical record demonstrates that women have never
served as primary fighters anywhere—even in
the two cases m entioned above, thev represented the minority. Elsewhere, they saw heavy
use during wartime in support functions but
hardly ever in combat—and then inadvertently
for the most p a rt.'

The First Feminist Wave
In America individual women have fought
here and there. However, their participation
in what is often known as the First Feminist
Wave usually had to do with other things.
Feminists were prom inent in the abolitionist
movement before the Civil War and afterwards
in the long campaign to acquire property and
voting righLs for women. That culm inated in
the passage of the 19th A m endm ent to the
Constitution right after World War I.6 Too, the
first wave had functioned as a prime mover in
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the ill-fated 18th (Prohibition) Am endm ent
and in the various peace movements. The latter seemed to promise that the feminine influence, once women got the vote, would tend
toward a more peaceful world—unhappily it
did not immediately turn out that way.7 In one
o fth e most influential books since the end of
World War II— The Feminine Mystique (1963)—
Friedan argues that the First Feminist Wave
had m ade a very prom ising start, opening the
way to political participation anti higher education for women as well as enhancing the
promise for further progress. But then she laments that som ething went radically wrong.

Women in W orld W ar II
American women made a major contribution in World War II, as they had in World War
I. They left the hom e in droves to participate
in war industry and other parts o fth e economy.
They also populated several auxiliary organizations for the military, conducting various
noncom bat functions and thus releasing main
m en for combat duty-—still in support functions as they had served in smaller num bers
from 1917 to 1918. In World War II. my feminist m other worked as a crane operator in the
Bethlehem Steel shipyard in Quincy, Massachusetts, building aircraft carriers (earning
high pay for a woman). Many women got used
to the better wages and what they considered
m ore meaningful work than the usual housework drudgery. W hen the m en came hom e,
anticipating a bright new world o f peace and
prosperity, most of the women had to go—but
where? O ur crane-operator feminist had to
take a job on the line of a tack factory doing
random checks confirm ing that the boxes
coming off the line indeed contained 100
lacks—hour after hour, day after day, and
m onth after month!
According to Friedan (looking at the world
through what appears to me the rath er narrow lens of an upper-middle-class New York
suburban housewife), women were “driven” back
and trapped into the relatively meaningless
drudgery of keeping house for their children
and professional husbands, who worked in
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the great city. What trapped them? Partially,
the postwar colleges. Curricula for women
stressed such functional matters as m anaging
homes— not expanding minds. Reading The
Feminine Mystique, I am not altogether certain
who (he trappers were, for, presumably, women
went into the home-economics courses, marriage, and suburbs voluntarily. But 1 guess
Friedan thought that the culture trapped them,
not their individual husbands. Protesting that
she did not hate men, Friedan claimed not to
disparage the role of the homemaker. Rather,
she thought that women needed “som ething
m ore” to reach the apex of Maslovv’s pyramid
and thus fill the self-actualization requirement—
always through higher education and m eaningful (paid) careers outside the hom e.’'
That seems likely since Friedan received
her education at Smith College and then did
graduate work in California, m ajoring in psycholog}-. Her great book appeared just about
the time of Abraham Maslow’s heyday. Maslow’s
theory and Friedan’s book have both been
criticized for having too narrow a focus.9 A
splendid writer, however, she made a massive impact with The Feminist Mystique, even though it
dealt with an elite minority of women. Doubtless, a huge num ber of overworked American
women would have been delighted to experience a little of the boredom suffered by her
affluent hom em akers in W estchester County.

The Vietnam W ar and the
Ending of the Draft
The war in Vietnam proved traum atic all
the way around. Military life came in for wide
disparagem ent, and the antidraft movement
caused huge strains on American society. After
Pres. Richard Nixon visited China and then
concluded Strategic Arms Lim itation Treaty
I. the threat to national security seem ed much
dim inished. As always, women played a prom inent role in the peace m ovem ent and the
draft protests. Friedan’s restless housewives
strove to escape their suburban traps. Nixon
attem pted to stem the rising discontent byending the draft in 1973.'" To cap all that
off. the near-sim ultaneous occurrence of the

Watergate scandal and the fall of Saigon shook
American confidence to its very foundations.
Nixon’s successor, Gerald R. Ford, moved to
stabilize things, but he d id n ’t last long. Wome n ’s votes were becoming evermore powerful,
and before Ford lost the election of 1976,
Congress ordered the admission of women to
the federal military academies, very much
against the preponderance of military opinion.11
Thus, a new day was dawning for the women’s
m ovem ent as Jimmy Carter came into office
with an administration even friendlier to
wom en.12 Not long after, the Soviets moved
into Afghanistan and became active in the
Horn of Africa, seeming to m ount new threats
to the interests of a weakened America. President C arter moved to signal the Kremlin on
the dangers of their actions by reversing the
decline in defense spending. He also proposed making women subject to draft registration—allegedly to signal his seriousness to the
Soviets.1 By then women had gained admission to the academies and flying schools of all
the services, but, temporarily at least, that was
about as far as Congress seemed willing to go
in 1979. Some military women, especially officers, wanted the combat specialties opened
for females—but few in either the officer or
enlisted ranks advocated doing so on anything
o th er than a voluntary basis.14

Women and the
All-Volunteer Force
Meanwhile, a fortuitous juxtaposition of two
events greatlv assisted both the all-volunteer
force and the women’s movement. As the second wave of the feminist movement gathered
steam. Congress passed the ERA., which seemed
certain to receive early ratification.1' As the
draft ended in 1973, it quickly became quite
clear that the services’ source of male recruits
in any but the lowest m ental categories was
drying up. However, women in the highest
two brackets were ready and willing to serve.
In many cases, they could earn m uch m ore in
salary and benefits byjoining the services than
by rem aining in the civilian economy. I he
same did not hold true for top male prospects.

TRl /. CONFESSIONS OF A N EX-CIIAllVINIS'l

Thus, the rapid increase in high-quality female
enlistees made up for die shortfall of good male
recruits. Although during that same period,
combat specialties on the surface and in the
air rem ained closed to women, the flying
schools and academies adm itted them in increasing numbers. Nevertheless, women were
a great help in support areas; indeed, the allvolunteer force probablv could not have succeeded without them .16

The Academy Mandate
Men seem cursed with the eternal need to
repeatedlv prove their m anliness.17 In days of
old, when society occupied itself with hunting
and gathering, combat and hunting offered
men the only opportunities for proving their
manhood. By 1953 other alternatives had become available.18As I suggested in my opening
paragraphs, in my case at least, that need was
an im portant factor in my selecting a Naval
Academy appointm ent over admission to a civilian college. That school and its sister academies had long had the reputation o f representing the last bastions o f male chauvinism.
It also m ade them a favored target for the Second Feminist Wave.
In the spring of 1972, the superintendent
of the .Air Force Academy, Lt Gen Albert Clark,
saw the handwriting on the wall and set his
staff to planning for the admission o f women
as cadets.16 The rank and file there and at the
other academies, however, had little enthusiasm for the prospect.-" Not until O ctober 1975
did Congress pass and the president sign the
legislation, and the women prepared to arrive
in July of the next year. Harking back to the
original experience at the Air Force Academy
in the 1950s, junior officers were brought in
to se n e as surrogate upperclasswomen for the
earlv davs. The other academies did not follow
suit.-'1There, upperclassmen provided leadership. In Colorado the scheme did not work
out very well. The upperclasswomen came in
for training several months early, but the results proved disappointing. In the 1950s. most
of the surrogate upperclassmen had been new
graduates of the older academies and were
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still in pretty good condition." In 1976 the females brought in to serve a similar function
came from the ranks o f ju n io r female officers
who volunteered for the task, finding them selves especially challenged in the physical dimensions of the program. However, in the
end their participation did help a little because the initial crop of female cadets was in
fine condition from the outset and com pared
favorably to the surrogates who had preceded
them to Colorado. In fact, during that first
summer, the Air Force Academy experienced
less attrition am ong women than did the other
schools.28 Unlike the o th er academies, the Air
Force Academy quartered females separately
at that time and again during the first semester.
Bv the second semester, in the spring o f 1977,
the women had moved into the integrated
squadrons, and the officer upperclasswomen
had moved on to new assignments.24
It was almost immediately clear that the
women would hold their own academically—
and they have done so in all the years since.
Some o f the male cadets then, and still,
thought that the system favored the females,
quickly claiming that their physiological characteristics did not meet the demands o f military
life. Too, results in the area o f military training and accomplishment seem ed to indicate
that the women did not com pete on an equal
plane, though some of them did excel and
achieve high cadet rank. Women’s attrition over
the first four years was higher than desired,
but high attrition all the way around characterized those early postdraft years. T he rate at
which women left the program continued as a
source of disappointm ent into the 1990s.25
From the beginning, planners anticipated
problem s with sex and pregnancy. The women
had training in avoiding sexual assault and
rape from the first sum m er onward. Selfdefense courses came a little later. Developing
an equitable policy on pregnancy proved especially difficult because of the problem (then)
in proving paternity, yet a female cadet clearly
could not perform her duties during pregnancy. Involuntary discharge for expectant
m others had ended in the rest of the Air Force
two years earlier, but it was hard to see how a
woman could stay up with her class during
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pregnancy and m aternity leave. Ultimately the
policy perm itted a pregnant cadet to go hom e
to have her baby and then return to reenter a
later class if she could prove that she no longer had legal responsibility for the child.26
In the earlv vears, athletics also caused
problems. Nonathletes at all the academies
had always grum bled about the special privileges they thought intercollegiate competitors
enjoyed—special training tables, for example.
Since a good deal of military training occurred
during meals at the standard tables and since
none of that went on at the training tables,
cadets deem ed the latter a verv valuable privilege. This proved especially troublesom e for
women. The first classes boasted very high
achievers, and almost from the outset a far
greater proportion of women than men made
the intercollegiate squads, thus escaping the
usual Doolie (i.e., freshman) training at meals.27
Further, from the first sum m er onward, the
com m and attem pted to make Doolie training
m ore “positive"—which m eant less shouting
and hum iliation for die freshm en. T hat plus
the high proportion o f women on athletic
squads led to clisgrundement am ong the men
and tended to confirm their notions of the existence of a pro-female bias. Even after 30
years, in anonymous surveys a significant minority of male cadets still declare that women
do not belong at the academy— a perennial
problem for com m and.28

Combat Exclusion
For a long time, the feminist m ovem ent
held that the last two great barriers to full
equality were the admission o f women to the
academies and the combat-exclusion legislation passed by Congress in 1948—both tough
obstacles.2'1As noted above, President Carter
was rebuffed when he took a shot at the latter,
shortly after women began attending the academies. But Congress still would have no part of
registering women for the draft.1" The law prevented the assignment o f women to aircraft
crews with combat missions and to all warships. Service policy denied them admission
to combat specialties in the Army and Marine

Corps—largely infantry, artillery, and arm or
units.31 The movement advocating civil rights
for Blacks had provided im portant precedents
for the notion with their combat in World War
II and Korea. The final proof of full citizenship became a willingness to fight and die for
the country.
Then and now, the argum ents addressed
two issues. According to one side, equity dem anded admission of the excluded group to
combat for the sake of the Declaration of Independence and its assertion that all men are
created equal. The other side urged effectiveness first and then equity. The military existed
to fight and win the nation’s wars. Whatever
detracted from that purpose deserved rejection. The arm ed forces, the argum ent went,
were not social laboratories designed to find
cures for our domestic woes.32

Effect of the First Gulf W ar
During the Gulf War o f 1991, tens of thousands o f women deployed with US armed
forces to combat theaters. Still excluded from
combat arms, several were killed by Scud missiles and two were taken prisoner. Continuing
technological advancements, such as standoff
weapons, seemed to make the distinctions between combat and support specialties less relevant, a point women m ade to strengthen their
case to remove the last barrier. Witness the
case o f Maj Marie Rossi, an Army transporthelicopter pilot killed in an aircraft accident
as the war ended. Proponents argued that the
fact that she carried troops and goods forward
to com bat areas subjected her to as much risk
as the male pilots of combat-helicopter gunships. The increasingly technological nature
o f combat, they m aintained, m ade differences
in upper-body strength less relevant. I he capture o f one enlisted woman and one officer
did not seem to result in the horrors for female prisoners that many people feared. 1

Effect of Tailhook
The media and military did much to “hype"
the substantial contribution that women made
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to the Gulf War, but that publicity alone probably would not have proved sufficient to move
Congress and the services to remove some of
the combat exclusions. Back in 1948, I had an
aviation rating in the enlisted Navy—thoroughly bored and stationed at North Island
Naval Air Station, observing manly naval aviators zoom overhead in their beautiful Corsairs
and Bearcats. It appeared to me that I could
escape into a world of adventure and manliness by applving for admission to the Naval
Academv. I never became a naval aviator, but
the picture I had was not altogether fantasy.
Not long after World War II, Navy flyers
formed an association to prom ote the future
of naval aviation. By the 1990s, the Tailhook
Association had long held an annual convention, usually in Las Vegas, Nevada.M.Although
these gatherings did include seminars and
speeches bv some heavyweights, they always
included late-hour parties that sometimes got
prettv raucous.35
The one in 1991 occurred shortly af ter the
conclusion of the Gulf War during a time of
national exuberance. Atop that, Navy men have
never acquired a reputation for teetotaling or
for reticence in pursuit of the opposite gender.36 That combination made the Tailhook
convention of 1991 one of the most famous,
or infamous, in the historv of the organization. Even the most charitable descriptions
make a mockery of the “officer and a gentlem an” idea, and both the chief of naval operations and the secretary of the Navy had to
leave their offices early because of the scandal.
No court-martial convictions ensued, but many
male officers were otherwise punished, sometimes to the ruination of their careers. Some
bad behavior occurred on the part of female
officers too, but none of them was punished.
On the other hand, the assault victims never
had the satisfaction of seeing their attackers
convicted in court. Lt Paula Coughlin, however. the most famous of them, did receive a
$400,000 settlem ent from the Tailhook Association and a S6,700,000judgm ent against the
Las Vegas Hilton for failure to provide security. She later resigned from the service.37 The
naval investigative system got some bad publicity, and many argue that some innocent
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people suffered from a “witch h u n t” while certain guilty parties—beneficiaries ol immunity
and other factors—went unpunished.36

Women Go into A ir and Sea
Duty during Combat
The combination of publicity coming out
o f the Gulf War and Tailhook arm ed the advocates of women in com bat.3'' Congress soon
repealed the legal im pedim ents of 1948 to
com bat flying and shipboard service, leaving
it to the services to open the way. In the mid1990s, the Navy and Air Force soon did so,
placing women at sea aboard com batants and
in fighter and bom ber cockpits. They soon got
their baptism of fire, flying in combat over the
Balkans and Iraq.40 The Army and Marine
Corps, which had not come under those laws,
had a better case for exclusion, based on physiological differences in average upper-body
strength." Thus, restrictions against women
in ground-combat arms and special forces remain in place.

Continuing Problems
Breaching the last barrier did not end the
tale. Culture involves m ore than merely changing laws, training, and barrages of publicity.
We know from our reconstruction experience
after the Civil War that it is sometimes possible
to drive attitudes underground temporarily,
but to truly change culture makes for a daunting challenge.1” Moreover, hum an relations
are dynamic, not static. The balance is forever
changing. Society may have succeeded in civilizing the Tailhook Association, only to find
sexual-abuse scandals popping up at the Aberdeen Proving G rounds and the Air Force
Academy.43 Even without the scandals, as
noted, significant portions of the male cadet
and m idshipman populations still do not
think women belong at any o f the academies.44
We have yet to reach consensus am ong some
of the most distinguished intellectuals in the
land as to w hether aggressiveness is a genetic
or an acquired trait. We face a long and difficult task in obtaining a true consensus am ong
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cadets, albeit we think that leadership and
training can do much to control any antisocial
tendencies.45
After both the Gulf War and Tailhook, in
the spring of 1993, sexual-assault trouble occurred at the Air Force Academy. The superintendent of the day, Lt Gen Bradley Hosmer,
himself an academy graduate, did begin important and effective reforms to control the
problem: establishing a sexual-assault hotline
available around the clock, founding a Sexual
Assault Services C om m ittee to c o o rd in ate
policies and information, and creating Sexual
Assault Awareness Week (later, a m onth) dedicated to training and education. The academy
also founded the Character Development Center during those years. Women had reached
the highest cadet ranks in the years since 1976,
and female graduates were prospering on the
line of the Air Force. However, the experience
with graduate Kelley Flinn alone would have
been enough to warn us all against complacency.46 Still, we had room to hope that reforms were working to some extent and that
things were improving.
At the onset of 2003, however, a storm
broke that rivaled the Navy’s Tailhook problem. T hree women cadets or ex-cadets sent an
e-mail to the world, including m em bers of
Congress and the media, saying that the sexualassault problem at the Air Force Academy was
running wild, that women could not repo rt assaults because they feared punishm ent while
the perpetrators went unpunished, and that
the com m and rem ained unconcerned.47 The
events prom pting the e-mail took place in the
im m ediate afterm ath of al-Qaeda’s attack on
the World Trade C enter and the Pentagon.
The secretary and chief of staff of the Air
Force had been fully occupied with those
events when the trouble in Colorado burst
upon the scene. They dispatched a working
group to the academy almost immediately.
Led by Mary Walker, the Air Force counsel, it

had orders to investigate the charges and make
recom mendations. It did so rather rapidly,
and by March the secretary and chief had instituted the Agenda for Change at the academy.
Moreover, Air Force leadership almost immediately replaced the superintendent and comm andant. Congress also appointed former
congresswoman Tillie Fowler to lead a commission to investigate and recom mend. Its report, issued in Septem ber 2003, generally seconded the many measures in the Agenda for
Change but lamented the loss of confidential
reporting for the victims of sexual assault. It
also accused the Walker Working Group of
failing to cite the shortcomings of Headquarters .Air Force in the whole affair.48
Meanwhile, the D epartm ent of Defense
instructed its inspector general (IG) to establish accountability for the difficulties at the
academy. T hat report, which came later, assigned faults by name to some of the academy
and headquarters leaders— though that included neither the sitting com m andant nor
most of his predecessors.49 The Air Force had
also tasked its IG to review the academy’s actions in response to sexual-assault charges over
the previous 10 years. Only a few of those had
resulted in court-martial actions, and the IG
agreed with the academy’s investigation and
handling procedures in all cases but one.50
Very often, one person’s firm conclusion is
an o th e r’s pure speculation. Yet I offer the
conclusions below as so fairly well established
that readers of this jo u rn al might want to consider them as assumptions for their personal,
professional study o f the subject of women in
the military. 1 also offer a list of suggested hypotheses that readers might want to use in
their professional reading on the subject of
this article. Folks on all sides of the debates
consider some o f them the ground truth, but
this journal’s audience might want to test
them for validity in their further readings.
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My Tentative Conclusions
• Women can fight and have fought with com petence and aggressiveness.
• Women can handle scientific, technical, and mechanical work.
• Women can fly and have flown high-perform ance aircraft.
• Women can perform and have perform ed effectively at sea.
• Women are at least the intellectual equals o f men.
• Women, on average, are not as strong in upper-body strength as m en, and they have
less physical endurance in the short term, though they enjoy a longer life expectancy.
• Culture changes only slowly.
• A built-in political conflict surrounds the integration o f women, based on the dem and
for equitv on the one hand and die requirement for military effectiveness on die other.
• Tension exists between the need to protect the confidentiality and privacy of an alleged victim o f sexual assault and the equal need to consider the alleged perpetrator
innocent until proven guilty.
• Tension exists between the need to protect the privacy of alleged victims and the need
to have timely inform ation for enabling a legal prosecution o f perpetrators.
• Women have successfully integrated themselves into all the federal academies and will
remain there for the foreseeable future.

Suggested Hypotheses for Further Study and Debate
• The question of whether male aggressiveness and propensity for violence are acquired
or biological characteristics remains unproven.
• Part o f the trouble with sexual harassm ent and sexual assault arises from biological
roots; another part has its origins in cultural norms.
• Men generally have a psychological need to prove and prove again their manliness.
• Women do not have a similar need to prove their femininity.
• Sexual tension is inevitable in mixed-gender units.
• Undesirable features of a culture can be controlled to some degree through legislation, training, and leadership.
• The definitions of sexual assault and harassment are broad and inconsistent.
• Women may never be adm itted to ground-com bat units in the US forces.
• Women now comprise about 20 percent o f the Air Force; they have largely been integrated, but it remains to be seen w hether increased num bers will solve rem aining
challenges.
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The intense study o f all the books in the
sam pler offered below will certainly not make
us experts on the subject of women in tbe military, but it may help an air warrior build a conceptual framework for ideas to expand his ot-

her understanding of a complex issue. Too, it
contains works from various viewpoints in the
hope that unreform ed chauvinists or extreme
feminists will have some new fodder to chew
on. □

A 12-Book Sampler for Reading on Women in the Military*
Two for the Overview
The Feminine Mystique by Betty Friedan. New York: N orton, 1963.
This catalyst for the second wave of feminism argues that middle-class women trapped in
the suburban hom e are subject to unfair limitations in their growth potential. Cofounder
o f the National Organization for Women, the author served as its first president.
War and Gender: How Gender Shapes the War System and Vice Versa byjoshua S. Goldstein. New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2001.
A fine scholar analyzes the subject from a multidisciplinary viewpoint at many different
levels. A must-read.
Ten for Depth and Mastery
Who Will Fight the Next War? The Changing Face of the American Military by Martin Binkin.
W ashington, DC: Brookings Institution, 1993.
A fairly dispassionate, short analysis o f the subject.
Women and the Military by Martin Binkin and Shirley J. Bach. Washington, DC: Brookings
Institution. 1977.
An earlier analysis m ade the point that juxtaposition of the end of the draft and the maturing of the Second Feminist Wave m ade the increasing use o f women in the military possible
and essential.
The Air Force Academy: An Illustrated History by George V. Fagan. Boulder, CO: Johnson
Books, 1988.
Though a coffee-table book, the scholarship is fine, and the history is an honest one, covering the admission of women to the Air Force Academy, am ong o th er things. The author
has been associated with the academy since its founding.
Ground Zero: The Gender Wars in the Military by Linda Bird Francke. New York: Simon Sc
Sch uster, 1997.
Written by a hard-core feminist who conducts an extensive and well-written analysis of the
subject, this book concludes that tbe full integration o f women is impossible because of the
unyielding m acho culture of the services.

1None <>1 ns will live long enough to read all of the literature on gender and war, so my list is only suggestive, not author native.
It includes works from both sides of the argum ent and some front men— though women have penned the vast preponderance ol
the literature.
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The Kinder, Gentler Military: Can America’s Gender-Neutral Fighting Force Still Win Wars? by
Stephanie Gutmann. New York: Scribner, 2000.
Writing equally well and from the opposite viewpoint from Francke, Gutm ann makes the
basic argum ent that the attem pt to integrate women into all service specialties is making
the military a hollow shell.
Women in the Military: An Unfinished Revolution bvJeanne Holm. Novato, CA: Presidio Press,
1992.
Written bv a famous Air Force major general, this book argues that the integration of
women into the military is highly beneficial but has not gone far enough.
Women in the Line of Fire: What You Should Know about Women in the Military by Erin Solaro.
Emeryville, GA: Seal Press, 2006.
This well-written, recent argum ent advocates elim ination of the rem aining barriers to
women in ground-combat units of the Army and Marine Corps.
The Weak Link: The Feminization of the American Military by Brian Mitchell. W ashington, DC:
Regnen Gateway, 1989.
Written bv a hard-core opponent o f integrating women into the military.
Dress Gray: A Woman at West Point by CPT Donna Peterson. Austin, TX: Eakin Press, 1990.
The author is an earlv and articulate graduate of the US Military Academy and a firm believer in the utility of women in the Army. She left the service after a short time but clearly
retains a vers high opinion of the Militan Academy despite the obstacles she faced as a cadet.
Bring Me Men and Women: Mandated Change at the US. Air Force Academy by Judith Hicks
Stiehm. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981.
Written bv a feminist who speaks with authority about the initial integration o f women at
the .Air Force Academy. She resided at the academy for several m onths while researching
the book.
The 13th in a Baker’s Dozen
Bullies and Cowards: The West Point Hazing Scandal, 1898-1901 by Philip W. Leon. Westport,
CT: Greenwood Press, 1999.
This splendid little book by a Citadel professor shows that such events as Tailhook, cheating scandals, and sexual-assault troubles are not altogether new. Read it to obtain some
perspective on the subject.

Notes
1. For a long time, women at the academies participated in a self-defense course instead of boxing. However,
according to Vice Adm Rodnev Kempt, women at the Naval
Academy recently have become involved in boxing. “State
ol the Academy (remarks. Conference Commemorating
30 Years of Women at the US Naval Academy, Annapolis,
8 September 2006).
2. The Dilbert Dunker was a mock airplane cockpit
Ion a slide next to a pool. Lifeguards were posted on each

side. A midshipman, fully clothed, donned an inflatable
life vest and a parachute harness, and strapped himsell
into the cockpit. Released down the slide, the dunker inverted in the water so that the victim found himself upside down underwater. He had to unstrap the seat belt,
swim downward, get out of the parachute harness, inflate
the life vest, rise to the surface, and climb into a floating
inflatable raft. If the midshipman did not do so in a certain lime, the lifeguards dived in to rescue him—and he
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got the chance to trv and tn again, or he did not graduate. At the time, the same applied to a midshipman jum ping from the tower: either he jumped and swam across
the pool or he did not graduate.
3. Francis Fukuyama. “Women and the Evolution of
World Politics.” Foreign Affairs 77 (October 1998): 24—40.
He does declare, though, that some limits exist. The s o
cialization process can restrain male tendencies toward
violence and domination to some extent, but they are to
some degree founded in biology and thus not easily eliminated. He also points out a growing and important role
for females in the support parts of the armed forces, but
he characterizes integrating combat units as attempting the
unnatural, given the utter dependence upon male bonding, which the proximity of women will certainly undermine. His persuasive arguments do not go uncontested,
for in subsequent issues feminist scholars stoutly oppose
his arguments with convincing pieces of their own. Among
other things, they question whether male violence and aggression are really genetically based and whether individual
characteristics of either gender really determine issues of
war and peace. See Barbara Ehrenreich et al., “Fukuyama’s
Follies." Foreign Affairs 78 (January/February 1999): 118-29.
4. Fukuyama, “Women and the Evolution of World
Politics," 24—26. The notion that the genders are biologically
different in the psychological dimension is an anathema
to many feminists, but he points to significant and growing ev idence that male violence and aggressiveness have
some genetic roots—and not just among humans. See
also Sarah Glazer, "Are There Innate Differences between
the Sexes?” Congressional Quarterly 15 (20 May 2005): 1-2,
http: 1ibrarv.cqpress cqresearcher/docum ent.php?id
+cqresre2005052000&ty (accessed 8 September 2006).
5. Joshua S. Goldstein, War and Gender: How Gender
Shafts the War System and Vice Versa (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2001), 60-64, 66-68; and Martin van
Creveld, “Why Israel Doesn't Send Women into Combat,"
Parameters 23 (Spring 1993): 5. Van Creveld agrees on this
point. See also Cecile S. Landrum "The Israeli Fighting
Women: Mvth and Facts.” A ir University Review, November—
December 1978. http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/
airchronicies/aureview / 1978/nov-dec/landrum .htm l
(accessed 6 March 2007). The myth was that Israeli
women had always fought alongside men in their many
wars against Arabs, but that notion was discredited in
Landrum's article, among other places. Women had
briefly fought in desperate circumstances of a defensive
nature in 1948—and then only in small numbers. In all
the wars that followed, they were excluded from combat.
6. Sarah Gla/er, “Are Women Returning to a 1950s
Mind-Set?” Congressional Quarterly 16 (14 April 2006): 11—12,
http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/document.phpPicl
=cqresrre2006041400&ty (accessed 8 September 2006).
7. Bettv Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York:
Norton, 1963), 81—101. Clearly the women’s vote has long
been a formidable factor in national politics, but the increase in female participation in office has not been proportionate and remains rather thin. Jane S. Jaquette,
“Women in Power: From Tokenism to Critical Mass.” For
eign Policy, no. 108 (Fall 1997): 37. Similarly, though the
numbers of women have been increasing rapidly in the

Air Force and their promotions at the lower and middle
levels have been better than those for their male counterparts, they are still not very' numerous at the top levels.
8. Dr. C. George Boeree, “Abraham Maslow, 1908-1970"
http://www.ship.edu/--cgboeree/maslow.html (accessed
29 August 2006). Boeree explains Maslow s theory' as arranging psychological needs in various layers of a pyramid. The bottom layer includes physiological needs such
as food, air, and water. The second layer includes safety
needs such as protection and stability, which become a
concern after the first layer is largely satisfied. The next
above are belonging or love needs, and the fourth layer
includes having the respect of others plus one’s own selfrespect. Threats to any of the layers below could drive a
person’s concerns downward. At the apex of the pyramid
is self-actualization, which may have been what Friedan
was talking about when she argued that suburban, middleclass wives needed "something more.”
9. Ibid.; and Joanne Boucher, “Betty Friedan and the
Radical Past of Liberal Feminism," Alew Politics 9, no. 3
(Summer 2003), http://w w w .w punj.edu/icip/new pol/
issue35/boucher35.htm (accessed 28 August 2006).
10. Pamela M. Prah. “Is the Pentagon Using a ‘Backd o o r’ Draft?" CQ Researcher 15 (19 August 2005): 2,
http://library.cqpress/cqreseareher/docum ent.php?id=
cqresean her2005081900&tv (accessed 8 September 2006).
11. L.t Gen Albert P Clark, USAF, “Women at the Service Academies and Combat Leadership," Strategic Review
5 (Fall 1977): 64.
12. Judith Hicks Stiehm, Bring Me Men and Women:
Mandated Change at the U.S. A ir Force Academy (Berkeley:
University of California Press. 1981), 91. Indeed, during
the inaugural parade of 1977. the usual order in the ranks
was reversed so that President Carter could see the short
women as they passed the reviewing stand.
13. Prah. “Is the Pentagon Using a Backdoor Draft?"
1318. Both ( Congress and the Supreme ( .ourt quashed the
Carter proposal at the time. Cong. Charles B. Rangel proposed a similar draft measure in 2003. but it was voted
down in the House, 402—2, with Rangel voting against his
own proposal.
14. Rodman D. Griffin, "What Role Should Women Play
in the Shrinking Military'?" CQ Researcher, 25 September
1992, http: /Iibrary.cqpress.com/ cqresearcher document
.php?id+cpressrrel992092500&tv (accessed 7 September
2006).
15. Glazer, “Are Women Returning?” 13; and l.t Gen
Albert P. ( .lark. USAF. "Women at the Service Academies,"
Strategic Review 5 (Fall 1977): 64.
16. Martin Binkin and Shirley J. Bach, Women and the
Military (Washington. DC: Brookings Institution. 1977).
(54—77; and Refort of the Defense Task Force on Sexual Harass
ment and Violence at the M ilitary Service Academies (Washington, DC: Department of Defense. June 2005), 8, http:
www.fltic.mil (Ilfs doc_recd High_GPO_RRC_tx.pdf. At
the opposite pole is former secretarv of the Navy (and US
Naval Academv graduate) James Webb, who argued that
male midshipmen still tried and needed to prove their
manhood by traditional means. But. he savs, the presence
ol women at the Naval Academy denied them the oppor-
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tuniiv. See his article “Women Can't Fight." Washingtonian, November 1979. 273.
17. Michael Kimmel. Manhood in America: .-1 Cultural
History (New York: Free Press. 1996). Kimmel dedicates
his entire work to die proposition that American men
have always been obsessed with a forlorn hope of proving
their manhood—and that doing so is impossible. Thus
thev are doomed to be etemallv frustrated unless they
adopt the Kimmel solution: men can succeed only by giving up die chase and welcoming females, gays, and nonwhite races as equals. Onlv then can diey fulfill their need
for self-actualizauon. Although a sociologist in the stale
university system of New York. Kimmel has not written a
sociological studv here—or even a cultural history'. One of
the chapters, “The Masculine Mystique," suggests that he
is envious of Friedan and would like this book to serve as
the male counterpart to Friedan\s tremendoush successful work. In Bring Mr Mm and lYemen. Judith Hicks Stiehm
savs that some Navy men testified in Congress that admission of women might impair motivation for the males
who sought appointment to demonstrate their manliness
(31). See also Webb, note 16.
18. Andrea L. Smallev. “ ’I Just Like to Kill Things’:
Women. Men and the Gender of Sport Hunting in the
L’nited States, 1940-1973," Gender and H iston 17 (April
2005) : 183-209. Smallev argues that in modern limes, insofar as sporting magazines were concerned, hunting was
not a gender-specific sport until after World War II. In the
nineteenth centurv and up until World War II. it generally had been something that members of the upper class
had done in their leisure time; members of the working
class slaved too bust to indulge. But the increasing entry
of women into the male workplace and the expansion of
hunting to include the working classes caused editors to
emphasize hunting as a macho endeavor that would lit-Ip
males establish their rnasculinitv.
19. George V. Fagan. The A ir Force Academy: An Illus
trated History (Boulder. CO: Johnson Books, 1988). 186.
20. Clark. “Women at the Service Academies." 64-65.
21. Ibid., 69.
22. At least two future four-star generals were among
the first crop of surrogate upperclassmen: Gen Charles
Gabriel and Gen Jerome O ’Malley.
23. Lois B. DeFleur et al.. “Sex Integration of the U.S.
Air Force Academy: Changing Roles for Women." Armed
Forces and Society 4 (Summer 1978): 620.
24. Fagan, A ir Force Academy. 193—95; and Stiehm,
Bring Me Men and Women. I 10—
29.
25. Stiehm, Bring Me \len and Women. 121. 129; Goldstein. War and Gender,97; Sharon Hanlev Disher. “30 Years
of Women at LSNA: A Success Story." Shifrmatc 69 (September 2006): 17; Rempt. “State of the Academy"; anti L.t
Col Laura A. H DiSilverio, Winning the Retention Wars: The
An Force. Women Officers, and the Need fo r Transformation.
Fairchild Paper (Maxwell AFB, AL: Air University Press,
2003), http: / www.maxwelLaf.mil/att/aul/aupress/fairchild
_papers/DiSilverio/DiSilverio. pdf.
26. Mom. the Cadet." lime in Partners/tip with CNN,
2H November 1977, http:// www.time.ctim/time/magazine/
article/0 .9171.919137.00.html (accessed 14 Septem ber
2006 )
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27. In “State of the Academy,” Rempt reports that at
ih.it moment, 41 percent of (lie Naval Academy women
were on intercollegiate squads.
28. Brian Mitchell. The Weak Link: The Feminization of
the American Military (Washington. DC: Regnery Gateway.
1989). 48-60. Mitchell’s book is obviously hostile to
women in the military. See also Clark, “Women at the Service Academies," 69.
29. Stephanie Gutmann, The Kinder, Gentler Military:
Can America's Gender-Neutral Fighting Force Still Win Wars*
(New York: Scribner, 2000), 147.
30. Jeanne Holm, Women in the Military: An I nfinished
Revolution (Novato, GA: Presidio Press. 1992), 353—56.
31. Clark, “Women at the Service Academies," 65.
32. Goldstein. War and Gender, 101; and Paolo Valpoline
el al., “Gender and War." Jane's Defence Weekly 31 (23 June
1999), http://www8.janes.com/search/documentview.do?
(accessed 9 September 2006).
33. It seems that the Iraqis did treat both prisoners
better than had been anticipated, and at first both denied
having been sexually assaulted. However, some time after
she had been liberated, Maj Rhonda Comum, an Army
doctor, admitted that though her general treatment had
not been that bad, she had been sexually assaulted but
not raped. Melissa Rathbun-Nealv, the captured enlisted
woman, reported that her own treatment had been civilized. Gutmann, Kinder, Gentler Military, 153; and Goldstein,
War and Gender, 94—96, 149.
34. So named because of the metal hook beneath and
at the rear of the aircraft fuselage. It is designed to engage
the arresting gear on the carrier deck and rapidly halt the
aircraft upon touchdown.
35. Gutmann, Kinder, Gentler Military, 159.
36. Griffin, "What Role Should Women Play?”
37. Ibid., 187; and Christopher Hanson, “Women
Warriors: How the Press Has Helped—and Hurt—in the
Battle lor Equality,” Columbia Journalism Review, May/June
2002, 4—5. h ttp :/ w w w .cjr.org/issues/2002/3/m edia
-grossman.asp (accessed 14 November 2006). Hanson argues that the television magazines have perhaps inadvertently weakened the women’s movement. Their format
has taken the form of the TV journalist acting in effect as
the knight in shining armor, galloping to rescue a female
victim as in The Perils oj Pauline. The point is that they
model the female officers as victims in need of protection—hardly compatible with the vision of the vigorous,
brave combat leader who can lake care of herself.
38. William H. McMichael, The Mother of All Hooks: The
Stoiy oj the U.S. Navy’s TaUhook Scandal (New Brunswick,
NJ: Transaction Publishers. 1997), xii-xiii, 302-3, 325-37.
39. Ibid., 95.
40. Greg Seigle, “Gender and the Military," June's Defence Weekly .31 (23 June 1999), http://www8janes.com/
search/documentvicw (accessed 8 September 2006).
41. That part of the process may not be over yet, as witnessed by (;PT Adam N. Wojack, USA, “Integrating Women
into the Infantry,” Military Review 82, no. 6 (NovemberDecember 2002): 67-74. Wojack, a serving infantry officer, favors integrating women into combat arms, and
Military Review is an official Army journal (note, however,
that the article includes a disclaimer that opinions are
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those of the author only). The admission of women to
combat aircraft and warship crews seems to have cooled
the drive against exclusion hut certainly did not eliminate
it. See Erin Solaro, Women in the Line of Eire: Wlial You Should
Know about Women in the Military (Emeryville, CA: Seal
Press, 2006). Solaro's entire volume argues for eliminating the last barriers of exclusion from the Army’s and Marine Corps’ ground-combat units.
42. Lt Col Karen O. Dunivin, Military Culture: .4 Paradigm Shift? Maxwell Paper no. 10 (Maxwell AFB, AL: Air
War College. 1997). 16, http://www.maxwell.af.mil/au/
aul/aupress/M axw elLpapers/Text/m pi O.pdf.
43. Goldstein, War and Gender, 97-98.
44. In "State ol the Academy,” Kempt reports that the
latest surveys show that the percentage of male midshipmen who so state is now down to six or seven.
45. Goldstein, War and Gender, 96-97; and Dunivin,
Military Culture, 26.
46. Kell) Flinn, Proud to lie: My Life, the Air Force, the Controversy (New York; Random House, 1997). Flinn graduated
with the class of 1995, went through pilot school, and became the lirst woman admitted to the B-52 program. After
training, she was assigned to a far-northern base and became sexualh involved with the spouse of an enlisted person. In the process, she lied to her commander and disobeyed orders to Slav away from the man. Threatened
with a court-martial on those grounds, she chose to leave
the service instead of facing those charges. The media
made much of her position as a qualified B-52 pilot, but

she had not been on the line long enough to have qualified as an aircraft commander. Her book was on the
streets two months alter she left the service.
47. "Report of the Panel to Review Sexual Misconduct
Allegations at the U.S. Air Force Academy” (Arlington,
VA: The Panel, 22 September 2003), 10, (hereinafter
Fowler Panel Report), http://eric.ed.gov/E R IC D ocs/
data/ericdocs2/conient_storage_01/0000000b/80/23/
5c/8b.pdf; “Evaluation of Sexual Assault, Reprisal, and
Related Leadership Challenges at the United Slates Air
Force Academy,” Report no. 1P02004C003 (Washington,
DC: Office of the Inspector General at the Department of
Defense, 3 December 2004), i (hereinafter DOD IG Report): and "Air Force Inspector General Summary Report
Concerning the Handling of Sexual Assault Cases at the
United States Air Force Academy” (Washington, DC: Air
Force Inspector General’s Office, 14 September 2004),
(hereinafter AFIG Report), http://www.af.mil/shared/
m edia d o c u m e n t/AFD-060726-033.pdf#search=%22A
%20inspector%20general%sexual%assault%22 (accessed
14 September 2006).
48. Fowler Panel Report, 1-7: Report of the Defense Task
Force. 3-4; and "Report of the Working Group Concerning
the Deterrence and Response to Incidents of Sexual .'Assault at the U.S. Air Force Academy" (Washington, DC:
Headquarters US Air Force, June 2003), i.
49. DOD IG Report, v. 42-140.
50. AFIG Report.

Fighting a nd w in n in g the [global war on terrorism] requires commitment, capability , a n d cooperation from allies and partners around
the world. We depend on our international partners to secure their
territory, support regional stability, provide base access and overflight
rights, a nd contribute a host o f air, space and cyber power capabilities
as interoperable coalition partners. A s the pace o f economic, political
a nd cultural globalization increases, the importance o f strong global
partnerships— both now a n d in the future— is abundantly clear.
— 2007 U.S. Air Force Posture Statement
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Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction
biological, radiological, o r nuclear
(Washington, DC: The W hite House, 2002).
weapons bv hostile regimes and terT he earlier edition of .AFDD 2-1.8 addressed
rorists represents one of the most
proliferation prevention, counterforce, active
difficult challenges facing our nation anddefense,
our
and passive defense as major com poAir Force.” So observes Maj Gen Allen G. Pecknents to counter hostile nuclear, biological, or
commander, H eadquarters Air Force Doctrine
chemical (NBC) operations. The revised and
Center. Maxwell AFB, Alabama, in the foreexpanded docum ent adds consequence m anword to .Air Force Doctrine Docum ent (AFDD)
agem ent and treats all five areas as pillars sup2-1.8, Counter—Chemical, Biological Radiological,
porting an overall strategy, thus bringing
and Nuclear Operations, 26 January 2007.' This
.AFDD 2-1.8 into closer alignm ent with napublication substantially revises and signifitional strategy and joint doctrine. Moreover,
cantly' improves its predecessor, published on
the earlier version devoted only five pages to
16 August 2000. The new doctrine docum ent
proliferation prevention, counterforce, active
replaces the previous .Air Force approach to
defense, and passive defense, while the latest
co u n ter-ch em ical, biological, radiological,
covers the five pillars in 32 pages. Clearly,
and nuclear (C-CBRN) operations with a more
measures to prevent proliferation or actions
robust methodology and provides .Air Forcetaken to deter, deny, degrade, destroy, or despecific guidance for those operations.
fend against CBRN weapons are im portant,
Chapter 1 introduces the concept o f .Air
but the inclusion of consequence m anagement
Force pillars for C-CBRN operations as well as
in the revised AFDD gives an expeditionary air
their relationship to jo in t mission areas, and
force critical understanding of how to m anage
chapters 2-6 elaborate upon those matters.
and mitigate the consequences o f an attack.
These interlinked, operational-level pillars—
The new' docum ent also describes, albeit
proliferation prevention, counterforce, active
briefly, the strategic en ab lers (intellig ence,
defense, passive defense, and consequence
international partnerships, and strategic comm anagement—are designed to support the
munications) that underpin the five pillars and
overarching guidance provided in the National
enhance the Air Force’s C-CBRN operations.
Military Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass DeIts predecessor discussed only the use of comstruction (Washington, DC: Chairman of the
mand. control, comm unications, computers,
Joint Chiefs of Staff. [2006]); they also supintelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
port the pillars identified in Joint Publication
(C41SR) assets and counter-NBC terrorism as
3"40, Joint Doctrine for Combating Weapons of
crosscutting elements that could affect the
Mass Destruction, 8 July 2004, and the National
com ponents of counter-NBC operations. Ad103
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ditionally, terminology in the new AFDD 2-1.8
not only adopts the same title (strategic enablers) but also uses names and descriptions
similar to those in the National Military Strategy
to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction, again
bringing Air Force doctrine closer to joint
guidance. Furtherm ore, chapter 7, “Support
O perations,” improves upon the logistics and
sustaining activities discussed in the earlier
docum ent. Finally, chapter 8 addresses the requirem ent for education, training, and exercises in C-CBRN operations in much the same
way as did the earlier publication.
The em ergence of more guidance in the
seven years following the appearance of the
first version o f .AFDD 2-1.8 provided a rich
foundation for updating it, resulting in a

much-improved document. Further, the new,
expanded .AFDD—almost twice as long as its
predecessor—offers in-depth treatm ent of
C-CBRN operations. However, it still does not
provide a detailed elaboration of CBRN
weapon characteristics, the discussion of
which remains generic and not entirely informative. Nevertheless, in light of the threat
posed by CBRN weapons, all Airmen should
carefully study the revised .AFDD 2-1.8. □

Note
1. The Air Force Doctrine Center will be renamed the
Air Force Doctrine Development and Education Center,
effective 1 August 2007.

I am an American Airm an. I am a warrior. I have answered my
nation s call.
I am an American Airm an. My mission is to fly , fight, and win. I
am fa ith fu l to a proud heritage, a tradition o f honor, and a legacy o f
valor.
I am an American Airm an, guardian o f freedom and justice, my
nation's sword and shield, its sentry and avenger. I defend my country
with my life.
I am an American A irm a n : wingm an, leader, warrior I will never
leave an A irm an behind, I will never falter, and I will not fail.
—T he A irm an’s Creed

.^ 4
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Space: The Frontiers o f M odern D efence b\ K. K.
Nair. Knowledge World (http://kno\vledgew orld
online.com index.htm ), 5A /4A Ansari Road.
Darva Ganj, New Delhi-110002, 2006, 254 pages,
$25.00 (hardcover).
Early in 2007, C hina tested its satellite-killing
weapon, a m edium -range KT-1 ballistic missile. The
news met with international condem nation, particularlv in the U nited States, whose m onopoly in spacebased navigational and surveillance technology was
threatened. India, too. felt the anxiety even though
critics argued that China had a right to challenge
the U nited States' m onopoly o f space. C hina had
pressed for treaties outlawing arms in space, which
the U nited States had summarily ignored.
India, a tiger econom y with fragile relations with
the neighbouring countries of Pakistan and China,
may have much to be concerned about. Squadron
Leader K. K. Nair writes a persuasive treatise covering most, ii not all. areas of the use of space for India's national security. Knowledgeable in theorv as
well as versed in strategic and practical im port, the
author has a com prehensive grasp on the terrain.
With an eve to the historv and capability o f o th e r
established and em erging space powers, Space: Die
Frontiers of Modem Defence is com posed with a purpose—to encourage the m erging o f air defence
and space defence in India, which, up until now,
have largely operated in separate spheres.
Whilst Nair lauds India's progress and achievements— from transporting its rockets on bicycles

and payloads on bullock carts in the 1960s to developing die w orld’s first satellite to provide support
for educational projects (EDUSAT)— he is also
m indful of the fact that In d ia’s space program m e is
overly focused on national civil developm ent an d
welfare to the neglect o f military needs. This has
led to some irksome situations: despite the presence o f the civilian D epartm ent o f Space, which
has the largest constellation o f rem ote-sensing
satellites in the w orld, th e In d ian m ilitary still
has to scout for com m ercial imagery from agencies
such as th e U n ite d S tates’ Space Im aging an d
Israel’s O feq.
To alleviate such problem s, the au th o r proposes
"a national space program m e w here the civil and
military aspects com plem ent an d draw strength
from each o th e r” (p. 255). H e asserts that this
“makes enorm ous econom ic sense" (p. 19). For
one, no “budget-draining” is req u ired to transfer
civilian to military space endeavours: “Launchers
make no difference between civil an d military' payloads” (p. 226). For another, unlike conventional
military systems, which n eed co nstant updating at
great cost, space systems do not require such expenditu re once installed.
To this end, the book proposes a ro ad m ap for
military utilisation until the year 2037. Well aware
that fine plans may becom e m othballed when faced
with the inertia o f institutions, however, the au th o r
suggests training an d educating leaders an d specialists who could take India to the next level in
term s o f the militarization o f space.
Overall, the book provides a good balance am ong
th e inform ational, theoretical, an d propositional.
C h ap ter 5, on the inadequate legislation pertaining to technologies in o u te r space, is particularly
excellent.
My co n ten tio n with th e book is th at it makes
som e dubious generalisations u n d e r the b a n n e r
of objectivity. For instance, th e a u th o r states without any evidence th at “war an d conflict are in h e rent parts of hum an n a tu re ” (p. 68). His prem ise is
also based on th e idea (hat the “high g ro u n d "
must be co n q u ered (p. 42), failing to take on
board th e im portance o f stealth an d strategy,
which can som etim es resist surveillance: high
g ro u n d did not help e ith e r in th e thick jungles of
the Vietnam War with the U nited Stales or, as the
a u th o r also m entions, in the d etectio n o f the
P okhran II tests by US satellites.
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Nail ’s proposals for the m ilitarization of space
are overly glowing. T h ere is no m ention o f technological problem s in both space and air dom ains,
which have littered India’s past. Nor is space-based
inform ation foolproof, as evident in the G ulf War
o f 1991, in which all attacks by precision-control
missiles were d eem ed to result in collateral as opposed to civilian casualties. Accidents still happened.
In fact, o n e finds much recourse to the exam ple
o f O p eration Desert Storm as the “first space war”
because even aspect o f m ilitary operations dep en d ed largely on support from space-based systems (p. 18). N air offers little coverage o f o th e r
wars o r a sketching o u t o f potential scenarios for
India that could m ake the case o f space-based defence m ore convincing.
W hen it com es to accounting for C hina and
Pakistan, the book spares no criticism— firstlv. for
the collusions between the two countries. Nair
deem s them the m ost dangerous for w anting to
carve out national territory in o u te r space despite
the O u ter Space Treaty o f 1967, which considers
space the province o f all m ankind (p. 144).
Secondly, the au th o r analyzes the om inous signs
o f C h in a’s mighty aspirations to co n q u er space.
This could “trigger a space w eaponisation race in
addition to the prevailing nuclear com petitions
an d tensions” (p. 133). which raises the question,
does India want to encourage this? F urtherm ore,
why d o esn ’t the U nited States com e in u n d e r the
scalpel h ere fo r setting the whole agenda in the
first place?
T h ere are several o th e r unansw ered questions.
Nair suggests that since space research is already
well fu n d ed in India, som e o f this can be com plem entary to the needs o f the military. But when it
com es to o th e r countries, he notes how costs o f
space-based defence can act as a “lim iting rid e r” (p.
86). U ndoubtedly extra funds will be req u ired for
defence-specific developm ents. W here will these
com e from and at what costs? How is it to be develo p ed — indigenously o r in cooperation with o th e r
countries? It is not clear w h eth er he is arguing for
space en h an cem en t of ordinary wars o r also the
m ilitarization o f space.
Can In d ia’s resources cope with the increased
ex p en d itu re if it is seen as an aggressor nation in
space? Is it in a position to co u n ter perceived en emies with antisatellite and directed-energy systems
as well as m icrosatellite configurations and ja m m ing weaponry, and can it have the potential to
d eto n ate nuclear devices in space that can release
an electrom agnetic im pulse which could cripple
space assets in the targeted vicinity? Does it want to
start playing that war gam e with m ore powerful

countries? This is on top of the unm entioned consequences o f increased use o f space that could add
to the space-debris problem . O ut of sight, out of
m ind, it seems.
T h ere is a fine line between protecting national
assets an d becom ing an aggressor nation at die cost
o f o th er national developm ents for the betterm ent
of society. Striking the balance is key.
Dr. Raminder Kaur
University nf Sussex, United Kingdom

A Perfect Hell: The True Story o f the Black Devils,
the Forefathers o f the Special Forces by Joh n
Nadler. Presidio Press (R andom House Publishing G roup) (h ttp ://w w w .ra n d o m h o u se .c o m /
rhpg), 1743 Broadway, 18th floor. New York,
New York 10019, 2006, 416 pages, $15.95 (trade
paperback); 2007, 384 pages, S7.99 (softcover).
Special forces—again? In the 1960s, few' people
knew about the training and em ploym ent o f a certain g ro u p o f A m erican soldiers in what has today
becom e known as "black ops.” Today, it is fashionable and often desirable for military and civil leaders to have special-operations experience in their
records, whereas decades ago, it could have ended
careers. But in the days before such formal organizations existed, one group of warriors was willing to
make the ultim ate sacrifice; as is often the case,
they cam e from varied backgrounds and had diverse expertise. In A Perfect Hell, Jo h n N adler writes
about the First Special Service Force (FSSF)— the
"Black Devils." Im agine a group of rogues, prizefighters, farmers, professional soldiers, and so forth,
from several Allied countries thrown into the hinterlands of M ontana, and you have the makings o f a
m ultinational com m ando team.
This was a force to be reckoned with, o ne that
lost m ore than 2,777 m en to death and injury over
time. Such a close-knit g roup o f special voting men
would not willingly tell their story to outsiders,
m uch less atten d reunions o r cerem onies honoring
their own. T hat N adler was able to create this book
shows th a t he possesses a rare talent for persuading
such heroes to open up and allow the rest of us to
have the h o n o r of knowing their story.
M ore than a com pilation of historical facts and
figures, this book allows us to sit down with the survivors an d hear their own words. A lthough not a
special o p erato r o r w arrior like the m en in the
FSSF, Nadler, who has found himself in harm s way.
has m anaged to re-create th eir blood, sweat, and
tears. T hese men, all o f them handpicked volun-
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teers, onlv knew that their country wanted single
men to serve in a "suicide unit.” T housands responded. B\ doing so. they created a perm anent
place for themselves in miiitarv history, achieving a
kind o f immortality.
When the Black Devils descended upon H elena.
M ontana, the local populace saw them as both
items o f interest and. over time, as native sons.
When thev departed for the war. they took with
them fond m em ories and left families behind—
manv of them never again to see their wives or children, some unborn.
The FSSF saw its first com bat action on M onte la
Difensa. a miiitarv objective that had thwarted the
en u re US Fifth Army. This first mission, including
no m ore than 600 m en. involved taking the high
ground— literallv. Before relating the battle. N'adler
explores die high-level studies proposed by Churchill
and o th er .Allied leaders diat called for com m ando
forces to confront the conventional forces the Allies would face during the liberation o f Europe.
Nadler incorporates the thoughts and words o f the
FSSF m em bers whose lives were affected b\ the decisions of the suprem e powers. Using a myriad of
war stories, facts, and maps, the au d io r tells the
story well.
N'adler has created a book that should be required reading in the sen ic e academ ies an d n o n com missioned officer schools, regardless o f service
branch. Why? Because jo in t se n ic e operations have
becom e the norm . A rarity am ong the “been there,
done that” genre of books, A Perfect Hell has pictures that, by themselves, make it worthwhile. They
show a side not often seen in com m ando stories—
the faces of the men who were there and the conditions u n d er which they lived. We see the spirit and
souls of those brave few who led the way. A very
readable book with no discernable historical flaws,
A Prrfnt Hell has my highest recom m endation.
Jim McClain
Cape Coral, Honda

Liaison Pilot by Jam es R. Brvce. Sunflower University Press. 2002. 120 pages, $ 10.95.
Flying by visual rules in m arginal w eather without radios says much about the times and survivors
of such a training regim en. D uring World War II,
the US Army Air Forces mobilized for war in Europe. where conditions were even worse. TSgt
Jam es R. Brvce flew tiny airplanes, principally the
Stinson L-5, during this time. In this brief m em oir
woven from his wartime letters, pilot log, and vivid
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m em ories, he sets o u t to tell the reader what a liaison pilot did in the war—and he does a good job.
Bryce engages the read er im m ediately by his
rejection o f the fighter-pilot path, a candid selfassessment based on his dislike of the Vultee BT-13
Valiant trainer. His sincerity binds th e story, drawing the reader across the country and th en the
Atlantic.
O perating generally in rear areas, Bryce hauls
the mail, couriers, and senior officers, staging from
m uddy an d treacherous pastures. Spotting for the
artillery’ was not a liaison function, but Bryce flies a
few reconnaissance missions. Detailed m aps allow
die read er to follow him an d the 72nd Liaison
S quadron from Italy across France and into n o rth ern Germany by VE-day. Bryce witnesses the horrible
consequences o f war and survives to face his own
mortality.
Bryce could have moved his story faster with
m ore show and less tell. He could have increased its
reference value with m ore specific history and statistical inform ation on the 72nd Liaison Squadron.
W hat was its official mission? How was it tasked?
W hat was its com bat record? W hat becam e o f it?
Parts o f th e book would benefit from a bit m ore
beef. For exam ple, he offers, "I suddenly lost control o f the aircraft an d crashed into the side of the
hill” (p. 42). T hat little sentence would have filled
a colorful chapter in my book.
Overall, Liaison Pilot is a worthwhile two-hour
read. Its greatest appeal lies in the offer o f a candid
look back in time. T he protagonist is likeable. T he
story is genuine and unique.
Col James E. Roper, USAF, Retired
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Forging the Shield: Eisenhower and N ational Security for the 21st C entury edited by D ennis E.
Showalter. Im print Publications (h ttp://w w w
im print-chicago.com ), 207 Ii. O hio Street, no.
377, Chicago, Illinois 60611, 2005, 256 pages,
S24.95 (softcover).
From 26 through 2 8 Jan u arv 2005, the Dwight
D. Eisenhower M emorial Comm ission and the Industrial College o f the A rm ed Forces at the National Defense University conducted a symposium
entitled “Eisenhower and N ational Security for the
21st Century" at Fort McNair, W ashington, DC.
T hat symposium produced Forging the Shield, a collection of essays written by a broad-based and internationally recognized group o f individuals and edited In Dennis E. Showalter, professor o f history at
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C olorado College, C olorado Springs, Colorado.
A ccording to Showalter, the authors capture the
unique nature o f the Eisenhower presidency by revealing the fingertip sophistication o f Eisenhower
as com m ander in chief as well as his ability' to com p reh en d the com plex relationship between national security and the vulnerable infrastructures of
m odern societies. As a consequence, their efforts
enhance o u r overall understanding of Eisenhower’s
presidency by highlighting his shortcom ings as well
as his successes. Ultimately, in Show alter’s estimation, this assessm ent dem onstrates that in the
1950s. Eisenhower “was as president the right man
in the right spot” (p. 5).
Alex Roland, professor o f history at Duke U niversity, focuses on Eisenhow er as policy m aker in a
general discussion ab o u t the p resid en t’s approach
to lobbying efforts by scientists, congressm en, businessm en, a n d officers o f the m ilitary services or,
as th e p re sid e n t re fe rre d to them , the “militaryin d u strial co m p lex." R o la n d ’s essay, “T h e G rim
P araphernalia: Eisenhow er and the G arrison State,”
sets the stage for th ree chapters on the adm inistration's efforts to deal with this p h en o m en o n . “Clandestine Victory: Eisenhow er and O verhead Reconnaissance in the Gold War” by R. Cargill Hall, chief
historian em eritus o f the N ational Reconnaissance
Office; “Eisenhow er a n d the NSA: An Introductory
Survey" bv David A. H atch, National Security Agency
historian; and “T he Invisible H and of die New Look:
Eisenhow er and the CLA’ by Clayton D. Laurie, historian o f the C enter for the Study o f Intelligence,
C entral In tellig en ce Agency, provide insightful
“m ust-reading" for A irm en. Hall describes two o f
the adm inistratio n’s greatest achievem ents— highaltitude aerial an d space reconnaissance o f the Soviet U nion— an d the ways that these twin technologies co n trib u ted to the en d o f the Cold War. H atch
reveals Eisenhow er’s behind-the-scenes, proactive
involvement with com m unications intelligence an d
its en h an cem en t o f the agency’s ability to deliver
concise, clear evidence with definitive conclusions.
Laurie analyzes the adm in istratio n ’s ex p an d ed use
of param ilitary operations, espionage, and political
action as a substitute for larger conventional military forces whose use anywhere risked superpow er
confrontation and a third, potentially atom ic, world
war. In offering how similar achievem ents in the future may contribu te to o u r national security in the
twenty-first century, each o f these authors com bines
a solid foundation of Eisenhower’s past presidential
achievem ents with a peek at what m ight be needed
in the future. These are essential elem ents for today’s Airmen if they wish to u n derstand their past

while they shape technological and interagency
contributions for tom orrow ’s world.
Roger D. Launius, chair o f the Division of Space
History at the Smithsonian Institution’s National
Air and Space Museum, and Capt John W. Yaeger,
USN, retired, director o f institutional research at
the Industrial College o f the A rm ed Forces, discuss
aspects o f Eisenhow er’s long-term vision. In “Eisenhower and Space: Politics an d Ideology in the Construction o f the U.S. Civil Space Program ,” Launius
suggests that, m ore than perhaps any president in
the Cold War era, Eisenhower had a formal strategy
for defeating the Soviet U nion. Consequently, die
p resid en t’s strategic vision did m ore to establish
conditions for success than any o th e r single set of
decisions d u rin g that 40-year conflict. In what
m ight be called a preem ptive strike to prevent a disruption o f his strategy, Eisenhower transform ed the
National Advisory C om m ittee for Aeronautics into
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
defining the agency with a lim ited mission that
never sought to make it the “miracle solution to all
cu rren t difficulties ” that aggressive space advocates
w anted (p. 153). Yaeger’s “Eisenhow er an d Jo in t
Professional Military E ducation” explains how the
president n u rtu red a system of professional military education, giving o u r arm ed forces an intellectual as well as an operational framework that has
en d u red well after the Cold War. Similarly, University o f C alifornia professor G regg H erk en ’s “ ‘Not
Enough Bulldozers’: Eisenhow er and American
N uclear W eapons Policy, 1953-1961" exam ines yet
an o th e r aspect of the p resident’s long-term vision.
H erken details how Eisenhow er and his secretary
o f state, Jo h n Foster Dulles, presided over the most
rapid and dram atic growth o f A m erica’s n uclear arsenal, setting th e course for a u n ique 50-vear nuclear weapons policy. D uring his adm inistration,
the n atio n ’s nuclear stockpile grew from 1,750 to
approxim ately 23,000 weapons (p. 85). .Along with
an increase in the num ber o f weapons cam e dramatic growth in their nom inal yield: from the 20kiloton atom ic bombs, the original mainstay of the
arsen al, cam e the m u ltim eg ato n th e rm o n u cle ar
w eapon. T hough believing that nuclear war would
be an u n p reced en ted catastrophe, the president
and his secretary o f state recognized the necessity
o f p rep arin g for all military contingencies, even
those they disliked. Staying the course rath er than
reacting to the whims o f change, working in a joint
an d interagency environm ent rath er than attem pting a single-service o r single-agency solution, and
em bracing the many exigencies o f a volatile world
ra th e r th a n p re p a rin g for only a few are still
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so und principles for our nation s future military
leadership.
Sergei N. Khrushchev, Senior Fellow at the
Thom as J. Watson Jr. Institute for International
Studies, provides a unique international un d erstanding o f Eisenhower’s foreign policy in “Reflections on Eisenhower, the Cold War and My Father.
The essavs o f Saki R. Dockrill, chair. C ontem porary
History and International Security, D epartm ent of
War Studies. King’s College, University o f London;
Allan R. Millett. Major G eneral Raymond E. Mason
Jr. Professor o f Military History, O hio State University; and Q iang Zhai. professor o f historv at A uburn
Universitv-Montgomery. create a portrait o f Eisenhower as international statesm an in an era o f global
crisis and confrontation. Sergei's rem em brances of
his fadier's attitudes towards Eisenhower are insightful. .Although younger Soviets, like Sergei,
might have believed that the election o f a general
as o u r president sent a clear signal that the U nited
States was preparing for war. his father, Nikita
Khrushchev, did not. To older Soviets, Eisenhower
was an honest man beside whom they h ad fought in
World War II. He had not stolen victory from Gen
Georgi K. Zhukov when H itler left the gates to Berlin open to .American forces. “We can deal with
these people," the older Khrushchev believed (p. 8).
Nevertheless, the Soviet Union was not as strong as
the U nited States, and it was his responsibility' to
conceal that weakness from America. In "Eisenhower's Methodology for Intervention and Its Legacy
in Contem porary World Politics.” Dockrill discusses
Eisenhower’s approach to intervention and its outcome, exam ining the ideas behind the president's
grand strategv lor the Cold War and the relationship between the perceived th reat and the nation's
security. Utilizing the com petition o f ideas an d ideology, intelligence gathering, covert operations,
and proxy batdes in the T hird World. Eisenhower’s
New Look doctrine com bined the imitv, not the
conformity, o f the Western alliance with limited
mobilization, em phasis on American nuclear d eterrence, use o f allied g ro u n d forces, an d "all feasible
diplomatic, political, econom ic and covert op erations" to deal with the Soviets (p. 24). In “Eisenhower and the Korean War: Cautionary Tale anti
Hopelul Precedent." Millett exam ines how the Korean War lit into Eisenhow er’s vision o f a p ro p er
national-security policy in an era o f Cold War com petition with the Soviets. For Millett, the Korean
Mar serves as an exam ple of the strengths an d weaknesses of a security system based on forward, collective. and conventional defense, reinforced by the
deterrent influence ol nuclear weapons o f varied
destructive capabilities and delivery systems. De-
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spite the fact that no tw entieth-century president
had taken office (o r would lake office) with m ore
direct experience in foreign policy, the Korean Mar
illustrated just how little personal inlluence Eisenhower had on the war’s causes, conduct, and consequences. Using recently released Am erican and
Chinese docum ents, Zhai explains in "Crisis and
Confrontation; Chinese-American Relations during
the Eisenhower A dm inistration” why Beijing viewed
the U nited States as a prim ary enem y hostile to
C hina’s revolution and its unification with Taiwan.
In detailing Eisenhower’s foreign policy objectives
regarding com m unist China, he highlights the differences between policy makers in Mrashington and
Beijing, specifically showing why Mao Tse-tung and
his associates considered A m erica’s actions antagonistic. Just as o u r military and civilian leadership
strove to understand o th e r cultures as they struggled to win the Cold War, so m ust Am erica’s current
and future leadership strive to understand o th e r cultures if we hope to win the war against terrorism .
.As general and president, Eisenhower took great
interest in the intellectual developm ent o f the officer corps, asserting the im portance o f both professional military' education an d advanced education at
the best civilian institutions. His rem arkable legacy
o f domestic and international leadership endures
within Forging the Shield, an im portant work that Airm en should read and em ulate.
Dr. Roy F. Houchin II
Maxwell AFB, .Alabama

Mavericks o f the Sky: T he First D aring Pilots o f the
U.S. Air Mail by Barry R osenberg an d C atherine
Macaulay. William Morrow ( h i t p : / / www.harper
col lin s.co m /im p r in ts /in d e x . asp x ?im p rin tid =
518003KTICI 1P=TI_M illiatn+Morrow), H arperCollins, 10 East 53rd Street, New York, New York
10022, 2006, 352 pages, $25.95 (hardcover).
Today we lake aviation for g ran ted an d think almost n o th in g of boarding an airplane to fly anywhere on the planet. Yet, the airplane was invented
barely a century ago. and many people still alive
can recall the sight o f a plane overhead as a source
of w onderm ent.
A lively and en tertain in g book. Mavericks ol the
Sky begins in 1918 when the airplane was a teenager
and flight rem ained alm ost a magical event. T he
country had ju st en tered the world war, and aircraft
were destined to play an im portant, highly publicized role. At the sam e time, farsighted politicians
envisioned a dramatic role for aviation in civil affairs.
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Postmaster General A. S. Burleson and his deputy,
O tto Praeger, believed that aircraft could earn' the
mail back and forth across the country in a fraction
o f the time it took to move by train o r truck—a trem endous boon for business an d the .American
econom y in general. In a move almost breathtaking
in its audacity, Burleson and Praeger persuaded a
skeptical Pres. Woodrow Wilson, a reluctant Congress, and an unwilling Army to inaugurate airmail
service.
T he undertak in g was audacious because o f the
extrem ely primitive state o f aviation at the time.
Built o f wood and fabric, airplanes proved notoriously unreliable, barely able to fly at 100 miles per
h o u r and 10,000 feet. Cockpit instrum entation was
virtually nonexistent, with usually only an airspeed
indicator, altim eter, an d whiskey compass available.
.As vet, no provisions existed for flying in clouds,
rain, o r even at night, o th e r than using th e unreliable senses of the pilots themselves. Reading this
account, one w onders how any o f the early aviators
survived. Praeger, the flawed hero o f this story, h ad
never flown but was adam ant that airm ail would be
a success, despite the obstacles o f w eather and technology. His stubbornness not only would cause resentm ent and m ore than a few deaths, but also
would provide results.
Rosenberg and Macaulay fill th e ir account with
stories o f pilots who possessed m ore courage than
com m on sense, lau n ch in g off into the clouds with
no clue as to w hen, if ever, they w ould break into
the open. They flew in rain and snow, at night, and
in the fog with nary a navigation aid o r even the
rudim ents o f an airway stru ctu re to guide them .
T h ere were no beacons, runway lights, w eather stations, radios, o r even aeronautical charts to ease
the process. No sane pilot today would even consider flying in the conditions the early airm ail pilots en co u n tered dailv. T h eir stoicism in the face o f
adversity was legendarv. After one crash landing
that the pilot, Dean Sm ith, walked away from , he
wired headquarters: “Flying low. Engine quit. Only
place to land on cow. Killed cow. W recked plane.
Scared me. S m ith” (p. 228).
Because the country was at war in Europe, the
Army hesitated to spend its scarce aviation resources
on flying the mail, yet w hen airmail service began
on 15 May 1918, a US Army pilot clim bed into a
military plane— a Curtiss “Jen n y ”— and took off
from W ashington, DC, with a sack o f mail, heading
to New York. T he military flew the mail for three
m onths before h an d in g the task over to civilians
who w orked for the US Post Of fice.
T he US Air Mail Service flew from 1918 to Septem ber 1927. At that point, the Coolidge adm inis-

tration turned the job over to the em erging airline
industry. D uring the previous nine years, airmail
pilots flew nearly 14 million miles, crashed 200 airplanes, and suffered 43 fatalities. A lthough cosdy,
by 1927 airmail had becom e an established reality.
An enjoyable read. Mavericks of the Sky is largely
accurate in a general sense. Unfortunately, the authors seem unfam iliar with many details regarding
early flight, especially the military variety, and make
a n u m b er o f errors. T he W right brothers tested the
first military airplane at Fort Mver, not College Park
(p. 105); Billy Mitchell was not the “com m ander of
U.S. .Air Forces in E urope” (p. 75); Maj Carl Spatz
had not yet changed the spelling o f his nam e in
1918 (p. 75); the Liberty engine was not “the biggest, most powerful piece o f hardw are ever strapped
into a wood an d canvas biplane” (p. 1); no one
could ever term Erldie R ickenbacker “baby-faced”
(p. 8b); and n eith er the de Havilland l)H-4 nor the
Junkers JL-6 were m ultiengine aircraft (pp. 226,
233). These avoidable gaffes aside, the authors
have written a good yarn about a little-known part
of early aviation.
Col Phillip S. Meilinger, USAF, Retired
West Chicago, Illinois

Powerful and Brutal Weapons: N ixon, Kissinger,
and the Easter Offensive by Stephen P. Randolph.
Harvard University Press (h tt p ://www.hup.harvard
.edu), 79 G arden Street. Cam bridge, Massachusetts 02138, 2007, 416 pages, $29.95 (hardcover).
In past issues o f this journal, I thought 1 had recom m ended to prospective air warriors all they would
ever need in books on the air war in Vietnam. I had
told them about M arshall Michel's two studies:
Clashes: Air Combat over North Vietnam. 1965—1972
(Naval Institute Press. 1997) and The Eleven Days of
Christmas: America's Last Vietnam Hattie (E ncounter
Books. 2002). I had also recom m ended Wayne
T h o m p so n ’s To Hanoi and Hack: The U.S. Air Force
and North Vietnam. 1966—1973 (Sm ithsonian Institution Press. 2000). N one o f those three said much
about the tactical air war in South Vietnam, covering the air battles over the N orth instead. T he air
war in the South is well handled in Jo h n Schlight s
The War in South Vietnam: The Yeats of the Offensive.
1965-1968 (Office o f Air Force History, 1988). But
now I must add one m ore splendid work to that
impressive arrav: Col Stephen R andolph's Powerful
anti Brutal Weapons.
Starting in 1974, Randolph served 25 years in
the Air Force before he retired, liv ing F—
4s and F-1
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as well as participating in O peration Desert Storm.
That experience and the fact that he is a splendid
writer qualified him well for his assignm ent on the
[oint Staff. He is now a Chilian faculty m em ber at
die Industrial College o f the A rm ed Forces, Fort
Leslev J. McNair, W ashington, DC. teaching subjects having to do widn strategy and space. T he Developing .Mr Leaders Initiative some years ago was
commissioned to address a shortage o f senior officers who had not only a linn grasp of dieir technical
tactical specialties but also a broad knowledge o f
politics and culture. At the lime. R andolph seem ed
to have been at least one officer who fit that prescription.
The beautv o f Powerful and Brutal Weapons is that
it seamlesslv melds the domestic, political, diplomatic, cultural, technical, tacucal, and strategic factors affecting the air war in 1972. Meticulously researched. it depends heavilv on prim ary sources
from all sides o f the fight— American. N orth and
South Vietnamese. Soviet, and Chinese. Randolph
uses a chronological organizing schem e, starting
with the Easter Offensive in the South and moving
on to the m ounting o f Linebacker O ne.
The book yields a fine illustration of the notion
that strategy m aking is a two-way street dealing with
a thinking, reacting, and intelligent enemy. It also
shows som e o f the difficulties involved in civilmilitary relations, especially the interplay between
politics an d military action while negotiations to
end the war continued in Paris. R andolph deals
with tensions between the W ashington leadership’s
desire to bring heavy pressure to bear on Vietnam ese leaders in the N orth and military requirem ents
of the close-run g ro u n d battles in the South. He
does not glorify- the fighter effort, giving due credit
to the role o f the gunship and airlift crews who lost
their lives in the successful defensive battles in Military Region III. He avoids the com m on traps o f trying either to condem n the American effort o r to
duck the blame for frustrations o f the war in 1972.
He gives due credit to the work o f the naval aviators
up north. To R andolph, airpow er was n eith er om nipotent nor valueless in affecting decision making in Hanoi. Along with the successful diplom acy
involved in the open in g of C hina and the conclusion o f Strategic Arms Lim itation Talks I with Moscow, airpow er was am ong the deciding factors in
bringing an end to the war and lim iting o u r h u miliation there.
We now have great literature on the air war in
\ ietnam. Ptrwerful and Brutal Weapons is one ol the
best air-campaign studies— il not the best study—
available. Readers who can accom m odate onlv one
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book on air war this year should make it R andolph's
fine work.
Dr. David R. Mets
Maxwell APB, Alabama

From POW to Blue Angel: The Story o f C om m ander
Dusty Rhodes bv Jim A rm strong. University of
Oklahom a Press (http://www.oupress.com ), 2800
Venture Drive, N orm an, O klahom a 73069-8216,
2006, 317 pages, S29.95 (hardcover).
Jim A rm strong’s From POW to Blue Angel is a
page-turner that reinforces the cliche “tru th is often m ore com pelling than fiction.” Dusty Rhodes
could have been the Forrest G um p of Navy air in
his generation, for he seem ed present at every imp o rtan t event in naval aviation and seem ed to have
d o n e everything o f historical interest. Certainly,
there were plenty o f exceptional occurrences in his
life, b u t n o n e o f them really qualify as noteworthy.
Rather, we are struck bv the en tire span o f his military life: what he saw, what he did. whom he served
with, and how he handled it all with great courage,
grace, persistence, and good hum or.
An Eagle Scout an d all-American boy, Rhodes
jo in ed the young American Navy aviators who rushed
to die Pacific to jo in the fight against the m ost welltrained and advanced navy in the history o f die
world—one whose air arm had just sunk most of
the US Pacific Battle Fleet at Pearl H arbor. His u n forgettable baptism o f fire occurred d u rin g the
Battle of Santa Cruz Island on 26 O ctober 1942.
This classic Pacific sea battle was only the second
m ajor com bat engagem ent in the history o f navy
warfare in which opposing surface forces never saw
one an o th er—aircraft on both sides accounted for
all o f the strike power. Early in his fleet-aviation experience. Rhodes b o n d ed with the W ho’s W ho o f
wartime naval aviation: aces Swede Vegtasa, Butch
Voris, and Butch O ’H are; great aviation leaders
Jim m y Thatch and Tommy Flatly; and m ore—all
icons o f aviation and the war in the Pacific. H e also
recounts m eeting the brilliant Japanese fleet adm iral Isorokn Yamamoto. T h ro u g h his unblinking
personal insight, we com e to know these interesting and ultimately famous people.
Are there lessons here for today’s m ilitary m em bers? Absolutely. A rm strong has written a w onderful hum an-interest story about real people from
the “Greatest G eneration’’—a special man, his peers,
and family at a special time and playe in o u r natio n ’s history. It is also an em inently military story
of backbone, persistence, and optim ism in the face
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o f devastating enem y attacks, brutal adversity in
captivity, personal setbacks in a war-strained marriage, professional challenge in a new era o f aviation, and resurrection am ong his peers through
hard work and dedication.
T h e b o o k ’s h u m a n aspect sets it a p art. T h e
them es are timeless, an d the details are riveting. A
talented young m an sets off to war an d glory but
encounters a ruthless reality check in his first hectic com bat experience. Surviving that encounter,
he m aintains his dignity d u rin g a dehum anizing
ten u re as a p risoner o f war in the enem y cam p,
shares eyewitness accounts of the Allies’ Tokyo
bom bing cam paign, and experiences the touching
intim acies o f m en throw n to g eth er in a hum iliating
internm ent. Ultimately, he perseveres and after
struggling with postwar realities, both professional
and personal, he trium phs.
From ROW lo Blue Angel relates th e experiences
o f a participant in o n e of out n atio n ’s m ost interesting and challenging periods—an d does so in a very
personal way. M uch m ore than the story o f one
m a n ’s trium phs in aviation, it is a fascinating account o f one o f the key turning points in the history o f m o d ern warfare. Read this book. You will
enjoy it.
CAPT D. Scott Thompson, USN, Retired
Middletonm, Rhode Island

300 dias en Afganistan by Natalia Aguirre Zimerman.
Editorial Anagrama, S.A. (http://w w w .anagram a
-ed.es), Pedro de la Creu, 58, 08034 Barcelona,
Spain. 2000. 192 pages, $15.00.
Why would military professionals read a Colom bian gynecologist’s account o f h er service in .Afghanistan as a m em b er o f M edecins Sans Frontieres
(MSF) (D octors w ithout Borders)? O ne reason is
that MSF and o th e r nongovernm ental organizations (NGO) are an im portant part o f the o p erational environm ent. The author, Dr. Natalia Aguirre,
is not the stereotypical Birkenstock-sandaled NGO
m em ber that some military members might envision.
Instead she is an articulate m edical professional
who genuinely wants to help people. A native of
M edellin. Colom bia, she is no stran g er to violent
insurgencies, so she adapted well to post-Taliban
Afghanistan, w here she o p erated childbirth clinics.
Dr. A guirre did not set out to write a book, but her
messages to friends back h om e d u rin g h er nearly
yearlong stay in Kabul from 2002 to 2003 grew into
such a gripping anthology o f daily vignettes that a
publisher decided to turn them into a book.

An e-mail epistolary written in Spanish, 300 dias
en Afganistan bristles with harrow ing tales o f childbirth but consists mostly o f brief com m entaries
about clothing, shopping, food, weather, weddings,
and o th e r aspects of daily life. These skillfully written diarv entries tease o ut fascinating deeper m eanings in m undane events. A perceptive observer, Dr.
Aguirre clearly has a sense o f adventure. H er accounts
o f a vacation in Iran and trips into the Afghan
countryside are fascinating. She scatters antimilitarv
quips th roughout the text, but the most egregious
one comes from the ed ito r’s prologue, which indulges in political serm onizing and gratuitous
slams against President Bush. T he au th o r clearly
disapproves o f the Iraq war, which began during
her stay in Afghanistan, referring to “the clumsy Bush”
(p. 74) and clismissivelv noting that “the military is
now quite taken with the idea o f posing as hum anitarians and handing out two o r three blankets so
they can take photos and make the world think
they are helping a lot” (p. 74). O n the o th e r hand,
Dr. Aguirre makes hum orous references to the hygiene habits o f her French MSF coworkers, concluding that “the French are quite pretentious and
arrogant" (p. 29). However, the au th o r displays less
judgm ent by characterizing the Taliban as “a p henom enon born of political chaos, but that grew
only because it was fed by Am erican an d European
econom ic interests” (p. 52).
T he book presents conflicting assessments, both
o f w om en’s role in Afghan society and o f the au th o r’s
attitude towards the military. Dr. Aguirre understandably dwells on the plight o f Afghan women,
who suffer the world's highest death rate during
childbirth. She praises their strength and contends
they are less oppressed than Western news media sav
(pp. 51-53), yet she also relates the systematic domestic abuse they suffer. O ne chapter describes how
a m other of several daughters was threatened with
divorce if she did not produce a son (pp. 140—14).
Some readers may becom e frustrated by Dr. Aguirre’s
am bivalent attitude towards the military. Despite
h e r opposition to O peration Iraqi Freedom , she
realized that Saddam H ussein’s defeat might permit greater MSF access to Iraq, enabling that organization to expand its hum anitarian mission. H er
views of the war in Afghanistan are equally contradictory. Dr. Aguirre strongly criticizes the Taliban
an d tells how some o f its m em bers nearly killed one
o f h e r fem ale nurses for attending school (pp. 99101), yet she shows little regard for the military
forces that overthrew the Taliban. H er com m ents
suggest that NGOs value som e services the military
can provide vet are careful not to associate too
closely with it. Some of the book’s contradictions
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may derive from its origin as a series of e-mails
chronicling the vicissitudes o f the au th o r’s life, b u t
thev also reflect the som etim es uneasy militaryNGO partnership.
Readers seeking military' lessons learned will
find none in 300 dins en Afganistan. but the book
opens a window into die mind-set of NGO m em bers. The author's Colom bian background gives
US and European readers a noticeably different
perspective on events diev hear about every day. Dr.
.Aguirre’s vviin and sometimes irreverent prose
makes her book refreshingly readable.
Lt Col Paul D. Berg, USAF
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Afghanistan and the Troubled Future o f Unconventional Warfare bv Hv S. Rothstein. Naval Institute
Press (http: / www.u s n i.o rg /p re ss/press.htm 1),
291 Wood Road, Annapolis, M aryland 21402,
2006. 224 pages. $26.95 (hardcover).
T he initial phase o f the US military cam paign in
Afghanistan received praise as a form idable display
o f Am erican military prowess, especially the role of
US special forces in ousting the Taliban regim e and
pursuing m em bers of al-Qaeda into th eir ow n backvard. Am erican civilian and military leaders alike
have issued repeated statem ents insisting on the
im portance o f unconventional capabilities in fighting a war against terrorists. Yet today in th e Middle
East, increasing num bers o f coalition forces continue to battle a persistent enemy. Have operations
in .Afghanistan actuallv been unconventional, or have
we used special operations forces (SOF) simply to
conduct what in essence rem ains a conventional
campaign?
Afghanistan and the Troubled Future of Unconventional Warfare is a sludv of what defines unconventional warfare and how we must posture SOF in
o rd er to engage irregular threats successfully. The
title of the book speaks directly to its purpose: to
highlight the inability o f the US military to conduct
unconventional warfare effectively. Using op erations in .Afghanistan as a contem porary case study,
author Hv Rothstein exam ines how the American
military has historically waged war and how it cannot help using conventional m ethods to fight in
the future. Framing his study in a conceptual discussion of what constitutes unconventional warfare,
the author explains why out military finds itself ill
equipped to fight such a conflict. He argues that
despite significant investment in developing special
operations, the militarv lacks the institutional capa-
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bility of engaging opponents with irregular methods.
Employing SOF in a mission does not automatically
constitute a special operation. Initial operations in
Afghanistan rightfully consisted o f using conventional m eans to defeat a conventional opponent.
Since the fall o f the Taliban regim e, however, the
conflict has becom e unconventional, while US actions in the region have rem ained conventional.
A retired career special-forces officer with 30
vears’ active duty', Rothstein writes from a perspective o f experience. His concise prose punctuates
each p oint o f the book, an d he personalizes the
case study o f the conflict in Afghanistan through
extensive interviews with m em bers o f specific units
an d with leaders who d irected the em ploym ent of
those units. T he a u th o r’s concise, well-docum ented
review o f the literature, which defines the context
o f special operations and th e aren a o f unconventional warfare, transform s several vague definitions
into clear terminology. Gradually developed on a
foundation o f contem porary history and theoretical
analysis, the au th o r’s insights into the cu rren t state
o f US capabilities in unconventional warfare present an efficiently constructed volume that reflects
R othstein’s provocative thought.
For the read er who has but a few m inutes to
spare, the book’s introduction, which reads m uch
like an executive summary, explains th e a u th o r’s
main points quite well. Yet the true value o f the
book lies in its exam ination o f the A m erican militarv system and how that system’s structure resists
the concepts o f unconventional warfare. In presenting the fundam entals o f organizational theory
and dependency relationships, the au th o r identifies
the self-reinforcing n atu re o f contem porary militarv organizations a n d the way they fu rth e r prom ulgate their established procedures. At times the many
lists, intended to define unconventional warfare,
seem only to obscure a basic definition, but perhaps
that is really the point: to realize that because unconventional warfare in fact defies the limits o f an organizational structure, one must conduct it through an
outward perspective that allows continuous adjustment to the environm ent in which it occurs.
As an analytical tool that frames a view <>l what
constitutes unconventional w arfare and the way
o n e should use SOF to com bat irregular threats,
Afghanistan and the Troubled Future o f Unconventional
Warfare represents a valuable reference to the contem porary military professional fighting the global
war on terrorism . For the astute reader, R othstein’s
use o f Afghanistan as a case study to illustrate his
argum ents also provides insight into the insurgency
in Iraq. By conducting a far-reaching analysis o f
SOF in particular and unconventional warfare as a
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whole, the book offers innovative insight into how
the US military conducts war. Nevertheless, readers
looking for easy answers should beware: the auth o r’s recom m endations are as unconventional as
the type o f w arfare he seeks to define.
Maj Benjamin R. Maitre, USAF
Naval Postgraduate School, California

T he Spectacle o f Flight: Aviation and the W estern
Im agination, 1920-1950 bv Robert Wohl. Yale
University Press (http://w w w .yale.edu/yup), P.O.
Box 209040, New Haven, C onnecticut 065209040, 2005, 376 pages, $39.95 (hardcover).
.Air travel—an d air w arfare—are com m onplace
today. Military airpow er has m oved beyond the
widespread devastation that m arked its use in the
Second World War, civil air travel long ago lost
m uch o f the excitem ent an d glam our once associated with it, and millions trudge through sprawling
a irp o rt/sh o p p in g com plexes as p art o f their normal routine. It is therefore quite easy to overlook
the fascination aviation once inspired in E urope
an d die U nited States as well as the great changes
w rought across the world by pow ered flight. In his
superb book Spectacle of Flight, R obert Wohl rem inds
us o f that tim e when airplanes an d aviation represented the daw ning o f a new age in hum an civilization: “No o th e r m achine seem ed to rep resen t as
fully h u m ankind's d eterm ination to escape from
age-old limitations, to defy the pow er o f gravity,
and to obliterate the tyranny o f time an d space”
(pp. 1-2).
Spectacle ojFlight is an engaging and richly illustrated cultural history o f pow ered llight d u ring
three critical decades in the developm ent o f both
civil and military aviation. Wohl is well qualified to
write on the subject. Distinguished Professor o f History at the University o f California at Los Angeles,
he also served as L indbergh Professor at the National .Air and Space M useum and currently teaches
E uropean intellectual and cultural history. Wohl
set o u t to write a one-volum e cultural history of
aviation. T he subject proved so rich that what he
originally conceived as an introduction becam e his
first book on the subject— /l Passion for Wings: Aviation and the Western Imagination, 1908-191S (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1994). In the volum e u n d e r review, Wohl considers the cultural history' o f flight d u rin g a perio d w hen, in his words,
the airplane was “a magical contrivance that had
little to do with most people’s everyday lives” (p. 4).

Readers should not consider this book a history
of airpower, and Wohl also notes that his work is
n o t a soup-to-nuts survey o f the cultural history of
aviation. He builds his narrative aro u n d key themes
and personalities, however, and in so doing, provides a com prehensive account o f aviation throughout the period from 1920 to 1950. Readers will recognize many of the historical figures whom Wohl
weaves into his narrative, while o th er characters are
likelv known only to historians of the period. The
au th o r m entions Billv Mitchell, for exam ple, ju s t in
passing while the Italian nationalist, poet, and adventurer—and Fascist icon— Gabriele D’A nnunzio
receives a rath er thorough treatm ent.
Wohl m asterfully synthesizes cu ltu ral an d p o litical history' with the history o f technology in providing a fascinating and insightful account of Benito
M ussolini’s harnessing o f the “spectacle o f flight”
to the Italian bran d o f Fascism. Mussolini sought to
reclaim Rom e’s im perial heritage for Italy and
place that nation am ong the ranks o f the w orld’s
great powers. In light o f the Italian Air Force's lackluster military perform ance in the Second World
War. the read er will find Wold's engaging and detailed account of Italian air m arshal Italo Balbo’s
record-setting transatlantic flights to Brazil an d the
U nited States, for exam ple, especiallv surprising
and illum inating. T hough the Italian aviation industry could not keep pace with that o f o th e r major
powers when war eventually broke out. Italv’s Fascist ideology nevertheless em braced the traits and
ideals perceived in aviation and aviators. Thus,
Mussolini, him self a pilot (though n o t an exceptionallv good o n e), m ore than anv o th e r leader of
the period, m ade aviation “bo th an indispensable
instrum ent and a resplendent manifestation" (p.
106) o f the “glory” o f his regim e and nation. This
was aviation's ultim ate cultural impact.
Many o f the studies o f aviation d uring this period focus on the technical aspects o f aircraft developm ent o r on the broad debate over the proper
role o f aircraft a n d air forces in warfare. Spectacle of
Flight takes its place alongside works such as Joseph
|. C o rn ’s The Winged Gospel: America's Romance with
Aviation (New York: O xford University Press. 1983)
and The Airplane in American Culture (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 2003), edited by
Dominick Pisano. Wohl moves his narrative bevond
the m ore well-known accounts of military events
and technological progress, convincinglv dem onstrating that the spectacle of llight becam e firmlv
ingrained in the popular cultures of America and
W estern E urope by the eve o f the Second World
War. In doing so, he moves seamlessly from one element of his narrative to the next. For example.
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Wo hi thoughtfully analyzes the relationship between cinema and literature on the one h an d and
aviation on the other. Indeed, in Wohl s view, filmm aking and living “both aim ed at nothing less than
the liberation o f hum ankind from the constraints
of everyday reality, and both were forms o f escape"
(p. 112).
Vet. the West’s fascination with aviation also produced some unwelcome results. Wohl dem onstrates
that the awe with which Western publics \iew ed
a\iation in the 1930s allowed H itler’s regim e to coerce its opponents with the m ere threat of aerial
attack. While Ciulio D ouhet's predictions of civil
collapse u n d er air attack never materialized, the
massive destruction of the air cam paigns of the Second World War and the technological advances
that m ade those cam paigns possible transform ed
warfare and hum an civilizations forever. Wohl concludes that in the afterm ath o f the war an d die decades that have passed since then, “aviation may
not have lost its appeal and m eaning as a form of
adventure for a privileged few [but it has lost the]
ability to transform m en and women and raise
them above themselves" (p. 322).
To sav as well that the book is lavishly illustrated
m ight mislead the reader into thinking that this is
not a serious work of scholarship; nothing could be
further from the truth. T he photographs and illustrations co m p lem e n t th e a u th o r s discussion ot
av iatio n ’s im p act on movies, lite ra tu re , a rt. an d
popular culture. Crafted in a srvle an d m an n er that
will attract the casual reader, Spectacle o f Flight is also
the product of extensive research. This fine book
will appeal to cultural, intellectual, an d social historians as well as those who studs military and aviation history. Spectacle ofFlight belongs on every Airm an's reading list.
Dr. MarkJ. Conversino
Maxwell AFli. Alabama

Securing .America's Future: National Strategy in the
Inform ation .Age by Daniel M. Gerstein. Praeger
( h t t p : / / w ww .greenwood.com /p ra e g e r.a s p x ).
8B Post Road West. Westport. ( Connecticut 06881.
2003, 28X pages. $44.95 (hardcover).
Daniel M. G erstein's Securing America's Future
presents a com pelling argum ent for redesigning
the country 's national security strategy to b etter fit
the needs of socielv in the inform ation age. The
core thesis, “elem ents o f power o th er than the traditional or hard power political-military-intelligence
com ponents . . must becom e coequal partners in
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the national secur ity process" (p. 3), calls for m ore
balanced treatm ent o f national security across the
11 elem ents o f power that he discusses. Colonel
G erstein contends that America still clings to vestiges of policies developed in the industrial age.
However, because die country is transitioning to the
inform ation age, it must gear both the domestican d foreign-policy engines accordingly.
W hile addressing com plex political concep ts
and strategies, th e a u th o r also explains each elem ent o f power an d the historical perspective behind the United States’ cu rren t geopolitical position as a "hyperpower." T he introduction claims
that the text is divided into two parts, but there are
actually three. T h e first describes A m erica's current status, the second defines traditional elem ents
of power, and the th ird critiques the g overnm ent’s
existing direction lor national security in the twentyfirst century.
G erstein does an exceptional jo b o f draw ing
readers in by o p en in g his analysis with th ree fictional scenarios, each presenting eith er a dom estic
o r international threat to US national security. T he
stories prim e the m ind and highlight the wellsupported opinion that cu rren t policies indeed derive from a bygone age. Next, the au th o r dedicates
a good portion of the book to backstory and historical perspective, which n o t only serves as a review for avid am ateur historians o r political scientists, b u t also offers invaluable in fo rm a tio n to
re a d e rs u n in itia te d in global politics an d g ra n d
strategy. T h e s u p p o rtin g d ata is extensively re searched and packed with figures (the appendices
are virtual treasure troves o f data and bibliographic
bread crum bs).
T he book’s real iorce com es from the last half of
the argum ent, which plainly outlines G erstein’s
proposed way ahead, including a very insightful
an d arguably accurate assessment of A m erica’s strategic need. The governm ent m ust use all o f its symm etric an d asymmetric resources to survive and effectively cou n ter future threats from o th e r states o r
nongovernm ent actors. T he a u th o r prom otes using “soft” elem ents o f power to shore up the m ore
traditional "hard" powers o f the D epartm ent o f Defense, the form er including science and technology,
econom ics, culture, hum an rights, education, and,
most importantly, inform ation. Critics argue that
the U nited States already leverages these powers
globally. T he m ore subtle p oint is n o t ij America
uses the soft powers but if it uses them effectively.
G erstein clearly depicts an im age o f bureaucracies
that consistently fail to com m unicate and issues a
plea to regain efficiency as well as integrate, coordi-
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nate, an d synchronize across tlie spectrum o f govern m e n t agencies and th e "tools o f state.”
Securing America's Future—carefully researched
an d com plex, vet aim ed at a general audience— reinvigorates the concept that an organization should
always strive to use every asset at its disposal to obtain its objectives. D aniel G erstein calls for changes
in national security strategy that will allow the
U nited States to harness all the elem ents o f power
an d aggressively m eet th e new dem ands o f the inform ation age. Both novice and ex p ert can use this
book as a catalyst for dialogue and as a foundation
for fu rther research.
Capt Raymond P. Akin IV, USAF
Los Angeles AFB, California

Battle-Wise: Seeking Tim e-Inform ation Superiority
in N etw orked W arfare by David C. G om pert,
Irving Lachow, and Justin Perkins. C en ter for
Technology and National Security Policy ( h ttp ://
www.ndu.edu/G T N S P /co n tact.h tm l), National
Defense University, 300 5th Avenue SW, Fort
Lesley J. McNair. W ashington, DC! 20319, 2006,
174 pages, $15.00 (softcover). Available online
a t h ttp ://w w w .n d u .e d u /C T N S P /p u b s /B -W
_BOOK.pdf.
Just as the airplane dram atically ch an g ed warfare, so now will inform ation technology. T he ability
to integrate forces and provide limitless inform ation to the war fighter will forever change how we
think an d how we fight. But according to Linton
Wells II. principal deputy assistant secretary o f defense for networks and inform ation integrations,
"To realize the revolutionary potential o f the network, several factors need to evolve together. These
include doctrine, organization, training, m aterial,
leadership, personnel, and facilities” (p. 165). Although most of the cu rren t focus is on th e technology o f netw ork-centric w arfare, an aspect that
will im prove as technology evolves, Battle-Wise concentrates on the integral foundations o f networkcentric w arfare, do ctrine, training, and people,
which will revolutionize the way we fight.
Because all o f o u r cu rren t potential adversaries
already use netw orking inform ation, the authors
m ake the novel assertion that, to stay ahead, we
must realize that the key is not technology but the
cognitive capabilities o f the people who use it: "Improving decisionm aking—creating battle-wise superiority—deserves attention not as a peripheral
detail o r afterth o u g h t o f netw orked w arfare but as
its ultim ate differentiator" (p. 85). From this prem -

ise, the core o f the book clearly com m unicates innovative ways for recruiting, training, and retaining
these batdewise individuals while also defining their
use in com bat. Some of the au th o rs’ original ideas
include recruiting proven, batdewise civilian professionals in such critical areas as security forces and
allowing them to en ter at higher ranks; developing
new training m ethods to im prove critical decisionm aking skills u n d er fire; and increasing the retention of batdewise personnel by increasing incentives
to m ore closely match those o f civilian corporations. Finally, the authors break new ground by
placing lower-level leadership rather than higherlevel leaders, such as m em bers o f a jo in t air operations center, at the cen ter of die networked battlespace. Upper-echelon leadership still has access to
the inform ation and can provide guidance, but
lower-level leaders have responsibility for “pulling”
inform ation from the network and making decisions
when the time arises— they too m ust be batdewise.
A uthors David G om pert, Irving Lachow, and
Justin Perkins bring great credibility to the subject.
Mr. G om pert, distinguished research professor at
N ational D efense University (NDU), has held several senior policy positions at die State D epartm ent,
National Security Council, and the RAND C orporation. Dr. Lachow, senior research professor at NDU,
has extensive experience in both technology and
defense issues. Mr. Perkins, research associate at
NDU, previouslv served as chief operating officer
fo r W orld Bin. Inc., a national consulting firm. A
forew ord by R ear Adin Raym ond C. Smith, USN,
retired, and an afterw ord by Linton Wells II provide perspective from senior leaders and put power
b eh in d the landm ark ideas described in this book.
An outstanding, well-written study that will set a
new stan d ard for how we look at networked combat. Battle-Wise offers a carefully considered framework for prep arin g ourselves for this next revolution in com bat. We should consider adopting the
au th o rs' innovative, timely ideas as we fu rth er define the concept o f operations and im plem entation
strategies o f network-centric warfare.
Maj David Benson. USAF
Air Lorre Fellow
Argonne National Laboratory. Illinois

Blazing the Trail: The Early H istory o f Spacecraft
and Rocketry by Mike G rum m an. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (http:
www.aiaa.org/con tent, cl m?pageid=2), 1801 Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 500. Reston. \ irginia
20191-4344, 2004,475 pages, $59.95 (hardcover)

BOOK Ri: VIEWS
.As a certified space professional with over 20
years' experience in space operations and engineering, I’ve never seen such a detailed record ol
the world history o f rocketry and spacecraft. In the
18 chapters o t Blazing the Trail, Mike G runtm an covers the “hum ble beginnings” to the “first thousand
years" and provides a thorough description o f the
“long road th a t led us from sim ple firew orks to
intercontinental ballistic missiles and powerful
space launchers that open the ways to the cosmos”
(p. 455). He also discusses the infrastructure required to support the developm ent and testing of
rockets and spacecraft, including the building ol
test and launch sites. G runtm an com bines a heavy
dose o f engineering details with some political insights and sprinkles o f hum or to produce a well\sritten space-reference book.
.Although it protides encyclopedia-type detail,
overall. Blazing the Trail is easy to read an d well formatted. However, since the term spacecraft comes
first in the title. I expected m ore history on spacecraft than on rocketry. Just the opposite is tru e—
about 70 percent on rockets an d 30 p ercent on
spacecraft. T he first detailed discussion on spacecraft occurs in chapter 15. "The B reakthrough,”
after over 300 pages on rocketry. Nevertheless,
G runtm an interweaves technical and engineering
facts, such as the size and perform ance o f early
rockets, with some kev political factors behind both
their successes and failures. For exam ple, in c h a p
ter 16, "O pening the Skies.” the au th o r outlines in
detail the geopolitical environm ent and factors
leading to developm ent o f the U nited States’ first
reconnaissance satellite and form ation o f the National Reconnaissance Office. Additionally, the
book contains over 301) figures, helping to bring
the words to life and providing a unique perspective of the faces and places instrum ental in “building the foundation" of future systems. T he pictures
of earlv systems make it easier to visualize how earlv
rockeLs and spacecraf t evolved from the fairly simple
to the extrem eh com plex. Given the extensive
num ber of illustrations, I was surprised that the
book does not include a “Table o f Figures" to s u p
port quick reference and research. However, the
frequent sidebars do help in this regard.
Although not outlined as clearly and consistently as the history o f spacecraft and rockets, the
book offers a unique discussion of the heritage of
many l'S space corporations. For example, Grumman
cites how disagreem ents with Howard H ughes led
to the resignation o f two leading specialists (Simon
Ramo and Dean W ooldridge [Ramo-W ooldridge])
and. with financial help from T hom pson Products,
eventually to the form ation of T hom pson Ramo
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W ooldridge (TRW) (p. 233). T he au th o r also covers the “why” behind the form ation o f Aerospace
C orporation as a nonprofit institution to h elp the
US Air Force make advances in ballistic-missile and
military-space systems (p. 233).
G runtm an spices up the book with “en g in eerin g
hum or." For exam ple, in discussing the d ev elo p
m en l o f o n e satellite, he notes how a specially produced, expensive white paint was “req u ired ” for
therm al control. However, it turns out that a com m on household paint was used by mistake. Nevertheless, the therm al control w orked as required,
offering an early lesson in cost control (p. 427).
Fundam ental courses in space operations and
ex tended research projects on rocketry a n d /o r
spacecraft should acquire this well-written, singlesource “encyclopedia" as a must-use reference.
.Also, Blazing the Trail is definitely a m ust-read for all
military a n d /o r space-history enthusiasts.
Lt Col Kenneth Allison. USAF
Air Tone Tellow, RAND
Santa Monica, California

The Cam bodian Cam paign: T he 1970 O ffensive
and America’s VieUiam War by Jo h n M. Shaw.
University Press o f Kansas (http://w w w .kansas
press.ku.edu), 2502 W estbrooke Circle, Lawrence, Kansas 66045-4444, 2005, 352 pages,
$34.95 (hardcover).
In describing his greatest victory, Field Marshal
His Grace the Duke o f W ellington called the Battle
o f W aterloo “the nearest ru n thing you ever saw in
your life.” In an impressive deb u t work, J o h n M.
Shaw has produced a study suggesting that Wellingto n ’s quotation is far m ore descriptive o f the American experience in Southeast Asia than m ost people
m ight think. Prior coverage o f the Am erican invasion o f C am bodia has focused on the political ram ifications o f this cam paign. In an account that em phasizes the operational level, Shaw accepts Richard
N ixon’s argum ent that the move into C am bodia
was the most successful operation o f the war: "While
historians debate the political fallout o f the Cambodian incursion, th ere can be no d o u b t o f the
military consequences. At a com paratively light cost
in friendly casualties, the incursion crippled Han o i’s principal forward stockpiles along South Vietn am ’s borders” (p. 169). As a result, the balance o f
power shifted towards Saigon in the early 1970s.
A now-retired LTS Army lieu ten an t colonel with
a PhD in history who has taught at both the US
Military Academy and Air Force Academy, Shaw
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brings a good deal o f military and academ ic expertise to bear in this account. He bases his findings on
an impressive and extensive exam ination o f American military records, showing that by 1970 the
Americans had essentially defeated the Vietcong
and that the N orth V ietnam ese Army posed the
m ost direct threat to the Saigon governm ent, with
bases less than 100 miles away. T he N orth Vietnam ese, though, were vulnerable to attack after having
o p erated out in the open for so long in Cam bodia.
T he Army o f the Republic o f Vietnam gave an adequate showing in the invasion. A m ericans p e rform ed well an d were hardly a military falling apart
from political dissension at hom e, p o o r leadership,
and heavy d ru g use am ong its troops. Shaw, though,
is quick to show that the US Army had clearly declined in quality from its first days in Vietnam .
These findings in and o f themselves are provocative, m uch less his claim th a t the operation was an
enorm ous success. What is particularly impressive
about this book is how even small features— such as
the p h o to section—sup p o rt its overall focus.
Cambodian Campaign is also well w ritten and has
already won the Army Historical F oundation’s Distinguished W riting Award. Shaw co n d u cted a nu m ber o f interviews for this project, and he uses quotations in an effective fashion to enliven his narrative.
T he text, though, is littered with military acronym s,
but that will hardly be a problem to readers o f this
journal.
This book will not be die last word on the offensive
into C am bodia. T h ere are a n u m b er of topics that
Shaw does n o t address at length, such as the perspective o f individual soldiers at the tactical level o r
what W ellington called “the o th e r side o f the hill."
But if o n e stops to com pare the state o f the literature on war 40 years after the fact to a com parable
stage of two o th e r big conflicts— the Civil War and
World War II— it seems likely diat this book will remain the authoritative account o f US actions at the
operational level for decades to come.
Should military officers read Cambodian Campaign} Yes. In fact, it should en d up on reading lists
at various schools in the professional military ed u cation system. Shaw has pro d u ced a study that
highlights a troublesom e fact about military operations in Vietnam an d many o th e r wars: operational
success does not always bring with it strategic victory. It is alto g ether possible for soldiers, sailors,
m arines, and airm en to achieve their objectives
an d for that to mean n o th in g in the end.
Dr. Nicholas Evan Sarantakes
US Army Command and General Staff College
Port Gordon. Georgia

And N othing Is Said: Wartime Letters, August 5,
1943—April 21, 1945 by Michael N. Ingrisanojr.
Sunflower University Press, 2002, 540 pages,
$22.95 (softcover).
T he title o f Michael Ingrisano’s book— And
Nothing Is Said—is misleading. In fact, he had a lot
to say to his fiancee, B ettejeane Louise Hill, while
he served with the Army Air Corps in the European
th e ater d u rin g World W ar II. Between 5 August
1943 and 21 April 1945, "Mike” sent “Bette" 343 letters that recounted his daily routine (m inus operational details), expounded on a variety of topics
from books to a wife’s place in the workforce, and
voiced hopes for their future together. T he book
collects these letters, discovered after Bette’s passing in 1985. U nfortunately, the o th e r half of the
conversation is missing since Bette’s letters to Mike
never m ade it back from the war.
T he Ingrisanos’ story resembles accounts told
by many o th e r m em bers o f their generation. A native o f Brooklyn, New York, Mike graduated from
high school in 1942 and then took a job with Sears.
Roebuck, and Company until S eptem ber of that
same year, w hen he left to enlist in the Army Air
f orces. Bette grew up in Kansas and attended a
year o f college in Kansas City before leaving to go
to work. T he two met while Mike was atten d in g advanced rad io /m ech an ic training in Kansas City. Bv
the time he finished, he knew that Bette would plav
an im portant role in his life. But after parting in
Kansas City, except for a brief visit before Mike left
for E urope, they w ouldn’t see each o th e r again for
alm ost two years. For the next 21 m onths, he flew as
a C-47 crew m em ber with the 316th Troop C arrier
G roup stationed in Egypt, N orth Africa, Sicily. Italy,
and England, receiving an honorable discharge exactly three years after the date of his enlistm ent—a
proven com bat veteran with nine Battle Stars.
A touching account. And Nothing Is Said succeeds on o n e level b u t disappoints on another, i he
book does well in providing som e insight into one
early A irm an’s war experiences. T hough mission
details, bv necessity, are limited, (he read er can still
g ath er from Ingrisano’s letters a sense of the operational tem po and em otional toll that the dangerous flights had on crews. To provide som e context,
he inserts entries from the sq u ad ro n ’s war diarv between the letters (both the diarv excerpts and the
letters are largely unedited). Although these entries
(ill in some detail, their abbreviated descriptions of
events still deny the read er a com plete picture.
Readers looking for a riveting account of an
A irm an's journev through World War II should
look elsewhere. Despite the wealth o f m aterial con-
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tained in Ingrisano’s trove ol letters, the book tails
to tell a story. .\s a lover of biographies, this reader
is com m itted to the belief that everyone hits a story
to tell. Ingrisano obviously does, and one finds
hints of it in both the introduction and epilogue.
In between, however, the letters are too disjointed
and full of personal sentim ents to ren d er a captivating narrative thread.
The book’s setting contains all the elem ents ot a
great tale—interesting characters, com pelling action, and deep em otion— but they lie buried within
the dense and personal love letters. T he many nuggets—an allusion to a harrow ing mission o r a
thoughtful description of a fellow Airman— make
the reader wish Ingrisano had deviated from the
book’s form at to provide a fuller account o f an
event or a person. He adds a few lines o f explanation in places, but, m ore often than not, intriguing
references are brief and fleeting, while the letters
repeat feelings o f longing, declarations o f love, and
speculation about his and B ette’s future together.
Certainly, these sentim ents are reasonable, just,
and the stuff that gave many service m em bers the
strength to make it dirough the war, but most are
best left for private reflection— not publication.
Nonetheless, for those who enjov the history of
the World War II era. a n u m ber o f the letters contain interesting observations on p o p u lar fiction,
movies, and controversial social issues o f the dav.
Ingrisano offers captivating “everym an” com m entary on a culture and events that are now fixed in
historv but, for him. were part o f an unfolding
world: "Say, Honey, I m eant to ask you about this
Sinatra rage that we hear so m uch ab o u t” (p. 180).
“We attended a form al review and Gen. Ike' Eisenhower decorated a few o f the boys that are closely
attached to us. He is a rather nice chap. He went
thru the ranks and talked to a lot o f the boys. . . . I
saw Ike’s Scottie— he has 4 stars on his collar just
like his boss" (p. 260). For this reader, observations
such as these provide some o f the most enjoyable
m om ents in the book.
In the end, Mike and Bette have evolved into
fuller characters, but the reader is still left with a
sense of incom pleteness. W hat did they finally do
with the oft-m entioned bottle of Seagram ’s whiskey
that Bette lovingly kept safe until M ike’s return?
What happened to "Harry," Mike’s future brotherin-law and seemingly top-notch fellow who also
served in the war? W hat was the rest o f the story
behind a teaser in the epilogue concerning a “black
ball from the University of Kansas? And .Slothing Is
Saul provides an incom plete snapshot of what was
surely a rich life, full of worthwhile stories. But they
rem ain untold here, which is a sham e. Perhaps
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som e dav Ingrisano will write a book about his life.
If he does, it will be a pleasure to read.
I.t Col Kristine E. Blackwell, USAf
Ait Fora- Fellow
Washington, DC.

Buffaloes over Singapore: RAF, RAAF, RNZAF and
Dutch Brewster Fighters in Action over Malaya
and the East Indies, 1941-1942 bv Brian Cull
with Paul Sortehaug and Mark H aselden. G rub
S tr e e t/th e B asem ent, 10 Chivalry Road, London, SW11 1HT. U nited K ingdom , 2003, 288
pages, $36.95 (hardcover).
Paraphrasing Lord W ellington, one can say,
“T he Battle of Britain was won on the flying fields
o f E ngland.” After reading Buffaloes over Singapore, I
would add, “The Battle o f Singapore was lost on the
playing fields o f Malaya.” I would also ad d — less in
je st— that this book is a first-rate p rim er on how not
to fight an air war.
O n 7 D ecem ber 1941, no o n e “in the know” really expected the Jap an ese to attack British Malaya,
despite their dem onstrated aggressiveness in China
(1931-41) and French Indochina (1940-41). If they
did attack, British Far East C om m and knew that the
fo u r squadrons of newly arrived, A m erican-m ade
Brewster Buffalo fighters, flown by Roval .Air force
(RAF), Royal Australian .Air Force (RAAF), and
Royal New Zealand .Air Force (RNZAF) pilots,
would soon sweep the Jap an ese air fleet (1,000
strong) from the skies.
Anv air officer above flight lieu ten an t knew that
the Buffalo wasn't a first-class “kite.” It co u ld n ’t succeed against the G erm ans o r Italians, but H eadquarters RAF decided that the Buffalo would suffice
against the poorly constructed (canvas and p ap er),
fourth-rate fighters the Japanese flew (according to
the RAF’s air intelligence). Som e o f the Buffalo’s
less seasoned pilots wanted the Jap an ese to attack,
thinking that a few easy air kills could onlv sharpen
their com bat air skills while they awaited transfer to
the E uropean war.
In the m eantim e, pilots, intelligence officers,
and the com m and stall plotted prom otion, partied,
an d generally enjoyed the “good life." T h eir com placency ended on 8 D ecem ber 1941. Four hours
before Pearl H arbor felt its first aerial bom b, Jap anese naval gunfire saturated n ortheast Malaya’s
beaches. Despite the fact that m em bers o f the Associated Press had noticed a large Jap an ese convoy
heading south, the British were caught off guard.
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Japanese pilots and aircraft were not fourth-rate,
as anticipated. Rather, their pilots proved themselves
well trained, experienced, and aggressive. T heir
Zero fighters outsped, outclim bed, an d o u ttu rn ed
the Buffaloes.
T h e heavier Buffalo could dive b etter than the
Zero, but for a diving attack, a pilot needed warning time to gain sufficient altitude. British radar
deployed in Malaya would have given the Buffalo
Lhat advantage, but the radar sets were quickly
moved far to the rear, to “protect [their] secret.”
D oing so preserved the “secret" b u t n o t the slowclim bing Buffaloes or, eventually, British Southeast
Asia.
Buffalo pilots who did m anage to climb, dive, and
survive often found their hom es u n d e r new m anagem ent o f the Japanese. Panicky airfield evacuations were the rule. Kota Baru, the finest airfield in
n orth east Malaya, fell to a sn iper attack. Nearby
Alor Star gave the Japanese 1,000 barrels o f highoctane aviation gas and tons of bombs. Such “gif ts,”
coupled with the excellent pilots who flew the Zero
fighters, enabled the Japanese to quickly gain air
superiority over all o f Malaya.
T he British m ight have regained air superiority
after a convoy battled its way to Singapore carrying
51 Hawker H u rricane fighters. Instead o f sending
th e s u p e rb H u rric a n e s in to b a ttle e n m asse, the
local air stall used them to replace Buffaloes lost to
attrition. O n S ingapore’s last day o f battle, many
still-crated H urricanes e n d e d up being pushed off
piers while Buffaloes twisted and tu rn e d in com bat
overhead—even with plenty o f pilots available to
fill em pty H u rricane cockpits. Long after the Jap anese gained air superiority over Singapore, the RAF
still sen t pilots there for training. U nfortunately,
the fledglings proved too in experienced to fly. Apparently, m aking the training pipeline look good
was m ore im portant th an adm itting to H eadquarters RAF in L ondon that the air battle wasn't going
well. In sum, Buffaloes over Singapore is a first-rate
story o f seco n d -strin g p ilo ts Hying a th ird -ra te
Fighter u n d e r th e co m m a n d of, at best, a fo u rth rate air staff.
Capt Murdock M. Moore, USAF, Retired
Dayton, Ohio

Batde-Tested: C arrier Aviation in Afghanistan and
Iraq by Rebecca G rant. Iris Press (http://w w w
irisresearch.com ), 236 M assachusetts Avenue
NE. Suite 204. W ashington, DC 20002, 2005,
187 pages, $45.43 (softcover).

Rebecca G rant has done it again. This detailed
work educates and entertains the reader in an area
o f aviation with which many Air Force readers may
not be familiar. An action-packed history of the use
of carrier-based airpower against terrorism targets
em bedded within Afghanistan and Iraq, Battle-Tested
not only deals with recent naval-aviation deployments in support of major military thrusts into those
countries but also addresses how technology has
changed carrier operations since World War II.
An accom plished author, Dr. Rebecca G rant has
a proven track record o f writing informative, insightful, an d useful books for the general military
population—specifically those individuals interested in airpow er and m aneuver forces. She has
p ro d u ced num erous works on o th er military operations in the Middle East and on the value o f military technology (including stealth). Copiously docum ented (over 600 notes), Battle-Tested effectively
exam ines the role of carrier-based airpow er in support o f political decisions pertaining to military action in Afghanistan a n d Iraq; it also gives the reader
the sense o f “being th ere” in the air an d space operations center, in the ready room , on the flight
deck, and in the cockpit when our naval aviators
were planning, flying, and debriefing their operations sorties.
Dr. G ran t’s study would be valuable in the classroom s o f Air Force professional m ilitary education
schools for a num ber o f reasons. Specifically, it illustrates the joint and com bined interactions that
took place in these m ajor regions o f conflict, which
are still relevant to o u r national defense. T he book
also addresses issues o f interest to Air Force policy
architects, mission planners, and operations personnel—for exam ple, the value and use o f m anned
versus u n m a n n ed systems; ways o f effectively com bining precision with nonprecision weapons; relationships o f D epartm ent o f Defense (DOD) forces
with those o f the Central Intelligence Agency; and
the n atu re o f Armv operations (101 st A irborne,
10th M ountain Division, and others) as well as those
o f o th e r DOD forces. T he au th o r also considers the
international diplomatic value and political realities
o f deploring aircraf t carriers as a military presence.
C hapter 10, “Strategic Directions." is particularly
noteworthy. H ere G rant summarizes how carrierbased aviation has evolved into its present form in
the tw enty-first-century battlespace. Battle-tested
lessons cen ter on strategic issues that the new-age
carrier brings to the fight. These lessons represent
requirem ents that cu rren t and future decision
m akers m ust address if thev wish to optimize the
contribution o f carrier aviation to o u r national warfighting capability
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I recom m end Battle-Tested for the serious student
o f airpower, the casual reader o f cu rren t events,
and the airplane enthusiast (the latter will especially appreciate the many pictures o f (light operations). The em bedded airpower o f the Navy carrier,
in concert with o u r Air Force assets, makes a significant contribution to military force projection in
support o f o u r nadonal political objectives. We
need to know what these naval forces bring to the
fight, how thev operate, and what our decision
makers can (or should) do to maximize these
forces. Battle-Tested gives us this inform ation.
Col Joe McCue, USAF. Retired
Springfield, Virginia

W arriors and Scholars: A M odern War R eader edited bv Peter B. Lane and Ronald E. Marcello.
University o f N orth Texas Press (http://w vvw
.unt.edu untpress), P.O. Box 311336, D enton.
Texas 76203-1336, 2005, 320 pages, $24.95
(hardcover).
Coeditors P eter Lane and Ronald M arcello, history professors at the University o f N orth Texas,
have com piled presentations m ade at eight o f the
university’s 24 annual Military History Seminars,
held since 1983 to feed the interest o f the north
Texas com m unity in military' history. T he scope o f
coverage loosely ranges from World War II to the
current war in Iraq. T he contributors include both
professionals—including three historians and a
psychologist—and war veterans, the latter authoring nine o f the 13 articles. T he veterans range from
a corporal to a four-star general and an ambassador, so the personal perspectives are quite diverse.
The book is divided into sections of one to three
articles. Because E urope and the Pacific receive
separate treatm ent, over one-third o f the book (five
articles) deals with World War II. O th er sections include. naturally, the early Cold War. the Korean
War, Vietnam, the late Cold War, and terrorism . .As
with most com pilations, the qualitv o f the articles
ranges from excellent to interesting— happily, not
one is a dog. Little of the material is groundbreaking, but most of it is informative and interesting,
partit ularlv the personal presentations.
The piece by Robert Divine, the most prom inent of the historians am ong the contributors and
a giant in the profession for half a century, addresses the decision to use the bom b to end World
War II. It is disappointing only because it mostly
recapitulates standard material from a consensushistory perspective. It downplays the New Left in-
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terpretation that becam e com m on in the late 1960s
alter hanging around the ft inges since the onset o f
the Cold War.
My favorite am ong the participants, Col H enry
Cole, uses a light touch to deal with his tim e as a
riflem an in Korea. T h e perfect presenter, Cole is a
draftee who left the service, got his education, rejo in e d the Army as an officer, earn ed a PhD, and
published historical studies while serving as an adjunct professor at the Army War College. H e also
epitom izes the Am erican warrior, at least in this article, taking it all as it com es with a touch o f grace
and an abundance o f hum or. O th e r articles are
m ore serious but not necessarily less effective.
Because the book ranges through so many conflicts, cold and hot, coverage o f any era is lim ited to
only two o r three articles. R ather than a survey of
the topic. Warriors and Scholars works m ore as a collection o f conference sessions, defining the conference topic in such a way as to encom pass whatever
papers are available. O n a positive note, each article
can stand alone, so the browsing read er need not
worry about losing an overarching message.
Lest I seem overly negative, I should stress that
this collection contains m uch that is interesting,
even insightful. No m atter how m uch we think we
know, we can always learn m ore from those who
were there. Each lived his own war, and each tale
can only add to o u r knowledge o f what it was like, a
knowledge that can never reach a point o f saturation.
Those who approach the topic as professionals—
detached and scholarly—also en h an ce o u r knowledge of the American m ilitary experience.
Warriors and Scholars is nicely put together, and
ihe editors have invested a great deal o f time and
energy in making sure that all necessary explanatory footnotes are in place. T he result is a satisfactory'
work if not one that heads everv m ust-read list.
Dr. John H. Barnhill
Houston, Texas

O ld Glory Stories: American Combat Leadership in
World War II by Cole C. Kingseed. Naval Institute
Press (h ttp ://w w w .u sn i.o rg /p ress/p ress.h tm l),
291 Wood Road. A nnapolis, M aryland 214025034, 2006, 280 pages, $36.95 (hardcover).
A lthough we have various works o n leadership
during World War II, Old Glory Stories by Col Cole C.
Kingseed, USA, retired, is refreshing in that, in a
single volume, it evaluates com bat leadership at the
strategic, operational, and tactical levels of war.
Moreover, the text goes beyond a m ere historical
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review o f leaders such as Dwight Eisenhower, Douglas MacArthur. and O m ar Bradley. Indeed, Colonel
Kingseed provides insight into such lesser-known
though no less significant warriors as Joseph “Vinegar J o e ” Stilwell. Jo n ath an “Skinny” Wainwright,
Lucian K. Truscott, W alter Krueger, and J. Lawton
“L ig h tn in g jo e ” Collins.
However, the book goes beyond a review o f leadership at the general-officer level, which com prises
“T he Generals," part I of the work. In “The Warriors," part 2, Colonel Kingseed evaluates an d educates readers on the exploits of such legends as Col
Paul Tibbets, Capt Joe Dawson. Maj Dick W inters,
and several lieutenants: V ernon J. Baker, Audie L.
Murphy, and LyleJ. Bouck. O f particular interest is
a ch ap ter on Maj Charity Adams Early, the first
African-American fem ale to com m and a battalion
in the E uropean th e ater o f operations. Like many
others, she faced a twin fight— one against the racism of the Army and an o th e r against the Axis.
T hroughout, the a u th o r provides a balanced evaluation o f the leadership traits, personalities, and challenges en co u n tered bv theater an d Army gro u p
com m anders (those in charge o f several arm ies), as
well as com pany com m anders and platoon leaders.
Colonel Kingseed follows Eisenhower, MacArthur,
and Stilwell from cadet days to the pinnacle o f their
service, ad d in g to o u r know ledge o f the relationship between the two su p rem e com m anders. M oreover. the a u th o r educates us on Stilwell, one o f the
oft-forgotten th eater com m anders who led forces
in the extrem ely challenging China-Burm a-India
theater. W hile com bating the Japanese, the general
constantly fought with the Allies over strategy and
with the Army for supplies an d m anpower. As Kingseed notes, “Stilwell was not called V inegar Joe for
n o th in g ” (p. 32).
.After analyzing Army g ro u p com m anders, the
a u th o r highlights the exploits o f Army com m anders in the Pacific theater, whom he rightfully categorizes as forg o tten warriors. W hen one thinks o f
that area o f operations, images o f fast-carrier task
forces an d M arine landings im m ediately com e to
m ind. However, the Army deployed over 21 divisions to the th e ater (the M arines had six) as well as
the Fifth, Seventh, T h irteen th , and Twentieth Air
Forces (LrS Army Air Forces). Needless to say, most
Americans (and quite a few A irm en) are unaw are
o f this fact. After providing a detailed account o f
G eneral W ainwright’s ordeal after the su rre n d e r o f
Corregidor, the book also outlines the leadership
o f G eneral Krueger, Sixth Army com m ander, who
started in Australia, fought hard-won battles in New'
G uinea, and then went on to liberate the Philippines. Kingseed also objectively analyzes Lt G en Si-

m on Buckner, who com m anded Tenth Army (consisting o f both M arine and Army corps-sized units)
du rin g the battle for Okinawa—where he was killed
in action.
T h e book covers “d u a l-th e a te r” com m anders
A lexander “Sandy” Patch, J. Lawton Collins, and
Charles H. Corlett, who com m anded divisions and
corps in the steam ing jungles o f Guadalcanal, New
G uinea, Kwajalein, and the freezing Aleutians before jo in in g the cam paigns in Europe. Kingseed
superbly illustrates the perception o f these battleh ardened professionals as "interlopers” by Army
leaders in Europe. T he au th o r notes that, despite
G eneral C orlett’s expertise in am phibious warfare,
senior leaders readily dismissed his suggestions
(m ade after reviewing the O verlord plan). O ne can
only im agine what lives m ight have been saved at
O m aha Beach had they listened to the “outsider”
with a proven record.
Kingseed spins a fascinating tale o f Colonel Tibbets, who exemplifies aerial-com bat leadership, before moving on to platoon and com pany com m anders who “led the way.” O ne learns o f Jo e Dawson,
am ong the first to clear O m aha Beach on D-day;
m onths later, on a high ridge overlooking Aachen,
Germany, Dawson’s G Company, with o th e r parts of
the 16th Regiment, held off num erous divisionsized attacks— for 49 days. This is just one o f the
many exam ples of ju n io r officers taking care o f
business. T he au th o r also docum ents the exploits
o f Len Lomell, first sergeant o f a R anger com pany
at Pointe Du Hoc on D-day, and of Lyle Bouck.
whose platoon held up the G erm an advance during
the Battle o f the Bulge for 18 crucial hours.
F urtherm ore, the book explores a topic that
many military historians gloss over— the leadership
o f African-American warriors in World War II. Although many Americans know of the Tuskegee .Airm en. very few have h eard o f V ernon J. Baker, a platoon leader who served with great distinction in
Italv an d received the Medal o f H o n o r for his exploits—52 years later. Like Maj Charity Adams, who
com m anded a service battalion in the European
theater, Baker experienced the .Army’s institutional
racism. Yet, like so many others, these outstanding
warriors set the exam ple for nil Americans to follow. Baker’s courage u n d er fire an d A dam s’s superb
leadership are inspirational: Colonel Kingseed deserves m uch credit for bringing their stories to
light—they are the culm inating chapters o f the
b o o k ’s second part.
Clearly, Colonel Kingseed (who earned a PhD in
military history) conducted extensive research for
Old Glory Stories, which is well written and well docum ented. He recounts the experiences o f interview-
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ing many o f these heroes in person and the ways
that experience inspired his writing and professional thought. The author's expertise is evident
throughout, especially his objective analysis of the
subjects and his handling o f the historical context.
In sum. Old Glory Stories is a relevant, engaging work
with lessons for today’s Airm en— including those
in the senior ranks— on com bat leadership, a coinmodi tv that rem ains in dem and.
Lt Col Richard Hughes, USAF
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Becoming Eichmann: Rethinking the Life, Crimes,
and Trial o f a “Desk M urderer” by David Cesarani.
Da Capo Press (http://w w w .perseusbooksgroup
.com /dacapo home.jsp), Eleven Cambridge Center. Cam bridge, Massachusetts 02142, 2006, 368
pages, $27.50 (hardcover), $18.00 (softcover).
Asked to recall some o f the m ore notorious evildoers from the Second World War. many people
would likely think o f A dolph Eichm ann. Even today, he evokes an unforgettable im age o f a brutal
leader and one o f the top Nazi officials at the center o f the genocide surro u n d in g die H olocaust’s
"Final Solution” in Europe. From the late 1930s to
the end o f the war in 1945. he directed the logistical
apparatus of mass hum an deportation an d extinction within vast areas o f the T hird Reich. As such,
he had direct responsibility for transporting two
million Jews to their deaths. Obviouslv. Eichm ann
fits into the category' o f an anti-Semitic mass m urd erer who blindh followed orders, no m atter how
terrible they were.
But was he realh like the rest o f the Nazis, and
why did he do it? N oted British historian David
Cesarani advances these two major inquiries in his
insighdul biography Becoming Eichmann, In conducting the first serious analysis o f Eichm ann in
almost 40 years, the au th o r uses an extensive list o f
sources (many o f them unavailable in the 1950s
and 1960s) and research to exam ine his theories.
Cesarani makes a thorough and com plex assessm ent of Eichm ann that goes to great lengths in exploring a fundam ental question: was this “desk
m urderer as bad as history now shows, or was he
really just a com petent adm inistrator and technocrat who did not realize the m agnitude o f his genocidal actions?
Tracing his life from its solid beginnings up
through the prewar and conflict years, the au th o r
paints a com plete picture of a fairly norm al man
caught up in the limes and very proficient at carry-
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ing out his responsibilities. Eichm ann nevei rose to
high levels in the Nazi military hierarchy and was
serving only as the equivalent of a lieutenant colonel
when the war concluded. But one needs to pul this
fact into perspective. For exam ple, he participated
in the infamous W ahnsee C onference in early 1942
when the Nazi leadership decided to set in m otion
its Final Solution. However, Eichm ann's role there
was mostly that o f a staff officer helping plan the
conference and drawing up the m inutes— hardly
the activities of a key m over an d shaker, as portrayed by some. After the conference, it is true that
he assum ed m anagem ent o f certain related activities having m ore significance than his later description suggested: “All the work was paperw ork.” He
still m anaged to fly beneath the rad ar in many instances, mainly d u e to his field-grade rank an d administrative status.
After the war. E ichm ann also escaped prosecution. in part because the victorious Allies did not
even know who he was. T he N urem berg trials cam e
and went with little attention paid to him. Eichmann
successfully avoided the authorities in G erm any fo r
several years and in 1950 went to A rgentina, w here
his family joined him soon after. For the next decade, he blended into the surroundings, living a
very m odest but secure life in a South Am erican
country known for h arb o rin g many Nazi f ugitives.
D uring this time, Jewish authorities investigating
the Holocaust started to uncover the significant
role Eichm ann h ad played in transporting victims
o f the Final Solution. Consequently, these Nazi
h u n ters laid out an elaborate plan to find, capture,
and bring him to justice in the state o f Israel so he
could pay for his actions.
T h at’s exactly what h ap p en ed in 1961. Eichm ann
becam e an unwilling cen ter o f world atten tio n
when Israeli operatives secretly nabbed him and
then flew him back to Israel to stand trial for crimes
ag ain st hum anity. T h e first “live” global m ed ia
event, the trial attracted a large audience, many of
whom followed it right up to E ich m an n ’s execution
by hanging in 1962—considered p ro p e r justice for
a supposedly ordinary man who becam e th e “genocidaire” o f millions o f Jews an d oth ers before and
d u rin g the war.
Is the a u th o r convincing with his assessment?
That rem ains to be d eterm in ed , but he presents a
powerful argum ent that will probably cause serious
scholars to reassess E ich m an n ’s role d u rin g those
tum ultuous times. Certainly, Becoming Eichmann reinforces the idea that o n e need not be abnorm al to
becom e a practit io n er o f genocide. Stated an o th e r
way, if an ordinary m an such as Eichm ann could do
what he did, it is conceivable— d ep en d in g on n u -
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m erous factors an d influences— that others in any
given society m ight be capable o f com m itting the
same crimes. .Although nothing will appreciably
elevate o r dim inish Eichm ann's final standing, it will
be interesting to see if a shift in opinion occurs regarding his ranking in the Nazi gallery of despots.
A lthough not easy to read, Cesarani’s study is
logically presented, thoroughly docum ented , exceptionally researched, and enlightening. Dedicated scholars an d students o f the Second World
War and Holocaust will consider Becoming Eichmann
an im portant new work.
Dr. Frank P. Donnini, Lieutenant Colonel, USAF, Retired
Newport News, Virginia

Iraqi Security Forces: A Strategy for Success by
A nthony H. C ordesm an. P raeger Publishers
(http: www.praeger.com), 88 Post Road West,
W estport, C onnecticut 06881-5007, 2005, 440
pages, $49.95 (hardcover).
Readers will m ost likely approach Iraqi Security
Forres in one o f two ways. They will eith e r set it aside
in disgust after reading the introduction o r en th u siastically devour it, soaking up every word—as 1 did.
A nthony H. C ordesm an holds the Arleigh A.
Burke C hair in Strategy at the C enter for Strategic
and International Studies in W ashington, DC. T he
a u th o r of a wide range o f studies on US security,
energy, and M iddle East policy— as well as m ore
than 20 books—C ordesm an has seen his analyses
featured prom inently in m ajor in ternational m edia
outlets. Iraqi Security Forres, the product o f his latest
research on US policy and actions in Iraq, hits chords
that som e readers will find unsettling, causing them
to shake th eir heads in disagreem ent over the auth o r’s research, findings, a n d /o r recom m endations.
O thers will think that he is stating the obvious. Regardless, o ne should take to heart C ordesm an s
recom m endations, located in the final chapter.
I h ad personal experience with som e o f the Iraqi
securitv forces program s d u rin g my to u r at Com bined Task Force 7 in Baghdad. D uring that time, I
witnessed o p en in g developm ents o f th e Iraqi Civil
Defense Corps an d the stand-up o f the Civilian Police .Assistance T raining Team. I read with interest
C ordesm an s com m ents, com paring them to my
own experiences and finding them accurate. Satisfied that C ordesm an had d o n e his legendarilv thorough job o f research. I eagerly read on.
Iraqi Security Forces walks the read er through
events dealing with the bread th o f Iraq's security
forces— its arm ed forces (most specifically the army,

but he also touches on the air force and navy), police, and o th e r security forces units as they existed
during Saddam 's regime and after his removal.
C ordesm an’s research begins with the fall of Baghdad and the ensuing chaos as police units collapse,
arm ed resistance turns from full units to a smattering o f individuals or groups, and crim e and corruption begin to take hold. Sum m arizing the first 12
m onths o f the LTS occupation o f Iraq, Cordesman
criticizes US policies and reports: “T he U nited
States not only initially failed to properly assess the
growth of terrorism and insurgency d uring the first
year following the fall o f Saddam Hussein, but the
insurgency also rose an d becam e steadily m ore effective. . . . While the US training teams and US
com m anders in the field m ade steadily b etter efforts to organize and train Iraqi forces to protect
themselves, the U nited States as a whole concentrated on m anpow er num bers” (p. 49).
Iraq had m ore than the insurgency to consider.
C rim e and corruption had always been a part of
Saddam ’s regim e. After his fall, w ithout an effective
and visible police force to rein it in, the criminal
elem ent in Iraq grew. In some cases, crim inals and
insurgents worked to g eth er w hen it proved advantageous to both parties. C reation o f a replacem ent
Iraqi police force started in mid-to-late 2003, faltered as it faced this wave in crim e, and restarted in
earnest with the advent o f the Civilian Police Assistance Training Team in early 2004. Cordesm an
notes that “the creation of effective police forces
was never a luxury that could wait on defeating die
insurgents. Giving Iraq stability and giving the Iraqi
governm ent full legitimacy m eant that the Iraqi police had to becom e as visible as possible" (p. 116).
A lthough C ordesm an's research constitutes the
bulk of the book's 12 chapters, the final one comm ands the read er’s attention. I found his recom m endations solid and well grounded in his thorough research. He reiterates that the U nited States
and coalition must base their reporting o f Iraqi securitv forces on solid metrics and that the reporting m ust be credible as well as transparent.
Not e v e n o n e will agree with C ordesm an’s research and conclusions; in fact, some may take offense. If nothing else, skeptical readers should at
least take to heart his recom m endations. There is
too m uch in Iraqi Security Forces to ignore. Any reader
involved in planning, policy developm ent, inform ation operations, public affairs, o r even the execution
of future operations similar to Iraqi Freedom must
read this book— lest we repeat these mistakes.
Maj Paul Niesen, USAF
Scott AFB, Illinois
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1st Cavalry Division, Fori Hood. Texas; arid
1 11 IN mission pilot at Detachment 8. 37th Air
Rescue and Recover) Squadron, Vandenberg
AFB. California Colonel Hecht is a graduate
of Squadron Officer School. L'SAF Weapons
School, Air Command and Staff (College, and
Air War College.
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Gen John A. Shaud. USAF, Retired
Lt Gen Bradley C. Hosmer, USAF, Retired
Maj Gen I. B. Holley Jr., USAFR, Retired, D uke University (professor em eritus)
Col Steven D. Carey, USAF, Retired
Dr. J. Douglas Beason, Colonel, USAF, Retired, Los Alam os N a tio n a l Laboratory
Dr. Alexander S. Cochran, N a tio n a l Defense University
Prof. Thomas B. Grassey, N a va l War College
Lt Col Dave Mets, USAF, Retired, School o f A dvanced A ir a n d Space Studies (professor em eritus)

Left to right. Maj Rosana Conceigao de Lim a Bauer, aide to the com m ander, Brazilian A ir Force; Lt Col
R oberto Torres Alpino. Brazilian A ir Force student at USAF A ir W ar College; Lt G en G ilberto A ntonio
Saboya Burnier. vice-chief of staff, Brazilian A ir Force; Gen Juniti Saito, com m ander, Brazilian A ir Force;
Lt Gen Stephen R. Lorenz, com m ander, USAF A ir University; Maj Gen Paulo R enato Silva e Souza,
Brazilian m ilitary and air attache to the U nited States; and Mr. A lm erisio Lopes, editor of Air and Space
Power Journal-Portugues. during the Brazilian d elega tion’s visit to A ir University, M axwell AFB A la
bam a (22 May 2007).
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